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CHAPTER I 

THE SEQUENCE OF MUSICAL DEVELOPMENT 

Creativity and Musical Development 

In the second part there is a detailed examination of children's 

musical compositions as examples of creative work. This will be 

seen to tie in with issues already raised in Part One. For example, 

the version of creativity that views it as a process of self-realisation 

will appear in the spiral model we have created of musical development 

which shows at which level (with a possible age) the child becomes 

concerned with self-expression and how this becomes refined into the 

musical gestures common in our society. This process of refinement 

may be linked to the ordering of personal experience raised by some 

writers. Other issues raised in Part One are freedom, the nature of 

musical imagination, memory, curiosity, originality, the relationship 

between associative-characterising and syntactical relationships, 

the nature of the creative person including aesthetic sensitivity 

with its sense of value, playfulness, the slumps in creativity, the 

role of skills, the potential of everyone to be creative at some 

level and the nature/nurture problem. All of these must be present 

to some extent in any cohesive model of creative musical development. 

This chapter proposes a model and the links between it and these issues 

will be examined in more detail in Chapter Two. 
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Introduction 

Everyday observation tells us that children develop as they 

grow older and that this development relies on an interaction 

between the genetic inheritance of each individual and the environ- 

ment - the physical world, home, school, society. A second 

'commonsense' observation is that there is an element of predictability 

about this process of development. We learn to walk before we can 

run, to stand before we can do either, to imitate before we utter 

original statements, to become capable of sexual reproduction only 

when adolescence is reached. Of course, each person imposes his or 

her own style on these developmental processes, but that there is 

development and that there are at least broad patterns of develop- 

ment are facts beyond dispute. Furthermore, it seems important, 

especially for teachers and parents, to have some understanding, 

a set of expectations that correspond to the maturation of children 

in their care. 

Maccoby tells us that we should notice two general meanings of 

the term development. The first, which he calls a 'softer' meaning 

is the idea of sequence, that development will occur in a certain 

order, early behavioural acquisitions are necessary, though not 

sufficient, for later steps to occur. 
(') 

The second meaning 'goes 

beyond sequence', and points to broad developmental changes that 

occur in almost all children according to a fairly standard timetable. 

(1) Maccoby, E. E., Socialisation and Developmental Change, Child 
Development, 55,1984, PP. 317 - 328. 
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In our study of the musical compositions of children between 

the ages of 3 and 11, we have found that there is a sequence, an 

orderly unfolding of musical behaviour, that there are stages 

through which the musical utterances of children can be traced. 

Because our study took place largely in one school it would be 

unwise to be too dogmatic about identifying broad developmental 

changes to a fairly standard timetable, especially to generalise 

this to 'almost all children'. However, this possibility is not 

ruled out and we have found several writers who from quite 

different perspectives, seem to support our findings. 

Strangely, with one exception, those researchers directly concerned 

with the musical development of children have been least influential 

for us. The classic text by Helmut Moog, The Musical Experience of 

the Pre-School Child(') has, by definition, little to say about the 

school-age child but is rich in detail as far as the very early years 

are concerned. Much of the observation is concerned with response 

to music in the role of audience, including an element of movement to 

music, in reproductive accuracy in singing and in the kind of song 

(1) Moog, H., The Musical Experience of the Pre-School Child, 
trans. by Claudia Clarke, London, Schott, 1967, First 
published in Germany, 1968. 
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repertoire acquired by children. Lees is said about children's 

musical utterances, the activity which we are calling 'composition', 

but we shall find Moog helpful. 

I fine example of the analysis of children's compositions is to 

be found in Loane. 
(l) 

Here, he examines the compositions of 11-14 year 

olds, undertaking an 'assessment' for formative purposes, in order 

that the teacher might respond adequately to the children's music. 

His work is theoretically based on the ideas of Langer: music is 

seen as a 'way of knowing'. This sensitive and subtle approach to 

compositions of children, while saying little about development in the 

sense we are using the term, illustrates very clearly the value of 

declaring a conceptual framework. Without such a framework, any 

account of musical development in children will be simply descriptive, 

lacking in interpretative power and the ability to relate the music 

of a particular child to the music of others. 

By happy chance, one of us was engaged in developing a conceptual 

framework relating activity in the arts to human play: at the same 

time, the other was working with children in primary schools, building 

up a library of tape-recorded data. The theory and practice have 

come together in what we think is a most exciting way, each illumina- 

ting and challenging the other. 

(1) Loane, B. 9 Thinking about Children's Compositions, British Journal 

of Music Education, Vol. 1, No. 3,1984, pp. 205 - 231" 

9 
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The Theoretical Basis 

Our theoretical basis can be found in the paper The Arts in Educa- 

tion: Dreaming or Wide Awake? 
(1) 

Part of the discussion centres on 

the idea that play, a very important human activity, is intrinsically 

bound up with all artistic activity, the early and obviously playful 

activities of children being sublimated into activities such as painting 

pictures, playing music and reading novels. A powerful influence in 

the development of this view is Piaget, though not the Piaget of tightly 

formulated stages of development but the Piaget concerned with funda- 

mental human processes, the ways in which we make sense of and grow 

into the world. 

Piaget notes that play in very early childhood is characterised by 

the sheer pleasure of exploring and mastering the environment, what he 

calls 'a feeling of virtuosity or power'(2). We can see how this impulse 

to mastery evolves into musical activities. The handling of voices and 

instruments, the development of ensemble skills, the use of notations, 

delight in the virtuosity of others: these are obvious elements of 

mastery. There is surely a continuum from the pleasure experienced by 

a baby who has just learned to drop things out of the pram, and for 

sheer joy does this over and over again, and the satisfaction of the 

sitar player technically exploiting the potential of a particular raga., 

(1) Swanwick, K., The Arts in Education: Dreaming or Wide Awake? 
Special Professorial Lecture, London University Institute of 
Education, 1983. 

(2) Piaget, J., Play, Dreams and Imitation in Childhood, London, 
Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1951. 
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We ought to notice one other thing: control of materials pre- 

supposes delight in materials. Sounds themselves seem to be 

intrinsically interesting before and during the process of trying to 

control them. We remember Grieg being excited as a boy of six by 

chords of the ninth, simply as a sound phenomenon; or Kenneth Graham 

(the author of The Wind in the Willows) writing about his boyhood 

'strumming' on a piano where some notes were red and some were green 

and some told of armies marching and, up above, (it has to be a 

grand piano) 'the little white men leap and peep and strive against 

the imprisoning wires'; and also Stockhausen, who writes for his 

performers of Gold Dust, 'after four days, late at night, without 

conversation beforehand play single sounds without thinking which you 

are playing. Close your eyes just listen'. 

Another Piagetian concept is called, simply, imitation. Imita- 

tion is also easy to identify in early childhood: it happens when a 

child submits to the world and attempts to resemble some aspects of 

it. S/he may identify with and pretend to be a parent, a friend, a 

tiger or a teacher. When we imitate something or someone, we give up 

some part of ourselves and take on characteristics of whatever is 

imitated. For Piaget, imitation represents a tendency towards 

"accommodation". We accommodate to, change ourselves, pretend to be 

like; rather than impose our idiosyncratic view upon the world. 

Elements of imitation are more obviously present in the arts when 

they are representational; that is to say, when there is reference to 

events in life - in stories and drama, in poems and. paintings. Imita- 

tion is also obvious enough in programme music and in opera but it is 

also true that even in the most 'abstract' musical works there are 
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elements of imitation. Every performance of a Bach fugue has its own 

particular universe of gestures, of feeling and emphasis; it has 

expressive character. Musical characterisation is a development from 

the "let's pretend" imitation that we find in early childhood. 

A little later on in infancy, play becomes imaginative and, 

according to Piaget, 'subjects things to the child's activity, with- 

out rules or limitations'. Anyone who has close relationships with 

young children will know about imaginative play. Objectives and 

people are transformed into other than themselves and sometimes things 

are conjured out of the air. At one time, one of the writers was 

accompanied on walks not only by his three children but also by a 

horse which,. though invisible, made great demands on us all and caused 

us to open gates rather than climb styles. This enigmatic animal 

was a fairly constant companion for several months and was a vivid 

part of the imaginative world of this particular child. For 

Piaget, imaginative play tends towards what he calls "assimilation" 

and stands at the opposite pole from imitation. The imaginative 

play-world is made by the child for the child: events and objects 

are assimilated into this world and transformed to fit into the 

unique make-believe perspective of the individual. 

In imaginative play we create a world of transformed relationships 

which we ourselves govern. This is clearly so with the composer- 

musician. A new realm is created in a musical composition: for 

example, although the musical vocabulary of Mozart might often be 

fairly commonplace, "of its time", it is transformed by the creation 

of new relationships, through the imaginative power of the composer. 

Imaginative play has to do with structural transformations, with 

personal interpretation, re-constituting reality. 
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Vi re 1 may-help to summarise the relationships between the 

concepts of mastery, imitation and imaginative play, and the analogous 

musical play elements; control of sound, expressive character and 

structure. ßigure ]. 

As we shall see, this theoretical starting point allows us to 

interpret and to order the musical offerings of children in a develop- 

mental way. For, it becomes clear from our data that the musical 

compositions of children tend to follow a broad sequence of development 

through stages of Mastery, Imitation and Imaginative play, in that order. 

Moog has observed the beginning of this process with six-month old 

babies, where 'attention is given first and foremost to the sound itself'. 
4) 

He cites other researchers who support this view, especially Mursell. 

There are strong reasons for believing that a young child's primary 

responsiveness to music is first and foremost the tone itself, and not, 

as is sometimes asserted without any Rood evidence, to rhythm or to 

melody. 
(2) 

Mursell is prepared to emphasis this point, stating that 

during the pre-school and even the kindergarten period, the child is 

much more pre-occupied with the tonal content and appeal of music than 

with anything else about it . 

Moog notes that his own observations of young children lead him to 

the conclusion that 'during the second year it is still the sensory 

impression of the sound, together with the rhythm, which lie at the 

heart of musical experience'O). Moog also observes that before the 

(1) Op. cit. P. 55. 

(2) Mursell, J. L., Education for Musical Growth, Boston, London, Ginn, 
1948, p. 30. 

(3) Op. cit. p. 86. 
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Figure 1 

MASTERY 

IMAGINATIVE PLAY 

structural relationships 
(assimilation) 

IMITATION 

expressive character 
(accommodation) 

control of sound materials 
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age of one year the songs of children bear 'no resemblance to what 

is sung or played to them'(l). A good deal of what Moog calls 

musical babbling goes on, and this is clearly related to the 

fascination of sound itself and the pleasure of beginning to control 

sound. After the age of 1, children begin to demonstrate the art 

of reproducing what they hear, a form of mastery which increases 

progressively. There is then, a clear indication here of a move 

from interest (delight) in sound towards control of materials and 

this seems to be the first important shift in the musical develop- 

ment of very young children. 

Although Moog does not develop a unified theoretical framework, 

he identified an important change during the second year concerning 

movement to music. Somewhere between the ages of 18 months and 

2 years children begin to 'match their movements to the rhythm of 

the music'. This is rather fitful and short-lived and not every 

child does this at this age but it is surely the first presage of 

response to expressive character in music. When a person moves to 

music what we are seeing is a physical imitation of the sonorous 

movement of music and, although movement to music made spontaneously 

tends to diminish in the later years of infancy, its presence at 

this stage is a helpful outward manifestation of this relationship. 

One further example from the work of Moog will serve to 

reinforce the view that our preliminary picture of musical engagement 

has some foundation and that there may indeed be a sequence of develop- 

ment to be observed, if we are patient enough to look for it. 

(1) Op. cit. p. 62. 
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Moog(l) notes, that a new category of singing emerges at around the 

age of 4. He calls these songs 'imaginative songs', and fortunately 

the word imaginative here coincides with our use of it (unlike his 

use of the word 'imitative' which refers only to the mastery of a 

song'learned by imitation). Some of these songs tell stories, some 

of them are totally novel and some incorporate elements of songs 

already known but rearranged in new ways. Here then, is a hint of 

the emergence of imaginative play, the forming of new structural 

relationships from scraps of tunes already absorbed during earlier 

stages, though Moog would not consider the 4-year-old capable of 

"original creation" 
(2) 

By the time children come to school they 

have visited every corner of our' theoretical triangle with Mastery 

most evident but with the first glimmers of Imitation and Imaginative 

playa 

Of course, development does not stop at this age and, as we shall 

see, each mode of playfulness will be revisited and given an emphasis 

at"other stages of development. Imitation and Imaginative play will 

become more firmly evident in musical activities later on. 

Collecting and Analysing the Compositions 

The first empirical task was to try to verify our hunch that 

musical development occurs in a particular order and that this 

sequence can be observed in children of school age. We needed a 

pilot study. 

(1) Op. cit. P. 21. 

(2) Op. cit. P. 114. 
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The most direct and uncomplicated way of doing this is to 

observe the musical compositions of children. We define "compositions" 

very broadly and include the briefest utterances as well as more 

sustained invention. Composition takes place when there is freedom 

to choose the ordering of music, without notational or other forms of 

detailed performance instruction. Others may prefer to use the terms 

improvisation, invention or "creative music". All of these fall 

within our definition of "composition". The advantage of this 

approach is that we are observing relatively undirected musical 

behaviour rather than trying to analyse what children say about music 

or how they perform in tests. 

Musical offerings were collected from children aged 3 to 9 years 

in a South London primary school. The school was racially mixed, 

having children of Asian, Caribbean, African, Northern and 

Southern European backgrounds. The children chosen were taken so as 

to be representative of the mix in the school, both girls and boys. 

They included those having individual or group lessons on an instru- 

ment and those who did not. All the children had class music lessons 

with a music specialist (the researcher) that varied in length from 

20 minutes a week for the 3 to 4 year olds to two half hours a week 

for the 5 to 7 year olds and one half hour a week for the 8 to 9 year 

olds. In some classes this music work was followed up by the class 

teacher, particularly with the 3 to 4 year olds. The lessons all 

included elements of musical composition and some of the older 

children had been involved in quite long, complex projects, including 

composing music for stories of some half-hour's duration, sometimes 

with dance and drama. 
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Each child was "interviewed" individually or in a small group 

(2 or 3 at the most) and was given a variety of musical tasks: 

1. First of all, s/he was given one or a pair of maracas 

and asked to make up a pattern for it. (This instru- 

ment was chosen on the grounds that it is easy to 

manipulate, demanding the least technical skill, 

shaking being a baby's first movement. ) 

2. Secondly, s/he was given a tambour and asked to make 

up a pattern for it played with the hand. (This was 

considered the next most easy instrument to. play. ) 

3. Thirdly, s/he was offered a choice of instruments with 

which s/he would be familiar (tambour, maraca, Indian 

cymbal, triangle, claves, castanets, tambourine), 

including the maracas and tambour already played, 

and asked to make up a piece with it. 

4. The child was offered a choice of instruments with which 

s/he was not familiar and asked to make up a pattern 

for it. (The choice offered was gato drum, cabassa, 

tambour, guiro, bass drum, tubo and large cymbal. 

It was hoped to find out the grounds on which the 

choice was made but the direct question produced little 

response. ) 

5. The child was offered the chime bars of E, G and A and 

one beater and asked to make up a pattern for them. 

(This gave a limited number of pitches to control-. ) 
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6. The child was offered a xylophone with a pentatonic 

scale and two beaters and asked to make up a piece. 

7. The child was offered a metallophone with the scale 

of C major on it and two beaters and asked to make 

up a piece. (This further increased the pitch 

scope. ) 

8. The child was offered a fully chromatic xylophone 

with two beaters and asked to make up a piece. 

(This gave yet more freedom of pitch-) 

9. The child was asked to "say something" like 'It 

is sunny and I am happy' on any of the instruments 

available. (This was designed to see if the 

introduction of an extra-musical idea (imitative 

play) produced different results compared with 

starting from sound materials*) 

10. The child was asked to sing a song that s/he had 

made up. S/he was given the option of having 

words or humming or "lahing". Sometimes, if no 

response was forthcoming, the researcher sang a 

phrase to which the child responded. This 

usually consisted of lah, soh and mi. (The child 

would be familiar with this activity from class 

lessons. ) 

All these tasks were recorded together with the necessary conver- 

cation. Later, the procedure was refined so that each child was 

asked to repeat each task, to see the extent of his/her musical memory 

and note which elements in the composition survived, an indication of 

what was important to the child. 
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A tape was prepared, giving examples of the work of children 

aged 3 to 9years. Three examples were chosen from the second 

attempts. The edited tape contained these pieces but in randomised 

age order. In actual age order, the following notes give a rough 

impression of what the judges heard. (All notations are approximate. ) 

Three year old girl: 

a) an attempt at a steady beat on a maraca with some half- 

pulse notes 

b) eleven steady drum beats 

c) an uneven and irregular exploration on a xylophone using 

two sticks going up and down the range of bars 

Four year old boy: 

a) a steady beat pattern on a drum involving some half pulse 

notes 

b) an irregular exploration on the gato drum with two sticks, 

sometimes hitting the wooden surround 

c) an exploration on a xylophone using two sticks involving 

some pairs of quavers and with some underlying sense of 

a beat 

Five year old boy: 

a) long irregular beat pattern on maracas which are sometimes 

hit together 

b) Music Example1 

flJ JJJJJ; 
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starts a long pattern on small cymbals - developed into 

a pattern involving some shorter and some longer notes - 

a fairly steady underlying beat which becomes more 

erratic towards the end - no sense of ending, several 

attempts at stopping 

c) a long exploration on a xylophone - developed into 

a pattern involving short and long sounds with a 

fairly steady underlying beat - sometimes two notes 

are used together and sometimes the wood of the 

instrument is hit 

Six year old girl: 

a) 

8d \iJ 11 

Music Example 2 

on a drum 

b) 

d ýýId Iý 

Music Example 3 

on a small cymbal 
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c) 

-T-- r 

Music Example 4 
on chime bars 

Seven year old girl: 

a) 

n1n Jrn fl 1 [IT? n) rrIT J 

Music Example 5 
on a drum - the syncopation at the end is 

handled a little hesitantly 

b) 

Music Example 6 
on a xylophone with some development of melodic 

ideas 
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o) an eight bar tune 

deal of repetitioi 

small cymbals and 

not impossible to 

Eicht Year old girl: 

a) 

cl 1) a 0 

on metallophone involving a good 

1 and accompanied by a beat on 

Indian cymbals (difficult if 

notate) 

J IJ d JJ 1a 

ýýicJ lo lj II 
YupýJ 

Music Example 7 
on a drum 

b) a development of a melodic pattern involving 

augmentation and diminution on three chime bars 

c) twelve bars on the xylophone not clearly defined because 

the beat gets faster and so appears unsteady 

Nine year old girl: 

a) 

Jnlld 1-7 jjdd II 

Music Exarnvle_8 
on a drum 
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b) an eight bar tune in 4/4 time in clear-cut phrases 

involving some half pulse notes and some repetition 

of ideas on three chime bars 

c) an eight bar tune in four-time on a diatonic 

xylophone with some repetition of ideas - clear 

cut phrases - some sense of the potential of the 

diatonic scale - some syncopation 

Three independent judges were asked to listen to the tape 

recording containing the three items from all seven children, 

ranging from the age of 3 to 9. The age of each child was not 

revealed and the age order was randomised. The judges were asked to 

rank the ages of the children from the evidence they heard on the 

tape. One of the judges, a teacher but not experienced musically, 

found this task almost impossible and said so, but the other two, 

who were both musicians and experienced teachers, managed the task 

without too much difficulty and gave interesting reasons why they 

thought that a particular group of compositions were from an older 

or a younger child. These comments were frequently to do with the 

level of mastery and structural organisation. 

If we look at the estimated ages given by the two appropriately 

experienced judges and compare them with the actual age we find a 

correlation. 
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Figure 2 

Actual and estimated ages of children 

Actual ages 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 

Judge 1 8 9 7 4 5 6 3 

Judge 2 7 8 9 4 5 6 3 

The statistical probability of the two judges agreeing so closely 

with each other and with the actual age order by mere chance is 

fairly remote. 

(rho, judges 1/2 - . 89; rho, actual age/judge 1- . 82; 

rho, actual age/judge 2 m . 71) 

This is quite helpful. There do appear to be observable 

differences between the musical utterances of children that vary with 

age, at least when there is a musical environment in the school. 

Questions remain: what are these differences and can they be found 

in a larger sample? In order to answer it is necessary to further 

refine the model so far developed, though it should be pointed out 

that the categories about to be described were not pulled out of 

"thin air" or merely derived from the literature but emerged and were 

clarified as further analysis of more material proceeded. 

Towards a Model of Musical Development 

More compositions were collected from children aged 3- 11. 

Forty eight boys and girls of various racial and social groups in the 

school were chosen and they were taped once a term over 4 years. At 
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each session each child produced nine compositions. These were 

tasks 1,2,5,6,7,9 and 10 of the original ones. Tasks 3 and 4 

were combined so that the child was offered a selection of unpitched 

instruments of which some were familiar, some unfamiliar. Task 8 

was omitted as it produced results very like task 7. A new task 

was introduced of creating a piece for a group of instruments by 

getting the researcher and the other children in the room to play 

instruments together. The child, was completely free to choose the 

instruments for the others and tell them what and when to play. 

The instructions given varied greatly, from just giving the others 

the instruments and leaving them totally free to do what they liked 

when they liked, to quite specific instructions from the older 

children. Although over a thousand compositions were collected only 

745 were analysed as a pattern quite clearly emerged. The emergent 

picture was strikingly confirmed for us by Malcolm Ross., who, in a 

highly speculative book, 
(') 

puts forward his own description of the 

process of aesthetic development in the arts. For the purposes of 

comparison with our own analysis, it will serve to put out some of 

the key statements made by Ross giving four periods of development 

in music, especially those categories of statement that coincide 

with his descriptions of the process in Art and Drama. 

1. (Years 0-2) Pure sensuous engagement with sound 

materials, along with experimentation and beginning 

to relate music to feeling or mood characterises, 

for Ross, the early years. 

(i) Ross, M., The Aesthetic Impulse, Oxford, Pergainon Press, 1984, 

pp. 129 - 130. 
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2. (Years 3-7) This stage is characterised by musical 

doodling, especially vocal doodling, and the progress- 

ive mastery of what Ross calls 'sound structures and 

patterns'. He notes the beginning of anticipation 

in music. Interestingly, in Art and Drama he 

begins to see perception of expressive gesture develop- 

ing, of signs as 'representative' of experience. 

In our terms, these two stages seem to correspond with 

delight in sound itself leading to control of materials, 

the play element of 'Mastery', moving into 'Imitation', 

where expressive character, gesture, mood, and so on, 

are recognised and reproduced. 

3. (Years 8-13) This, for Ross, is marked by concern with 

the 'conventions of musical production', a desire to 

'join the adult scene'. Programme or 'narrative and 

descriptive music makes sense'. There is a desire to 

become 'conventionally proficient' and teachers must 

'satisfy the demand for greater conventional competence'. 

(We shall meet this concept again shortly when we refer 

to an interesting paper by Robert Bunting('). For the 

moment it will suffice to notice that the important 

element here is that of working within an accepted 

musical idiom. ) 

(1) Bunting, R., The Common Language of Music, Music in the Secondary 
School Curriculum, Working Paper 6, Schools Council, York 
University, 1977. 
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4. (Years 14+) Here music is seen as taking on greater 

significance as a form of personal expression, 'embody- 

ing, meaning and vision', significant for an individual 

or for a community. 

If we are to take Ross's observation, that powers of anticipation 

begin to develop during the second stage, as signifying the begin- 

nings of concern for structural relationships, then the over- 

arching sequence of development seems to run through Mastery and 

Imitation to Imaginative Play. We would emphasize that each one of 

these is swept up into the next developmental thrust and is repeatedly 

revisited. For example, if we begin to handle a new instrument, or 

work in a new idiom, or work on a new piece of music, we are sent 

immediately back to the problems of mastery. It is important to be 

clear that we regard these three stages as cumulative and cyclical 

and, to use the words of Maccoby, recognise that the 'early behavioural 

acquisitions are necessary, though not sufficient, for later steps to 

occur'. 

We have referred to the work of Bunting which appeared as Working 

Paper 6 of the Schools Council Project, Music in the Secondary School 

Curriculum, (1977). This somewhat overlooked paper has as its focus 

the idea of the Vernacular, "the common language of music", what 

Ross calls the "conventions of musical production". It seems a 

remarkably perceptive view of developmental possibilities written 

from the perspective of a teacher in a secondary school. 

Bunting identified several modes of musical perception and these 

descriptions fit well into our own developmental sequence, as established 
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by analysis of the children's compositions. He does not always 

appear to order his modes of musical perception in a developmental 

sequence but there are hints of this. 

MASTERY - Sensory response to sound materials evolving into the 

Manipulative 

Bunting uses three terms here: neurological; acoustical; 

mechanical. The neurological mode he describes as the reaction of 

the nervous system to sensations of timbre, rhythm, pitch. quite 

independently of the analytical mind He notes that the use of 

very high or low pitches or loud or soft instrumentation brings the 

neurological impact of music forward. Related to this, the 

acoustical mode has to do with the interaction of sound with the size 

and design of buildings in which music is played. We can be 'affected 

as much by the degree of resonance as sound is given, as by its pitch 

or syntactical meaning'. He gives as instances the use of open 

strings and mutes or the use of space ar4d distance for musical impact. 

In the compositions of our very young children at the age of 3 or 4, 

we notice an interest in very soft and loud sounds, a big bang on the 

bass drum followed by sheer delight or fear, or a preference for the 

very soft sounds of a shaker or Indian cymbal. Both the neurological 

and the acoustical mode are evident in the young child's primary 

concern with the tone colour of an instrument, experimenting with 

short and long sounds, or slow and fast shakes of a shaker, or fingers 

and fists on the surfaces of drums. 
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In the work of our younger children (3-4) it is often difficult 

to sort out exploration of tone colour from problems of mastery. 

Below this age, it is clear that the "sensory impression of the 

sound", as Moog puts it, predominates. The programmatic task at 

3 to 4 tended to produce pieces still primarily concerned with timbre, 

as when a tubo (a small shaker) is explored, by a boy aged 3.10 in 

response to the task of making up a piece about "Spring". As 

children get older, the exploration becomes more deliberate; as in a 

piece by a girl aged 4.3 for tambour, when, in the course of a long 

composition with an uneven beat, she hit the wood intentionally, and 

an "Autumn" piece for a pair of plastic cymbals, in which interest 

lay in the cymbals, which were sometimes clicked together and some- 

times rubbed. The scraper provided opportunities, not only for 

scraping, but also for tapping, as in this short piece by a girl aged 

4.81 
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Music Example 9 

The wooden agogo provided the same girl with the chance of exploring 

rhythm and timbre together, giving rise to variations on: 

scro, 

Music Example 10 

with a vague pulse. 
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Both tambour and maracas provided children with chances for the 

exploration of timbre. A piece by a boy aged 4.5 shows the hand 

being rubbed over the surface, while a boy aged 4.7 uses his hand 

flat and in a fist. Maracas are sometimes used together, sometimes 

separately and are sometimes knocked together. A composition from 

a girl aged 4.2 has the two knocked together, although many other 

aspects are explored such as gradual changes in dynamics and a 

change of speed at the end. The beginning of phrase structure is 

shown in the opening, which is repeated) 

=: J2 JJ1'i 111J111ý 

Music Example 11 

Clearly, all these activities belong in the category of Maste 

and move from curiousity and delight into experimental manipulation. 

There are other features. Bunting notes that 'a composer can make 

music out of purely mechanical processes (for instance where hands on 

a keyboard move in contrary motion he may accept whatever harmonies 

result)'. Younger children, are fascinated by the alternation of 

the sticks on pitched instruments and produce pieces in which pitch 

organisation is determined by mechanical alternation often producing 

trills and tremolos. Other patterns go up and down a series, as 

in a pentatonic piece by a girl aged 5.01 
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Music Example 12 

A piece by a boy of 4.5 has exploration of scales and sequences starting 

on apparently random pitches, although there is some influence of the 

extremes of the instrument in the choice of starting and finishing 

notes : 

Music Example 13 

Delight in sound and the urge towards manipulative mastery through 

exploration is swept up into succeeding stages of development and is 

evident in the musical productions of children of all ages. At 

these later stages though, interest in and control of sound is combined 
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with a developing concern for expressive character and structural 

relationships. The more developed explorations of older children 

include the use of different beaters for different purposes and 

experimentation with more systematic ways of organising sound. 

Older children, when playing together, usually give some kind of 

starting and stopping signal and use a variety of methods of combina- 

tion, including the 'layer' device, where players start and finish in 

series, building up and then reducing the texture. Younger children 

have very little idea as to how their sounds may be combined with the 

sounds of others. We noted an exuberant piece for gato drum and 

metallophone, in which both players pursued their own pulse patterns 

regardless of each other. There was, however, an instruction to stop! 

The visual and physical characteristics of instruments continue 

to exert an influence on musical productions but in more sophisticated 

and structured ways. The ubiquitous glissando appears in early 

musical offerings as an ending. With older children the glissando is 

often used as a contrasting device, as we noted in a piece by a girl 

aged 11.5; 
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Music Example 14 
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A melody by a girl aged 7.8 shows an inversion which appears to be 

influenced by the visual aspect of the instrument: 

Music Example 15 

An interesting example of the use of mechanical patterns occurs when 

more than one is used together. In one example, by a girl aged 11.7, 

each hand pursues its own mechanical patterns 

k 

Music Example 16 

i 

It is important to stress that the shift from Sensory exploration 

towards Manipulative skills - the phase of Mastery essentially concerned 

with the materials of music - is an on-going concern at any stage of 

development and is reactivated every time we confront a new musical 

idea, idiom or work. Readers may perhaps share the experience of the 

writers in that, if deprived of music from some little time, the first 

Yk 
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and most striking impression of music when it is rediscovered is of its 

sensory surface, the sounds themselves. This is particularly noticable 

at the start of a concert, for example. 

IMITATION - Personal Expression moving towards the Vernacular 

Bunting uses the term illustrative, 'a way of giving music meaning 

by association'. He suggests a range of illustrative devices, from 

such obvious things as a drum roll signifying thunder, to the more 

subtle possibility of a drum roll signifying anger. This is important 

for us. In our category of Imitation, we are not referring to a rather 

crude copying of sounds using musical instruments. This kind of 

procedure, the literal making of 'sound effects', is rarely present in 

the musical work of our children of school age; nor is it observed by 

Moog at younger ages. Even at its simplest, music is much more 

abstract than this. 

We are more concerned with the tendency of music to be expressive, 

without being in any way illustrative, or representational. Music 

rarely appears to have a conveniently describable 'subject', yet, 

does seem to contain an expressive charge: we hear gestures, character 

and movement in music. Bunting appears to believe that this level of 

musical perception, which he calls the 'symbolic mode' appears late, 

towards the end of schooling, if at all. In this he may be misled 

by children's responses going 'underground', blocking out the gaze 

of the outside observer, especially in adolescence. We detect 

expressive quality much earlier on in the musical behaviour of children. 

Bunting puts it rather well when he says that musical rhythms and 

tensions seem to mirror the flow of feeling within us in a direct, non- 
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verbal and non-illustrative way. Most of us would consider this 

music's most important quality and it is not a thinking process but a 

feeling one. 
(') 

It is in the songs of children that the first signs of Imitation, 

acts of musical expression, begin to appear. It may be that the 

personal and "non-technical" nature of the human voice makes early 

expression more likely. The exuberant imitation of feeling in 

improvised songs is well caught in a composition by a girl of 4.0 in 

response to the idea 'the sun is shining': 
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Music Example 17 

After a steady beginning with some element of repetition, the 

widening intervals and increase in speed give us an almost first-hand 

experience of the excitement generated by the idea of 'shine'. 

Although the idea of 'shine' is an external one, it is clear in this 

(1) Op. cit. P. 4. 
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performance that the child is taken over by a sense of shining. She 

herself shines: the process of imitation is clear. Two songs, one 

by a girl aged 4.5, the other by a boy aged 4.7, clearly show that they 

are able to catch and hold expressive character in their music: 
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Music Example 18 
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Music Example 19 
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These songs go well beyond manipulative control. They are also 

remarkable in that they show the first beginnings of the musical 

Vernacular. 

The instrumental pieces are much less developed but we can 

detect an expressive intention in a good number of them -a 

reflective quality about a chime bar improvisation, despite its 

unsteady pluse, an expansive gesture in a maraca pattern which 

starts as a steady pluse with no regular metre and then builds up 

with a crescendo and accelerando, to an explosive climax at the end 

(a boy aged 4.5 and a girl aged 4.7). Changes in loudness and speed 

frequently play a crucial part in determining expressive character. 

The important shift at this stage of Imitation, is from the 

personal and idiosyncratic towards socially shared Vernacular 

conventions. The imitative aspect of expressiveness, the sense of 

"pretending to shine" in musical gestures, may begin as Personal 

expression but is soon swept up into a community of musical common- 

places; shaped phrases and received melodies, rhythm patterns and 

repeated formulas. What Bunting calls "the common language of 

music" takes over as the dominant influence, as learned songs are 

incorporated into the musical inventions of children, as metrical 

patterns and phrase are learned within a broad musical culture. 

Moog noticed this to some extent in the singing of his 4 year olds 

but it becomes much more evident by around the age of 7, when musical 

gestures are more stylised, borrowed from tradition, though perhaps 

with modifications: 
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Music Example 20 
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The contrast between this kind of thing and 'Shine' is striking yet 

very frequently observed. What is imitated is not so much an 

expressiveness arising directly from the child's state of feeling 

but an entry into a world of cliche, where expressive character 

appears to be second-hand. This may seem a regressive step but it 

is certainly an important and necessary one if children are to share 

musical procedures. The music is not without expression but the 

expressiveness tends to be borrowed, as when common rhythmic or 

melodic patterns are repeated, or when fairly conventional answering 

phrases appear - unambitious musical gestures: 

Music Example 21 

Music Example 22 
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It is often difficult to decide what is happening to melodies 

that are already known. Is the tune being attempted, though 

inaccurately, or is a new tune being invented on a kind of sub- 

conscious model of that already learned, as in the case of this 

transformation of A Sailor went to Sea ? 

VQ51R. tMM-n 

Music Example 23 

Of course, just as we shall still find examples of sensory 

exploration and manipulative interest, it is also possible, through- 

out this long stage of development, to find direct personal expressive- 

ness. The main thrust of development though, is from the Personal 

to the Vernacular, from individual expressiveness to that which is 

socially shared. As Ross puts it: there is a desire to become 

'conventionally proficient'. As we shall see, this desire returns 

again in a much stronger form in the third main thrust of development, 

which is related to Piaget's concept of imaginative play. 



IMAGINATIVE PLAY - the Speculative merging into the Idiomatic 

We take from Bunting the term Speculative. He writes: 'a 

composer may seek out new ideas by speculating on accepted musical 

conventions. Extreme cases are atonality and indeterminacy but 

less radical speculations have always been part of our musical 

tradition'. Any musical speculation clearly depends on a grasp of 

the vernacular, for speculation implies that there is not only 

sufficient manipulative ability but also a history of personal and 

public expressiveness; there has to be a context of socially 

shared musical possibilities in order to create surprises and devia- 

tions from these norms. Around the age of 10, though usually closer 

to 11, we notice the emergence of the Speculative out of the common- 

place of the Vernacular. It is on this ability to identify new 

relationships that any grasp of musical form is predicated. 

First attempts at musical speculation sometimes appear to be a 

kind of regression to earlier stages of manipulative insecurity. 

Some of the earlier fluency seems to be lost in a new phase of 

experimentation which is often discussed on melodic development. A 

typical example comes from an 11 year old girl: 
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Music Example 24 



Some basics of the Vernacular - steady pulse and phrase - seem to 

erode as a search begins for the exact pitches which help to 

generate structural interest: 

ILSISJo 

Music Example 25 

We notice in a piece by a boy aged 11 a similar concern with melodic 

development, employing a mixture of metre in the first instance but 

on repetition becoming fixed in duple times 

Music Example 26 
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Music Example 27 
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Another boy of 11 appears to be speculating with melodic inversion. 

There is an initial hunting for a note as the inversion pattern is 

started and (probably) a mishit at the ends 

r ml l& 

Music Example 28 

A song by a girl aged 11.6 shows a bold attempt at atonality. 

Here again, the rhythmic control seems subordinate to searching for 

notes within a new structural framework of pitch relationships'. 

9" 

Music Examvle 29 

We also find at and after the age of 11 many examples where 

speculation is more securely integrated into a style. This permits 

more effective surprise. The next example, played on a gato drum, 

shows the speculative impulse working in two ways. Each repeated 

section employs at the second hearing a different level of indeter- 

minate-pitch of which this particular drum is capable. This may 
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seem to be simply a typical device from the vernacular mode, that 

of antiphonal repetition, but the device here is so well used that 

we interpret it as speculation with the timbre/pitch of the gato. 

On the second level, she has developed a short rhythmic fragment 

and added a clear ending "tag", a kind of 'punch line', which gives 

variety that would not have been possible by just repeating the 

pattern, though perfectly controlled within the framework of the 

piece. She has grasped the vernacular and experimented with it 

successfully to produce music that has expressive character and 

forms 
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Music Example30 

The use of the unexpected is often seen at the very beginning or 

ending of pieces, as in the next example, a maraca piece by a girl 

aged 11.2: 
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Music Example 31 
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A boy aged 11.9 produced this tambour piece: 
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Music Example 32 

Sometimes rhythmic devices of this kind are combined with melodic 

exploration, as in this long piece of chime bars by a girl aged 11: 

Music Example 33 
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A song by a boy aged 11.9 shows both melodic development by the 

procedure of inversion and an ending emphasis by leap, which is in 

complete contrast to the general stepwise movement of the melody: 

Music Example 34 

A girl of 11.6 explores octave leaps but deliberately changes the 

character of the composition at the end, effectively surprising us: 

Music Example 35 

These examples are typical of the work of 11 year olds. In 

so many of their compositions there is an obvious delight in the 

formal possibilities of music with their potential for effective 

42 

surprise. 
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The transition from the Imaginative Play element of the 

Speculative to the Idiomatic is somewhat similar to the development 

from Personal to Vernacular expression seen in the previous stage. 

There seems to be a periodic swing of focus, of psychological 

emphasis, between a more idiosyncratic relationship with music and 

the desire to conform to accepted norms. In the case of the 

Vernacular, the acceptance is of the most common musical procedures, 

involving such elements as pulse, metre, sequential patterns and 

phrase. With the Idiomatic, the accepted musical conventions are 

more strictly defined, often vigorously asserted, and usually 

defended with conviction. Frequently, the chosen idiom comes from 

the range of rock and pop music, though it is possible to find other 

strong commitments to a particular style or type of music between 

the ages of 10-15 years. 

As with the Speculative phase, there is still tremendous concern 

for the excitement of sound materials and music's expressiveness but 

the Speculative mode has initiated a new concern for musical form 

which is to persist thereafter and this can still be seen despite 

the sometimes more stereotyped productions of an Idiomatic kind. 

Frequently, stylistical authenticity is at a premium and, in many 

circumstances, is linked with dress, social behaviour - complete 

lifestyle. In some senses children have less freedom than was the 

case at the Speculative level but they do have much more security 

and the feeling of belonging to an accepted musical convention. 

Teachers of young people at around this age commonly report resistance 

to anything but the accepted idiom and, in some cases, it seems that 

imaginative Speculative activity goes underground while repeated 
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cliches dominate the musical landscape. However, speculation can 

be kept alive and often emerges from inside of the adopted convention. 

It has not been our main concern to collect compositions from children 

above the age of 11 or 12 but we do have some examples from the 14-15 

year old age-group. Among them is a striking calypso for bass 

xylophone: 
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Music Example 36 
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Here we can see that the calypso idiom is well assimilated but with 

strong elements of the Speculative in the use of rests and subtle 

variations and in the repetitions at the end. In the strongest 

sense of the word, this composition is 'original', though securely 

based in the Idiomatic. (Later, however, we noted the similarities 

between this and another calypso which, however, the girl does not 

seem to have known. ) We noted another piece, this time for piano, 

by a girl aged 14, based on a four-bar jazz chord-sequence, repeated 

four times. The second and fourth time there is figuration in the 

middle of the texture and a new four-bar sequence appears near the 

end but in the same style. There is some uncertainty and weakening 

of the rhythmic grip but this is still an example of speculation 

within an idiom. 

Two more 14 year olds worked from the expressive idea of a 'Storm'. 

The piece though, is based on a clearly idiomatically derived motive 

repeated several times: 

Music Example 37 

Towards the middle of the composition there is a passage based on 

note clusters, an idea adapted from a contemporary piece they had 

recently heard at a concert. Following this, the motif on the 
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piano is resumed and fades away till only an Indian cymbal is left. 

Once again the element of speculation is carried forward into the 

Idiomatic and, in this case, musical features from two quite 

different traditions are deliberately juxtaposed. 

META-COGNITION - from Symbolic value to Systematic development 

We feel able to speculate and project a fourth level of develop- 

ment which occurs beyond the age of about 15 years. The emphasis 

here would seem to be upon what psychologists call Meta-cognition. 

Basically, meta-cognition is to become aware of one's own thought 

processes. We are using the term here in a special sense, meaning 

self-awareness of the processes of thought and feeling in response 

to music. Central to this awareness is the development of a steady 

and often intense commitment to what Bunting calls 'the inner 

emotional content of music at a personal level'. A strong sense of 

value, often publically declared, permeates this stage. This coin- 

cides with other developments frequently in the mid-teens: religious 

commitment, political affiliation, intense personal relationships 

and hero-worship have all been observed; we may ourselves have 

experienced them. People are not only intensely self-aware at this 

time but also are frequently articulate and wish to talk with others 

about their experiences and emerging value-systems. Bruner, in 

Towards'a Theory of Instruction, puts it this way: intellectual 

growth involves an increasing capacity to say to oneself and others, 

by means of words or symbols, what one has done or what one will do. 

This self-accounting or self-consciousness permits the transition 
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from merely orderly behaviour to logical behaviour, so called. It 

is the process that leads to the eventual recognition of logical 

necessity - the so-called analytic mode of the philosophers - and 

takes human beings beyond empirical adaptation. 
(l) 

Although the transition from the Idiomatic mode into this new 

level of awareness is gradual and frequently imperceptible, yet 

there is a difference between the kind of commitment we have described 

to a particular musical style and the first stage of meta-cognitive 

development which we, adapting Bunting, call the Symbolic. The 

shift can be seen in the tendency for individuals to go their own 

way and be less concerned about any general consensus. People may 

begin to find that music of a particular kind begins to correspond 

with special personal needs. The record collections of, say, 17 year 

olds are likely to be much more diverse than the recordings of young 

people at the age of 13 and before, when musical preferences seem 

largely determined by social consensus. It is possible to view this 

new commitment as the first full flowering of aesthetic appreciation, 

involving all previous levels of response but adding to them a strong 

element of self-awareness, when young people can be overwhelmed by 

intensity of feeling and become acutely conscious of the fast- 

expounding boundaries of self. 

It may be that, for many, such a level of response to music is 

never reached and that only very few people engage with music at 

this level. (Whether or not this need be so is another question. 

(1) Bruner, J. S., Towardsa Theory of Instruction, Harvard, Harvard 

University Press, 1966, p. 15" 
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The ultimate development within the Meta-cognitive mode we call 

the Systematic. There is plenty of evidence for this in the writings 

of musicians, especially composers. Here, the strong sense of value 

within meta-cognitive processes leads to the development of systematic 

engagement. New musical universes are rolled back and this creation, 

not just of music but of musical systems, can be observed either in 

new generative musical procedures - we may think of Schoenberg and 

serial technique - or of talking and writing about music in a way 

that borders on the philosophical - and here we might think of 

Hindemith, Tippett, Cage, Copland and such personal documents as the 

letters of Beethoven. Not only is the value of music strongly felt 

and declared: the field of music is expanded by new processes or 

perspectives. 

The Spiral 

Thus we can see that the processes of musical development appear to 

lead us through four fundamental stages. 

fFigure g 

It may be helpful here to summarise each of the eight developmental 

modes which appear in the spiral. 

Sensory 

Here the child is concerned with the impressiveness of sound, 

especially timbre. There is also a fascination with dynamic levels, 

especially the extremes of loudness and softness. There is much 

experimentation with a variety of sound sources, conventional instru- 
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ments being only one source amongst many. There is desire to investi- 

gate the nature of sound, so that, for example, maracas are shaken 

and hit together, the wood of the drum is tapped as well as the skin, 

various parts of the hands and fingers are used to play the tambour. 

At this level, though the elements are fairly unorganised, pulse is 

unsteady and variations of tone colour appear to have no structural 

or expressive significance. The activities of children up to about 

3 years have this character of unpredictable sound exploration. 

Manipulative 

The child is acquiring increasing control of techniques involved in 

handling instruments and other sound sources. S/he is moving 

towards control of steady pulse and the interest in timbre and the 

other surface effects of sound shifts towards the control of parti- 

cular devices, such as glissandi, scalic and intervallic patterns, 

trills and tremolos. Compositions at this stage tend to be long 

and rambling and are frequently determined by the actual physical 

structure of instruments themselves. Increasing control at the mani- 

pulative stage is most apparent in the work of children of 4 and 5. 

Personal Expressiveness 

Direct personal expression appears first and most clearly in song. In 

instrumental pieces it is mostly apparent through the exploitation of 

changes of speed and dynamic level, climaxes being created by getting 

faster and louder. Signs of elementary phrases (musical gestures) 

appear. There tends to be little structural control and the impression 

is frequently of spontaneous and unco-ordinated musical gestures 
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emanating directly from the immediate feeling-experience of the child, 

without a great deal of reflection. 

Vernacular 

Here, patterns, both melodic and rhythmic start to appear, marked by 

repetitions. Pieces are often shorter than in the previous stage. 

Expressiveness is now contained within established musical structures 

and, in particular, the structure of phrases, which increasingly tend 

to fall into two, four or eight bar units. Metre emerges more often 

and the variations and explorations of timbre begin to indicate some 

emerging sense of structure, as for example in the use of ending 

glissandi. Occasionally, patterns are repeated sequentially. Here 

children seem to have entered the first stage of conventional music 

making. What they do is often predictable and they have clearly 

absorbed into their musical vocabulary much from their previous musical 

experience while singing, playing and listening to others. We noticed 

that however the teacher may encourage the children to be experimental 

and work in an avant-garde style, left to themselves the children tend 

to gravitate towards other musical conventions. The Vernacular mode 

begins to appear at about the ages of 5 or 6 but is much more clearly 

established at 7 or 8. 

Speculative 

With the Vernacular fairly firmly engaged, the deliberate repetition of 

patterns makes way now for imaginative deviation. Surprises occur but 

they are not yet fully integrated into the style. Control of pulse 
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and of phrase, which was clearly apparent at the earlier stage, now 

appears less fixed as children hunt for the 'right' note or attempt to 

introduce a deviation which doesn't quite work. The evidence here 

points to much greater experimentation, a willingness to explore the 

structural possibilities of music and to contrast with and vary an 

established motif or melody. At times it appears that there is a 

musical formulation in the mind of the child that is not quite realised. 

Speculative procedures become apparent in the work of 10 year olds. 

Idiomatic 

Structural surprises now become more firmly integrated into a parti- 

cular style. Any contrast is frequently at the end of a phrase or 

piece when a pattern has been clearly established from which there can 

be deviation. Answering phrases, variation and ending 'tags' are 

common. Technical, expressive ana structural control begins to be 

established reliably over longer periods of time. There is a strong 

tendency to move towards what children regard as a 'grown-up' musical 

style or idiom. The world of popular music is especially influential 

here. Previous tendencies to work in a speculative way outside of 

the conventions of metre and melody can be suppressed. Children seek 

to enter recognisable musical communities. This is most apparent by 

the ages of 13 or 14. 

Symbolic 

Growing out of the Idiomatic is a strong personal identification with 

particular pieces of music, even turns of phrase and harmonic progres- 

sions. 
. 

These appear to be abstracted from the stylistic clusters 
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which in the previous stage, were felt to be musically and socially 

important. At the embolic level there is a growing sense of music's 

affective power and a tendency to become articulate about this experience. 

Musical values become more idiosyncratic and commitment to music is 

frequently based on an intensity of experience that is felt as unique 

and highly significant. The Symbolic mode of experience is distin- 

guished from previous levels by the capacity to reflect upon the 

experience and to relate it to growing self-awareness and developing 

value-systems. It seems unlikely that we shall find these meta- 

cognitive processes before the age of about 15. 

Systematic 

At the Systematic level we think of the fully-fledged musical person, 

capable of reflecting on his or her musical experience. There is 

consciousness of the stylistic principles underlying the chosen 

idiom(s). There is the-beginning of aesthetic speculation and the 

possibility of creating new 'systems'. Musical composition may be 

based on general principles of consciously organised groups of musical 

materials (such as the use of the whole-tone scale, serialism, electroni- 

cally generated music and so on). Musicians and others often feel the 

need to write and talk about these processes, often in a philosophical 

way. Even if they do not, we can still find evidence of a strong 

value commitment to music which involves expanding musical possibilities 

in a systematic way. 
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Left to Right 

We can only hint at the significance of the pendulum swings from left 

to right and back again as the spiral is traversed, though there is 

clearly much that could be developed here, taking in the work of Piaget, 

Bruner and others. We would simply draw attention to each shift from 

left to right as representing a move from the more arbitrary and 

personal to the schematised and social. There are many fascinating 

theoretical and empirical roads to be trodden here. For the moment 

we will merely notice that the stages on the left hand side of the 

spiral appear to be egocentric and experimental, while those on the 

right seem to be dictated by conventions within which the tendency is 

to be more derivative and less original. Bruner writes that myths, 

art, ritual and the sciences are all 'expressions of this deep-lying 

tendency to explicate and condense, to seek steady meaning in capricious 

experience. '(') It may be this move from capricious experience to 

steady meaning that is seen in our left to right swing. 

There is clearly much scope here for further development, for the 

replication of observations and for the testing of this scheme, as 

pictured in the spiral. To our knowledge this is the first time that 

such a model has been systematically developed and it is hoped that 

people might use it as a profitable starting point rather than as the 

final word. We would also wish to draw attention to the approximate 

age specifications. These are to be no means taken as rigid, nor is it 

to be assumed that individuals may not fall outside of these general 

boundaries. Ages have been indicated merely to point to the relation- 

(1) Op. cit. p. 31. 
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ship between our model and our data, to give a feeling of reality to 

this complex and difficult enterprise. 

Figure 4 shows the observed proportion (in over 700 compositions) of 

the first 6 developmental modes. 

Lrigure g/ 

Within these 745 compositions there are many examples by the same 

child, sometimes taped during one interview and sometimes over several 

interviews. There is a longitudinal element also in the years as well 

in that some children are included in different years; so that, for 

example, some of the three, four and five year old compositions will 

all be by the same child. The following table gives the highest 

levels in the spiral judged to be reached in 745 compositions across 

the age-range 3-11 years. 

ZF-igure 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

Speculative 0 0 0 0 4 5 22 31 68 

Vernacular 0 2 1 12 21 39 29 18 64 

Personal 0 48 40 24 9 1 4 6 6 

Manipulative 18 129 19 14 12 8 3 0 4 

Sensory 31 45 3 0 4 1 0 0 0 

Total 49 224 63 50 50 54 58 55 142 745 

x2 - 1755.3, p "001 
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The development through the modes in the spiral is very clear in the 

development of individuals. 

Summary 

Thus, a musical development model is proposed based on the 

psychological concepts of mastery, imitation, imaginative play and 

meta-cognition. From this, and drawing on the literature of 

creativity, an interpretation of hundreds of children's compositions 

is undertaken. From this is developed on eight-stage spiral of 

development. The model has been based on a sample of children from a 

single school. There is much scope for work in different schools, with 

older pupils, and indeed in different cultures, testing out the validity 

of the model. 

Taped examples to illustrate Chapter One (Side A) 

SENSORY 

Taped example 1: A three year old girl briefly explores a triangle. 

Taped example 2: This exploration of some possibilities of a 

tambourine by a three year old girl was in response 

to the task of creating a piece on 'a lovely day 

in summertime'. 

Taped example 3: This is an exploration of three chime bars by a 

three year old girl. 

Taped example 4: This piece for xylophone using pitches at random 

produced by alternating the sticks is by a girl 

aged three years. 
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MANIPULATIVE 

Taped example 5s This shows a control (more or less) of steady pulse 

by a five year old boy. The maracas are sometimes 

knocked together showing his desire still to 

experiment with tone colour. 

Taped example 6: This is a pulse pattern with some half pulse notes, 

by a four year old boy. 

Taped example 7: This piece by a four year old girl on a wooden agogo 

consists of variations on the opening pattern which is 

characterised by two ending taps on the upper note 

of the agogo. 

Taped example 8: This is a more deliberate exploration of the 

xylophone by a four year old girl with some repeated 

notes and some alternation of the beaters. 

PERSONAL 

Taped example 9s This song by a four year old girl is in response 

to the programmatic idea of the sun shining. 

Taped example 10: Not as exuberant as example 9, this song by a four 

year old boy has a definite relaxed 'summery' 

character. 

Taped example 11; This piece for tambour by a four year old girl 

rises to a climax with a crescendo and accelerando. 

Taped example 121 This maraca piece by a girl aged four starts softly 

as a pulse pattern with some accents and then rises 

to several climaxes with crescendi and decrescendi, 

accelerandi and ritardandi. 
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VERNACULAR 

Taped example 13: This piece by a seven year old girl consists of a 

short syncopated phrase on the tambour, repeated. 

Taped example 14: This piece for metallophone, small cymbals and 

Indian bells by a girl aged seven uses three notes 

and falls into two quite clear phrases. 

Taped example 15: This chime bar piece by a nine year old boy falls 

into clearly defined phrases and shows some 

development of melodic ideas. 

Taped example 16: This tambour piece by an eight year old girl has 

three repeated phrases and an ending pattern 

involving a scrape -a hint of the Speculative Mode. 

SPECULATIVE 

Taped example 17: This gato drum piece by an eleven year old girl has 

a dance-like character set by the bouncy repeated 

phrases. The ending introduces a surprising 

syncopation. 

Taped example 18s This metallophone piece by a boy aged eleven shows 

two clearly defined phrases, the second answering 

the first. 

Taped example 19: This metallophone piece by an eleven year old girl 

has two sticks a third apart being used to provide 

a variation (quite conscious) on Jingle Bells. 
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Taped example 20: This xylophone piece by a twelve year old girl is 

an exploration of a syncopated rhythm with two 

sticks varying the distance apart. 

IDIOMATIC 

Taped example 21: This stylish calypso with its intentional rhythmic 

surprises and uses of rests is by a fifteen year 

old girl. It is similar to an existing one which 

the composer claims she had not heard. 

Taped example 22: This piano piece by a fourteen year old girl has 

variations on a jazz chord sequence, a new sequence 

being introduced at the end. 

Taped example 23: This piece for piano and percussion entitled The 

Storm shows a repeated "riff" being used as a basis 

for the outer seotions, while the middle part has 

contrasting note clusters. 

Taped example 24: This carol by a fifteen year old girl draws on the 

style of music that she is familiar within her 

church. 

Note: These items were recorded under normal school conditions, hence 

the extraneous sounds. 
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CHAPTER II 

CREATIVITY AND THE DEVELOPMENTAL SPIRAL 

This Chapter examines the links between the two parts of the thesis. 

Definitions of Creativity 

The version of creativity as a process of self realisation appears 

in the developmental spiral which shows in which mode (with a possible 

age) the child becomes concerned with self expression and how this 

becomes refined into the musical gestures common in our society. This 

process of refinement may be linked to the ordering of personal 

experience raised by some writers. The linking of the idea of increas- 

ing freedom in creativity is taken up in that as a child develops 

through the various modes of the spiral s/he becomes increasingly free 

to operate in variety of modes, so that the fully fledged composer has 

eight modes of operation open to him/her whereas the three year old 

child can operate in only one of these. If the second, more problem- 

centred view of creativity is taken, there is an idea that the creator 

is working with materials already existing. The child is acquiring 

the musical gestures common in our society as she develops and she 

will use these in later work, albeit in new ways. Thus in those modes 

of the spiral that are more concerned with acquiring the patterns of 

the culture the child may be operating in this way - using society's 

cliches as the basis for his/her work. Indeed this links with all 

the work on the imagination and also with memory especially auditory 

memory. The possibility of these being combined in new ways is 
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implicit in the Speculative Mode. The advent of affective considera- 

tions is seen in the Personal Mode concerned with self expression and 

this mode is subsumed into the ensuing modes. The increasing capacity 

of the child to imagine what is not is clearly represented in the 

Speculative Mode in which it is clear that she is able to imagine 

what might have been (based on his/her work in the Vernacular Mode) 

and deviate from it. Curiosity is very apparent in the Sensory Mode: 

'What sound can it make? ' is the question of paramount importance to 

the pre-school child and indeed, it remains the basis of a constant 

search for all children and indeed for established composers. 

The notion of originality in the product-centred approach whether 

it is regarded as new to the composer or new to society is also evident 

in the spiral, for as the child passes through the modes in his/her 

musical development each stage is new to him/her. The idea of being 

new to society is present in the Speculative Mode in which the child 

takes established musical gestures and deliberately deviates form 

them. However, really new developments in composition techniques 

are reserved for the Systematic Mode of the fully-fledged composer. 

However, Bruner's term 'effective' surprise could certainly be applied 

to children's work in the Speculative Mode. Meyer(') in defining 

'greatness' in musical products even differentiates between associative - 

characterising which is clearly seen in the area of imitation ana its 

emphasis an expression and syntactical relationships which are the 

concern of imaginative play with its interest in form. 

The importance of the creator of the products is clearly echoed 

in the fact that it is the personal musical development of the child, 

(1) Meyer, L., Music - The Arts and Ideas, Chicago, University of 
Chicago Press, 1967. 
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the creator of the compositions that we are trying to plot. The 

freedom stressed by writers on the characteristics of the creative 

person has already been linked with the spiral. Hilgard(1) refers 

to two qualities that he added to Guilford's factors - 'aesthetic 

sensitivity' a deep-seated preference for and appreciation of elegance 

of form and thought, of harmony wrought from complexity, and of style 

as a medium of expression and 'a sense of destiny' which includes 

something of resoluteness and certainty of one's worth and validity of 

one's own future. Such qualities are characteristic of the Symbolic 

Mode. The idea that a creative person may be creative in any sphere 

is reflected in the fact that Irving Taylor's 
(2) 

model for creative 

development was based on the visual arts and has similarities with the 

modes in the spiral (as does Cottle's). 
(3) 

On the other hand 

experience of the medium is vital, as indeed the starting point of the 

spiral is the appreciation of the qualities of sound leading to an 

ability to manipulate it. This will not happen without contact 

with sound sources. 

The process-centred definitions are reflected in the different 

modes of operating. Each mode is a particular way of creating and 

the higher the progress through the spiral the greater the number of 

modes at the disposal of the creator; thus the spiral is also an 

attempt to analyse the way in which the mature composer works. The 

element of discovery in the process is present in the idea that 

(1) Hilgard, E. P., Creativity in Problem-Solving, in Anderson, H. (ed. ), 

Creativity and its Cultivation, New York, Harper Row, 1958, pp. 182 - 
180. 

(2) Taylor, I. A., The Nature of the Creative Process, in Smith, P. (ed. ), 

Creativity: An Examination of the Creative Process, New York, 
Hastings House, 1959, PP. 54 - 61. 

(3) Cottle, T. J., A Simple Change in Creativity, Journal of Creative 
Behaviour, Vol. 7, No. 3, (Third Quarter), 1973, pp. 161 - 4.. 
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progress through the various modes demands contact with the medium and 

is seen quite clearly in Yorke Trotter's(l) work with children. 

Koestler's(2) idea of the creative act being the bringing together 

of two previously unconnected ideas, his 'bisociation', is clearly 

linked with the Speculative Mode in which the child consciously 

deviates from the accepted norm. 

The Processes of Creativity 

The relationship between music and emotive life is seen in the 

advent of the Personal Mode. Thus it can be seen quite clearly at 

which level this link is forged. The progress from the Personal to 

the Vernacular describes the embedding of this personal expression in 

established musical gestures (even cliches). - It is possible also to 

link Wallas's four fold division of the creative process with the 

spiral (although this may be pushing the model too far). The materials 

phase (Sensory ana Manipulative) may be linked to the Preparation Stage 

in that it requires a trying out of the materials and establishing 

control over them. The Incubation phase is especially evident in the 

Expression phase, the self expression of the Personal Mode being rooted 

in the unconscious or preconscious processes described in this phase. 

The moment of Illumination has much in common with the Speculative Mode 

and its deliberate combining of unlikely elements. The Verification 

phase is in the area of meta-cognition, awareness of the processes 

(1) Trotter, Y., Principles of Musicianship, London, Bosworth and Co. 

Ltd, Published at the beginning of the century. 

(2) Koestler, A., The Act of Creation, London, Hutchinson, 1964. 
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involved and of the effect the piece will have on an audience. If 

this is a valid link, it may be true to say the children stop short 

in the early stages of the creative process. It would also mean that 

they gradually acquire the ability to progress further through them 

as they develop. The role of imagination and memory in the process 

is clear, for in all the modes on the right hand side of the spiral 

a bank of sound experiences or patterns are being built up on which 

the older person will draw. 

conscience'. 

Born(') calls this a 'culture 

This passage about Jung shows the idea being developed further, 

the individual unconscious holding more sway on the left hand modes and 

the collective unconscious on the right: 

Some of the unconscious appeal of music will 
be to the levels of the personal unconscious 
or individual unconscious (feelings and 
emotions which have been forgotten or repressed 
from the conscious mind) but some of the appeal 
will be to deeper levels, the levels of common 
human experience and innate emotions which some 
writers would call instinct, and which Jung 
called the collective unconscious. Jung defines 
it as follows: 'While the personal unconscious 
is made up essentially of contents which have at 
one time been conscious but which have disappeared 
from consciousness through having been forgotten 
or repressed, the contents of the collective 
unconscious have never been in consciousness, but 
owe their existence exclusively to heredity. 
Whereas the personal unconscious consists for 
the most part of complexes, the content of the 
collective uncoý} s ious is made up essentially 
of archetypes. `2) 

The spiral model also contains in it the notion that in the adult 

artist the modes are not separate but that, for example, in work on a 

(1) Born, W.,. The Unconscious Process in Artistic Creation, Journal of 
Clinical Psycho-Pathology and Psycho-Therapy VII9 1945, PP- 235 - 72. 

(2) McLaughlin, T., Music and Communication, London, Faber and Faber, 
1970, p. 103. 
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composition a composer may need repeatedly to return to the Sensory 

and Manipulative Modes to generate new ideas. Thus there may be two 

ways of regarding the spiral, one as a pattern of overall development 

and one as a model in which various modes are used at different times. 

Thus the young child may have visited the Form phase of the spiral 

before she goes to school but the main age for this interest is 

10-14. The creative process may be regarded similarly, thus bringing 

together those who view it as a series of more or less discrete stages 

and those who see the artist's interaction with the chosen medium being 

rather more fluid. 

The importance of playfulness is clearly seen in the fact that it 

is on Swanwick's development of Piaget's analysis of play that the 

spiral model is built-on the basis of Mastery, Imitation, Imaginative 

Play, to which is added Meta-cognition. Lieberman's analysis of the 

stages of play agrees in a large degree with Piaget's. Indeed this 

is seen clearly in this quotation from Woodworth about the inventor 

and the capacity of the mature inventor to return to these childish 

processes - in other words to operate in all the modes of the spiral: 

The human enterprise of exploration runs 
the gamut from simple exploratory move- 
ments of the sense organs in looking and 
listening, to the elaborate scientific 
procedure followed in testing hypotheses 
and discovering the laws of nature. 
Inventive or manipulative activity runs 
a similar gamut from the child's play 
with his toys to the creation of a work 
of art, the designing of a work of 
engineering, the invention of a new 
machine, or the organisation of a new 
government. The distinction between 
the two lines of activity is that explora- 
tion seeks what is there, and manipulation 
changes it to something else. Exploration 
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seeks the facts as they exist, while 
invention modifies or rearranges the 
facts. The two enterprises go hand 
in hand, however, since facts must be 
known to be manipulated, while on the 
other hand manipulation of an object 
brings to light facts about it that 
could never be discovered by simple 
examination. 

Beginning with grasping, turning, 
pushing, pulling, shaking and dropping 
of objects, the child's manipulation 
develops in several directions. One 
line of development leads to manual 
skill. The child learns to manage his 
toys better. 

A second line of development is in 
the direction of constructiveness. 
Taking things apart and putting them 
together, building blocks, assembling 
dolls and toy animals into 'families' 
or 'parties, ' setting table or arrang- 
ing toy chairs in a room, are examples 
of this style of manipulation, which 
calls less for manual dexterity than for 
seeing ways in which objects can be 
rearranged. 

Make-believe is a third direction 
followed in the development of manipula- 
tion. The little boy puts together a 
row of blocks and pushes it along the 
floor, asserting that it is a train of 
cars. The little girl lays her doll 
carefully in its bed, saying 'My baby's 
sick; that big dog did bite him. ' This 
might be spoken as 'manipulating things 
according to the meanings attached to them' 
the blocks being treated as cars, and the 
doll as a sick baby. 

Perhaps a little later than make-believe 
to make its appearance in the child is story- 
telling, the fourth type of manipulation. 
Where in make-believe he has an actual object 
to manipulate according to the meaning attached 
to it, in story-telling he simply talks about 
persons anýlýhings and makes them perform in 
his story. 

(1) ' Woodworth, R. S., Psychology, New York, Holt, 1921, pp. 481 - 482. 
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The importance of both convergent and divergent thinking in the 

process is seen in the swing from left to right. The modes on the 

left side may be seen as requiring more divergent thought-while those 

on the right more convergent. The tension between nature and nurture 

is reflected in the fact that although these are the modes that all 

children were observed to pass through, it is likely they will not do so 

unless they are given a chance to explore sound making materials. 

Also the biological aspects of creativity - the nature - are seen in 

the modes on the left whereas those on the right are more concerned 

with the cultural aspects - the nurture. 

Children and the Creative Process 

Many writers like Glynne-Jones, Torrance, Tait, Moog and Ross have 

, ý° 

grappled with the problem and their findings often agree with those 

of the writer. The spiral explains the so-called slumps in creativity 

mentioned by several writers. These are really declines in apparent 

originality and as can be seen they coincide with swings to the right 

hand side of the spiral and the acquisition of cultural norms which 

may seem like resorting to cliche after the fresh, idiosyncratic 

modes of the left side. This is particularly true of the swing 

from the Personal to the Vernacular and it is at 9 that Torrance sees 

the first big slump in creativity. Far from being a step backwards 

it is really a step forwards in order to reach higher levels of 

originality at a later stage. It shows the weakness in creativity 

tests in examining what is essentially a developmental process not a 

static phenomenon. The second slump at 11 coincides with the swing 

towards the grasp of a particular idiom. Dudek's use of the word 
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expressiveness instead of creativity ties in with this, for it is this 

quality that characterises the left hand side of the spiral, the 

pieces that to some minds might appear to be more unusual and more 

original. It is interesting too that Piaget claimed that the advent 

of a new cognitive action caused an increase in egocentrism(l), for 

it is at the point where the child has grasped a cultural norm that 

s/he starts again to experiment with that pattern and on that 

pattern as a base. At first these efforts are egocentric and 

unfocused and unformalised. 

The role of skills is also apparent. These are clearer on the 

right hand side of spiral which is very much about their acquisitions 

for example, the ability to hold a steady pulse in the Manipulative 

Mode, in which the child might be given all sorts of activities to 

improve his/her capacity to do this. Other skills are needed in the 

Vernacular Mode, among them phrasing, metre and the ability to combine 

sounds. Again further activities can be provided to build them up. 

In the Idiomatic Mode, often a grasp of chord patterns is required 

and activities to develop this can be initiated. The process is 

essentially a balance between more idiosyncratic pieces which some 

writers would regard as more 'creative' and pieces adopting the cultural 

norms of our society. The importance of motor patterns in the develop- 

ment is seen in the Materials Phase (Sensory and manipulative) in 

which the techniques are all motor. It is in this phase also that the 

child builds up the bank of sounds that will provide the basis for tonal 

imagery. Maxwell Davies's work in Cirencester and his advocacy of 

(1) Referred to in Dudek, S. Z. Creativity in Young Children - Attitude 
or Ability, Journal of Creative Behaviour, Vol. 8, 'No. 4 (4th quarter), 
1974, pp. 282 - 92. 
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still teaching the chords of It IV, and V to his teenage students 

links with the developmental swing to the Idiomatic with its interest 

in chord sequences in particular. 

Seeing musical development in this way may also enable teachers 

to develop the musical potential of every pupil. It is clear that 

most people will be able to pass through the modes lower in the spiral 

even if few will reach the level of the Systematic. Indeed it should 

give teachers a model up they can use to guide and chart that progress 

(see Chapter Three). 

The notion of the mature composer being to free to experiment 

because he has grasped cultural norms in a way the less experienced 

has not, is seen in the progress from right to left on the spiral; for 

having acquired cultural norms on the right the child is then free to 

experiment with them in the more egocentric pieces on the left of the 

spiral. It also shows the dichotomy between being new to society and 

being new to the child. Each swing of the spiral marks a phase that 

is new to the child but it is really only in the Systematic Mode that 

something new to society is created. The spiral can also give teachers 

a way of evaluating children's creative products. In it also can be 

seen the gradual handing over the evaluative role to the pupil as 

the pupil reaches the Meta-cognitive Level. 

Creativity and Education 

Various music educators have emphasized different stages in the 

process. Justine Ward, for example, even referred to children 

manipulating sound like building blocks. The links with listening 

and performing are also clear in the spiral for the progress through 
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the right hand modes is clearly influenced by both. Through listening 

the child absorbs the patterns of musical culture and through perform- 

ing he grasps the technical skills needed to play them. All these 

clearly have a bearing on his creative work. The ability to play 

a chordal instrument for example, is often, of considerable help to 

the adolescent in the Idiomatic Mode, and a variety of activities 

encouraging the grasp of a steady beat is clearly helpful to the 

child in the Manipulative Mode. Most writers on creative music 

making seem to have a type of composition in mind they call creative 

(often undefined). They do not entirely agree with one another what 

this is, but many views have links with the Speculative Mode. They 

say that other activities are preparatory to this and in saying this, 

they seem to endorse this developmental spiral. The spiral also 

shows the need for the teacher to strike a balance between freedom 

and authority. S/he also needs to trust that given sound experiences 

the child will pass through the various modes. The spiral can thus 

be a guide and a chart (see Chapter Three). 

Indeed various school of thought about music education have 

tended to concentrate on one or other side of the spiral. The 

'creative music making' school of thought as found in the writings of 

Paynter, for example, have encouraged the more unusual, obviously 

original, more idiosyncrative compositions and have thus emphasized 

the left hand side of the spiral. Other more skill orientated courses 

like Kodaly, Orff and instrumental teaching 'methods' like Robert 

Pace's Piano Course(l) have focused on the right hand side. It is 

(1) Pace, R., Piano Course, New York, Lee Robert Music Publications, 
Inc., 1982. 
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only when both poles are embraced that a curriculum can be said to 

be balanced and the children's personal development fully encouraged. 

Summary 

The spiral encompasses many of the issues discussed in Part One 

and makes clear how several apparently conflicting points of view can 

be contained in one model. Its spiral structure is not one of 

discrete stages each left behind when a new one is reached but of 

modes to which more mature artists can return freely. Thus within 

the model are embraced among other issues: the nature of imagination 

the role of memory, the issue of originality, the importance of play- 

fulness, the necessity for skills, the apparent slumps in creativity 

and the nature/nurture problem, There is scope for further research 

into all these areas in the light of the spiral. 
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CHAPTER III 

CURRICULUM IMPLICATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 

Introduction 

What has been set out in the two volumes of this thesis is an 

attempt at a map of musical development. It tries to bring together 

theory and practice in a new way. The theory is rooted in the litera- 

ture on creativity and the work of Swanwick, Moog, Piaget, Paynter and 

others, while the practice is drawn from the observation of children's 

work and the experience of practitioners. The spiral model set out in 

Chapter One of Part Two would therefore seem to be helpful and reasonably 

trustworthy. Assuming that such a map may help us to understand children's 

musical development we have to decide whether or not to follow or lead the 

sequence in formal education, working with, rather than against, develop- 

mental processes. The implications move from areas close to the concerns 

of the original research to those further away and more speculative. So 

those involving composing in the curriculum, individual development in 

composition, individual and group composition, the organisation of a 

single project and the role of the teacher are areas relatively close to 

that of the original research area, while its application to the areas 

of performance and audition and the light it throws on the relationship 

between feeling, creativity and music are more speculative. The order 

of the suggestions for future research follow a similar pattern. In 

these are indicated also the limitations of the practical work on which 

the thesis is based and ways of using the findings to explore other areas. 
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Implications for Composing in the Curriculum 

The spiral model has a wide variety of possible implications in 

terms of planning the general curriculum both in the type of activity 

and the resources that should be made available at various ages. As 

has been suggested in Chapter Two of Part Two various schemes devised by 

music educators appear to have emphasized one or other side of the spiral. 

Those in charge of music education may have to keep both sides in mind; 

and examine current trends in music education to see if the balance is 

being kept - to prevent the support of socially accepted musical 

conventions degenerating for example, into unimaginative exercises in 

aural dictation and to guard against the more idiosyncratic compositions 

dissolving into chaos. This is the task of the individual teacher too. 

The freshness and spontaneity of the left hand modes need to be kept 

alive in the more conventional pieces of the right hand modes. The 

order of the right hand modes is needed in the more chaotic explorations 

of the left hand modes. (See Chapter One of Part Two). Ethnomusico- 

logical studies may show that initiation into musical activity follows 

similar patterns in other parts of the world. 

At the level of the pre-school child (and indeed in the early years 

of school if such experience has not been made available earlier) the 

concern is with the Materials Lerel- the Sensory moving to the Manipula- 

time. In the classroom there should be as wide a variety of actual 

sound sources, instruments and other potentially sound-making equipment 

that are fairly easy to handle. Children in their early years are 

fascinated by shakers of different materials, varying both in terms of 

the container and the filling. Maracas from Latin America can be 

explored alongside wicker work shakers from Africa and temple blocks 
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from China with the rectangular ones manufactured in Britain. The 

children will wonder at the variety of colours and shapes of these as 

well as, and related to, their timbre. Shakers which they have made 

themselves can be compared with these. Temple bells and Indian cymbals 

have an especial magic. A five year old exploring these said: 'It 

changes! ' 'Does it? ' I replied and we all closed our eyes and 

listened. Sure enough, at the very end of the sound there was a slight 

change in pitch or timbre, I am not quite sure which. It will be the 

task of the teacher at this level to provide structures in which such 

timbre explorations can take place. The song with spaces for improvisa- 

tary activity is one such and the game is another. Examples of these 

can be found in Appendix One. 

With increasing skill the children become able to hold a pulse with 

the instruments at first at their own and then with others. They will 

then share a common pulse and will, at this stage, want for example, 

to learn how to manipulate a shaker, hold a drum stick, and operate 

two sticks rhythmically on a pitched percussion instrument. 

This mode will lead with older children (possible 5 or 6 to 7 or 

8 year olds) to some idea of the expressive power of music. The 

soothing nature of lullabies around the world can be compared and the 

rousing character of marches. Moving to music seems very likely to 

aid this development and research currently being carried on by Dorothy 

Taylor at the London University Institute of Education may help us to 

understand this further. Such groupings of material from a variety 

of sources according to expressive character are apparent in the EEC 

Research Project in Intercultural Education, which is available at 

the London University Institute of Education. In this mode pieces of 
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clear expressive character can be linked with visual and dramatic ideas. 

Examples of such projects can be found in Appendix One. Words and music 

may be linked. This can be done either in the area of song or through 

the creation of impressionistic sounds around ideas from a poem. 

Through such activities the child will be acquiring a grasp of the 

Vernacular, the child will be entering the conventions of the musical 

world. In this mode such activities as those found in the educational 

work of Kodaly may help the child in grasping these. Ostinati may 

form the basis of compositions and it is appropriate to explore the 

concept of phrase as described in activities in Appendix One. Children 

may well want to learn to play a melodic instrument in this mode and 

it is not by chance that many schools introduce the descant recorder 

around this time. This will usually involve some experience of 

traditional Western European classical notation. This is useful for 

composition activities as the compositions in this mode are relatively 

short and repetitive. Classes can also look at the construction of 

melodies and finished and unfinished endings to phrases. Such common 

patterns at AABA may be explored; but here we are moving towards the 

next level of the spiral model. 

With children of about 9 and 10 there will be an increasing concern 

with form. In Chapter One of Part Two we have already seen in the 

children's own compositions the emergence of musical surprise and this 

can be at any level in terms of timbre, in the establishing of a pulse 

which is then abandoned, in a contrast in the expressive character or 

the juxtaposition of different musical phrases. Examples of such 

contrasts can be seen in the projects in Appendix One. 
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Variation form is also of interest in this mode as is seen in the 

example based on Jingle Bells (in on Side A of the tape). This may 

lead to a look at ways of ornamenting a melody across the world and in 

musical history; or indeed the study of ways of extending and developing 

melodies through such devices as sequences; and here again the pupils 

will be using patterns acquired in the Manipulative Mode to formal ends 

and within formal structures. Modulation could be introduced but 

here, as at the end of the transition from Vernacular to Speculative 

there is a move to the next mode. 

With the secondary pupil the Idiomatic Mode assumes importance as 

the pupil seeks to enter the wider musical community. There is often 

a concern for distinctive chord sequences here and this can be found 

in a variety of traditions. The twelve-bar blues is a popular example 

and there are many more. The old Ordinary Level exams concentrated on 

working within those harmonic idioms commonly found in Western European 

classical music from 1750-1830. In children's work this interest in 

harmony is first seen in the doubling of a melodic line with a line a 

third below using two sticks on a pitched percussion instrument; but 

this may be due to the inability of pupils to play a chordal instrument. 

To represent the range of idioms necessary requires the employment of 

peripatetic instrumental teachers in the secondary school. 

Electronic keyboards offer the possibility of controlling chord sequences 

with minimum technical skill and would account for their popularity with 

pupils of this age. Such projects as the creation of songs as over 

chord sequences as found in Appendix One are appropriate in this mode. 

Exciting though such projects can be, many questions are raised by 

the advent of the Idiomatic. In many cultures this would be accompanied 
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by some sense of having arrived into some adult world. In the area 

of performance we seem to have some clear examples of ways of creating 

this sense of arrival. In parts of Africa it was certain stage in 

the apprenticeship of a drummer to his master; in the English 

Cathedral Music tradition it is the ribbons and medals of the Royal 

and medals of the Royal School of Church Music and in the Western 

European classical music tradition the graded examinations of the 

Associated Board of the Royal Schools of Music. 

But what of composing? And what of our schools? Into which 

tradition are we initiating pupils? At this stage there are so many 

now to choose from that the choice can be staggering in its width. 

Is it to be those of worlds of pop, jazz, folk, Western European classical 

music or the varying traditions of every kind found throughout the world? 

One of the GCSE syllabuses under the heading Subject Content runs. 

Candidates will also be expected to have experience of the following: 

there then follows a positive plethora of ensembles, forms, devices, 

musical effects, instrumental and vocal effects concluding with: 

Genres: oratorio and opera (recitative, 
aria, and chorus), concerto grosso, trio 
sonata and suite, symphony, quartet, piano 
sonata, concerto, programme music (tone 
poems etc. ), lieder, waltz, march, general 
familiarity with modern popular trends, 
music from Africa, Afro-Caribbean and 
Asian traditions. 1 

This whole content begs many questions but even the last phrase is 

problematic: Music from Africa, Afro-Caribbean and Asian traditions. 

1. Midland Examining Group, General Certificate of Secondary Education 
Examination Syllabus, 1988, Reprinted 1986, P. 5 
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Which part of these? Which tradition? High art? Or folk? A teacher 

who had been in an advisory role in music teaching in Uganda some 

10 years ago said that the tradition varied from village to village. 

(And this is not an exclusively African phenomenon, for in my own 

neighbourhood a local pop group had its group of local followers and 

its own distinctive style; and it must be remembered that the Beatles 

first started in Liverpool. The mass media now have the capacity to 

turn a local culture into a wider one. This almost takes the choice 

out of the hands of teachers and formal education. Or does it? Has 

the spiral model, deeply rooted in human development and the nature of 

music anything to say in these areas? This question will be addressed 

again later. ) 

And what of music history? The above list implies a history of 

music in Europe. Is there none in Africa, the Caribbean and Asia? The 

above lists seem in Europe to go back to the Baroque but I expect 

there will be pressure to include the whole areas of the Renaissance 

and the Middle Ages which is now being brought alive for us in a new 

way by the reconstruction of old instruments. The twentieth century 

Western European avant garde have themselves created a variety of 

systems. What of them? 

Are these the traditions that our secondary pupils want to enter? 

Is their desire not to enter the world of popular culture? But 

here also the traditions diverge and codify themselves into separate. 

systems and there will also be among the pupils those who have already 

trodden along other roads and be following other paths. In my own 

classroom pupils who embrace the idioms of reggae rub shoulders with 

classical pianists and a folk guitarist into Country and Western composes 
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alongside an accomplished satirist brought up on the world of Flanders 

and Swann. A girl in a local Baptist church composes religious songs 

in the style of contemporary religious folk and a jazz singer improvises 

around melodies from that culture. These adolescents need to have a feel 

of getting somewhere and are seeking experience within an idiom that they 

have chosen. 

But which are music educators to choose? How many can a single 

teacher have sufficient expertise in to enable his/her pupils to feel 

that they are arriving in an adult world? A friend of mine who has 

much experience in the area of interculturalism and has organised a 

multi-cultural festival in London for many years suggested that two 

cultures were about as much as a single person could hope to embrace. 

In the Idiomatic Mode the conventions of a style to be grasped are 

many and relatively complex and it may be that one person can only have 

expertise in two of these. But which two are to be chosen? What 

criteria do we use to make this choice? But if we do not choose, 

adolescents may well be so deprived of a sense of arrival in what they 

seek that as a result they reject what is offered as being of no value. 

The use of visiting teachers and people in the community is vital here. 

And here the upper level of the spiral model is approached - the Meta- 

cognitive with its notion of value. There is little in my research to 

help here. But pupils do become more aware of how to use the experience 

of lower levels to make music' "mirror the flow of feeling within them". 

They become aware of their own thoughts and processes and are able to 

understand and talk about them but there is much work to be done here. 

1. Bunting, R., The Common Language of Music, Music in the Secondary 
School Curriculum, Working Paper 6, Schools Council, York University, 
1977. 
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In all this discussion of the implications of the spiral model for 

the development of composing in the general curriculum there is a tension 

between the awareness of the developmental needs of a group of pupils 

and available resources and expertise and above all how to provide for 

diversity within the formal structure of an institution. 

Implications for Individual Development in Composition 

Although education is organised in terms of classes, people develop 

as individuals. If the teacher can keep in mind the next most likely 

stage in development s/he is more likely to suggest the most likely 

possibility, to ask the relevant question or instigate a suitable 

activity. 

For example the move from the Sensory to the Manipulative can be 

seen in this tambour piece by a three year old which is at first: 

Music Example 38 - 

!: JJd 

On repeat it becomes: 

Music Example 39 

a 

1111 11 

J! 1 J11 of 11 ! 1111 

Here all the pupil needed was a chance to repeat it. The teacher might 

have helped the pupil with the technique or possibly introduced a stick 

for the hand. 
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The move from the Manipulative into the Personal is seen in this 

maraca piece by a four year old which starts as a pulse pattern: 

Music Example 40 

JJJ .ý JI JJJJ)J, ý. º! 

and then continues with irregular accents and four crescendi and accelerandi 

with a big climax at the end. Here the teacher might talk about the sense 

of excitement generated by the changes in speed and dynamics and illustrate 

it with examples-in the area of audition and performance. 

The move from Personal to Vernacular is seen in a move towards the 

world of musical cliche. This is a xylophone piece by a seven year old: 

Music Example 41 

It starts off with a sense of phrase and metre and becomes more 

disorganised in the middle. The child moving from the experiments in 

speed that characterise the Personal Mode might be encouraged to repeat 

the idea and make the first part match the first. The teacher may 

suggest ways of doing this. S/he may say: "This is the way I might do it. 

Do you like it? " Musical examples in the area of audition and performance 

that use similar patterns might be introduced. 

The move from Vernacular to Speculative may be done by suggesting 

extensions to the material the pupil offers. A child may offer the 
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phrase: 

Music Example 42 

The teacher might encourage him/her to add another phrase. 

one provided by one girl: 

Music Example 43 

This was the 

In the final piece the first phrase was sung twice, then the second phrase, 

then the first phrase was repeated. She had created an AABA melody. 

At present I am recording the work of some of the pupils in the 

original sample as they pass through the secondary school. This should 

yield some insights into the Idiomatic Mode especially harmonic and 

stylistic preferences. 

It is important to keep a record of a child's progress. For 

example this chromatic melody we noted earlier by an 11 year old: 

SPj@*,, 
- 

F; Me is tor-id' . 
Cook. -i. 4j 

Set k4t bOMi oh VIOL sIrtti 
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Music Example 44 

would be differently regarded if it was by a six year old. At that 

stage, when it might be regarded as Personal, the teacher would not be 

surprised if she later produced more conventional melodies. The 

teacher may feel that this trend should be encouraged or s/he may take 

the opportunity to keep the spontaneity of the Personal Mode alive. 

However, as it is the product of a ten year old who is known to have 

produced more conventionally shaped tunes in previous years, the aim 

will be to encourage the integration of these Speculative elements into 

her individual style. Longitudinal studies in the future might shed 

more light here. 

Another question is also raised. Does the process in reflecting 

and achieving a result that the child finds satisfying take longer as 

the child gets older, as s/he has a greater experience in earlier modes 

of the spiral and so has more possibilities available? Answers to this 

question may have implications for the way in which this work is organised. 

Individual and Group Composition 

Although the teacher has to keep records of the progress of 

individuals s/he also has to set up structures for composition activity 
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and make decisions about whether it should be in groups, pairs or 

individually and also what size the groups should be. 

Some structures for this have already been provided. In my 

experience the younger the child the smaller the group should be. It 

is also true that the swing to the right hand side of the spiral may 

well suggest more group work activities. In my own work in the 

Manipulative Mode one child holds the pulse while the other improvises. 

In the Vernacular Mode there are many ostinato pieces. In the Idiomatic 

Mode numbers of people are often needed to create the more complex 

textures required. 

In the American scientific literature on creativity in Part One it 

was noted that more ideas are generated by group activity. It is 

possibly true that group compositions will have a greater element of 

contrast than the work of individuals. Some pupils seem to have little 

problem in generating ideas whereas others need constant help, and 

guidance and encouragement (which may reflect the individual stage of 

development. ) 

This is a dilemma faced by many teachers of composition as part 

of the GCSE exam when many boards require individual composition. It 

may reflect the dichotomy between the demands of the exam and the needs 

of the pupils in the Idiomatic Mode. 

The Organisation of an Individual Project 

While the spiral model is an overall plan of musical development 

in composition it may very well be used as a guide when the teacher starts 

up a certain activity or introduces a new musical procedure or idea. 

Some projects are suggested in Appendix One. 
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The lesson on Side B of the tape will serve to illustrate this kind 

of sequence in more detail. It is a lesson with a group of six children 

all aged 9 and of mixed racial backgrounds. They are from a South 

London primary school and have been having one music lesson a week with 

the researcher since the age of four. Some of them have group lessons 

on an instrument in addition to this. 

The lesson opens with the children getting together the instruments 

they have chosen. Each child has chosen two and there is a lot of 

experimenting individually - an example of the Sensory and Manipulative 

Modes of working. The children are asked to invent a pattern on their 

instrument/s. Each child is then asked to turn to play his/her contri- 

bution. Claire starts on the glockenspiel with this chromatic pattern: 

Music Example 45 

This could be regarded as Personal or Speculative. I favour Speculative 

as it does have a sense of shape and phrasing. (Claire's previous work 

would confirm this impression. ) 

Next comes Amber's contribution. She produces this short phrase 

on the glockenspiel: 

Music Example 46 
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This is a clear example of the Vernacular, its shortness being typical. 

There is also some discussion about whether it is based on the theme from 

the film Close Encounters of the Third Kind, Amber claims that it isn't, 

but this use of fragments from or based on (consciously or unconsciously) 

other people's work is a characteristic of this mode. 

Jacqueline then produces a contribution for bass metallophone: 

Music Example 47 

.- &- - -. 

On the repeat she changes the rhythm: 

Music Example 48 

It is a good example of the Speculative Mode with its emphasis rhythmic- 

ally on the surprising Bb in the middle. 

Jonathan too on the chromatic box of an alto metallophone produces 

this Speculative contribution, one phrase being answered by another 

which rounds it off: 
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Music Example 49 

Kevin on the bass metallophone produces a more conventional 

contribution: 

Music Example 50 

He too changes it on the repeat to: 

Music Example 51 

The use of scales is a feature of the Vernacular Mode and the contribution 

is almost like Jacqueline's with the Speculative element taken out. 
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Karel then performs a much less shaped contribution on the drum. 

It has real character and would seem to be an example or the Personal 

Mode: 

Music Example 52 

III pj rli Ti rI! ý'01 tu ri rll 
11 j T! :1J 1'113 11 J'J TJ 1' Ii 

Karel and Jonathan then ask to work together. They produce a piece 

based on o. stinati, an example of the use of the Vernacular in organisation. 

There follows some discussion of Jacqueline's contribution. I 

highlight the Speculative element in it. There is some discussion 

of its 'jazzy' feel - an example of the beginning of Idiomatic interest. 

I then suggest a way of putting the contributions together to form 

a piece. A rondo structure is suggested, an example of a Vernacular 

Mode of organisation. I suggest that the more unusual sections should 

come near the end, the Speculative element often being best introduced 

as the climax to a piece. 

There is some discussion of Jonathan's piece having a Chinese 

sound (He had only the black notes to work with. ) - an example of 

Idiomatic concerns. Claire's piece is also discussed, in particular 

its expressive character in phrases like 'It's like a horror film'. 

This concern with expressive character is characteristic of the Personal. 
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A performance of the whole piece is started but is stopped because 

Jacqueline only plays half her contribution. There is some discussion 

about how much she should play and the whole is decided on. Again there 

is a reference to the Chinese sound of Jonathan's piece. 

A complete performance follows. In this Karel and Jonathan on 

drum and cymbal have reworked their section with the cymbal playing an 

ostinato while the drum improvises an original pattern, very Speculative 

in its use of rests. 

The group then had a chance to listen to the performance. The 

comments that follow lead to Amber practising her part, an example of 

having to return to the Manipulative to achieve a good performance. 

There is some discussion of the drum and cymbal pieces. It is likened 

to a conversation. This appearance of evaluative elements is sometimes 

apparent in the Vernacular Mode. There is also further discussion of 

the relationship of Amber's contribution to the film theme and how it 

may be a development of it, a further example of the Speculative. This 

element is also present in the discussion of Kevin's contribution. It 

starts with a discussion as to whether it is too soft and the Manipula- 

tive and the Personal are involved in assessing this. There is a 

comparison with Jacqueline's contribution. The Speculative element 

is highlighted in Jacqueline's and Kevin's piece is still praised. 

There is further discussion of whether Jonathan's piece is Chinese and 

comment on the Speculative nature of the order. 

The lesson ends with a final performance and the suggestion that 

the piece is performed to their classmates. 
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The lesson shows how a number of the modes can be part of a lesson 

and how a teacher can use this model to evaluate what is happening in a 

lesson and introduce other modes in her comments and suggestions. 

The Role of the Teacher 

Implicit in all the above sections are considerable implications 

for the teacher. S/he may be the curriculum organiser in a particular 

school, a class teacher organising such activities with his/her class 

a part-time music teacher in a primary school or a teacher of individual 

composition to name only a few of the possibilities. This latter is a 

possibility in the area of employment of peripatetic teachers in the 

secondary school in the light of the GCSE examination. I have seen a 

school where this role has been handed to the peripatetic guitar teacher. 

(I am sure that many other ways of employing music teachers exist and can 

be invented. ) 

I would like to stress one role seen in the lesson on tape - that 

of the rememberer of the pupils' ideas. In my experience the pupil 

often forgets a good idea in the process of refining a piece and I have 

to say 'Do you remember how ......? ' In the Speculative Mode the 

compositions become longer and the second attempt is often very good. If 

the pupil is then encouraged to refine it further or integrate it into a 

group piece there is a period of apparent disorder until the composition 

codifies again. It is difficult to describe this in words but I , know 

that others have shared the experience. The teacher then may have to 

retain the ideas of the initial inspiration. S/he can then reintroduce 

them when appropriate. 
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There is now a new dimension in the role of the teacher that was not 

present in the early work of those who initiated composition activities 

in the 1960's. The GCSE examination now demands the assessment of 

compositions. But it is a fine line that divides the sort of assessment 

demanded by such examinations from constructive criticism and the constant 

encouragement and acceptance that colours all the literature on the environ- 

ment favourable to the fostering of creativity that was looked at in 

Chapter Four of Part One. It is easy for either pupils or teachers 

(for both need to be involved in the process) to tear into shreds a 

composition that may be in one of the earlier modes and so prevent any 

growth on the part of the pupil. I try to start all evaluation with 

the question: 'Did you notice how ......? ' and point first to something 

positive in the piece. This is often in the area of the Sensory Mode 

with some comment on an interesting tone colour. This, for example, 

can provide encouragement for a pupil in his/her first explorations on 

an electronic keyboard. Further comments, evaluation, assessment can 

follow such a positive start and this is discussed later in the section 

on audition. Brian Loane's article1 provides fine examples of the 

sensitivity involved in this process. It links the teacher's role with 

that of the music critic (an idea also explored later in this chapter. ) 

The teacher now needs to be able to make immediately a critical response 

aurally to a piece without the aid of a score or indeed much time to 

consider his/her opinion. Such a response becomes easier with practice. 

And in all of this the recording and discussion of good classroom practice 

in these areas would be of great value to future research in this area. 

1. Loane, B., Thinking about Children's Compositions, British Journal of 
Music Education, Vol. 1, No. 3, November 1984, pp. 205 - 231. 
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It might prevent on the one hand the stunting of musical growth by negative 

comments and on the other the despair engendered by a sense that each 

individual piece is an isolated work of art and no objective criteria 

for discussion and comparison are possible. 

A teacher must also be prepared to be a composer. A group of 

fourteen year olds wanted to create a melody. As I have already indicated 

I regard the AABA melody as a perfectably acceptable structure, commonly 

found in music in many cultures. This pattern was barred out on the 

blackboard. (All the pupils in the group were familiar with 

traditional Western notation. ) A two bar opening fragment was written 

up. We all sang it. Then I started work on an answering two bars. 

I sang possibilities; they suggested examples; we discussed and compared 

possibilities; words like finished and unfinished emerged from these. 

And this same process in constructing the B section led to the use of 

sequences and other common melodic devices. One suggestion involved 

a modulation. We shared the process of refinement using sound and 

words. I used my knowledge of notation to write them down which helped 

us to compare possibilities and clarify our thoughts. They went away 

to their electronic keyboards and continued the same process alone. 

It was interesting that some of them were quite shy to sing at first; 

however, as they worked on their keyboards several were humming before 

they tried it out instrumentally. 

Another good example is of Beverley, a jazz/pop singer of some 

considerable ability who is respected and admired by staff and pupils 

alike for her performance at school concerts and other venues. She 

joined the examination class in the fifth year and although there was 

little doubt that her prowess in performance would be well recognised, 
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in composition her work was limited and she was dissatisfied. We were 

working largely with instruments. Then my colleague and I thought of 

her great strength, her beautiful voice. So we found a poem. 

Beverley and I looked at it together. 'Sing it, Beverley' I said. 

'How do you mean, miss? ' she replied. 'I don't know, Just do it, 

Beverley'. I replied. 'But what's the tune? ' she responded. 

'You're going to make it up', I replied trying to keep hopeful. 'I 

don't know what you mean, miss' she answered. 'Well, something like this' 

and I sang myself. I do not remember it exactly, but this is in similar 

style: 

Music Example 53 

rocks' will MelI £. ti t4 sUh . 
NJ {IQ f 1't stall fate2t ancL 

'It sounds a bit like an English folk song' I added, 'But then that was 

what I was brought up on. Yours will sound different because your 

experience is of a different style'. 'I think I've got it', she said. 

I asked if she needed help and she replied that she would go to the 

practice room and come back when she was ready. Ten minutes later she was 

ý(Il, ýRG V`ky) v-'GL. I vv. ". ý. v '3_ I . -. y . vom ý. .. -. p a -"... 

VG iw .... I -. - -v -- 
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back with this melody: 

Music Example 54 

The notation cannot capture the rich vibrant quality of her singing with 

its subtle ornamentation. 'That is very beautiful, Beverley', I said 

and she smiled. A student working in the school provided the chords 

on the piano offering them on a 'Do you like this or that? ' basis. 

The song was recorded. It was so much loved by her peers that people 

kept coming to the music department just to hear it. And the story is 

continuing. There are now several refinements of the song,. More 

verses have been added and humming sections. There is a small ending 

section. Also the student's piano accompaniments are developing as she 

gains more confidence. Beverley has written several more songs 

recently. Her fear is gone and her inspiration is often very rapid and 

immediate. 

iJ rkdu Shall cure to ni wc. Knd iMG 
. 
qa 3") "°J , 

I V%. --a WI.. . -,.. L_ _... _ .- -I. ryA cA rh` to/f- 4 ApLL 

rrcc z.. and vc. w Corr, ", na %- - -- - 
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These are stories of successful projects; but a teacher's first 

attempt at composing with children can be frightening and organisers of 

courses for teachers should not lose sight of this. I hope that the 

spiral will help here. 

Performance and Audition 

The story of Beverley illustrates well the fact that a person's 

ability in performance may not be matched by their ability as a composer. 

In the preceding sections there have been many examples of the way these 

other areas may be used to develop people's composing ability, like the 

acquisition of two stick technique on pitched percussion in the Manipula- 

tive Mode, learning the recorder in the Vernacular and the playing of a 

chordal instrument in the idiomatic. Some of the frustration 

experienced by pupils further up the spiral in group work can be in the 

performance area. Group members may lack the technical skill necessary 

to carry out the composer's intention. 

But what of these areas themselves? It is likely that the sequence 

outlined in this thesis is similar in each of the areas, as it is deeply 

rooted both in psychology and in the nature of music. This will be 

returned to later. But according to Swanwick, each of the activities 

of composing, performing and audition need to be engaged in for the 

development to take place. (It must, of course, be said that in some 

traditions the roles of performer and composer are contained in a single 

person or group of people. ) Here is the dilemma of some music teachers 

at present. Their own experience may largely be in the areas of 

performance and audition and yet they are now required to teach composition. 

In the preceding section, it has been seen how a teacher may learn along- 
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side his/her pupils. It is also possible for the teacher (given of course, 

the precious gift of available time) to work on his/her own along the lines 

set out in many of the projects set out above. It may help to realise 

that one's early attempts are not invalid but merely stages along the 

way and I hope they will find the map encouraging. 

If the spiral does have some application in the areas of audition 

and performance, it does seem that someone who appears to be in the 

higher levels of the spiral in one area, experiences a sense of frustra- 

tion in others. Beverley's story shows this well. Bernard Shaw, a 

skilled listener but with limited ability in composition and performance, 

might be said to show an imbalance. His audition was possibly at the 

Metacognitive Level but in performance and composition his development 

was much lower. 

It is also possible, however, that given the experience of composition 

a person will move more rapidly through the other modes. Beverley's 

story perhaps shows a person moving rapidly through the Materials Modes 

and into that of the Vernacular and even the Speculative. The variety 

of the experiences of pupils particularly at the fourteen and fifteen 

year old level will probably mean a wide variety of speeds in passing 

through the modes in the spiral model. 

Performance 

This would lead to the possibility that the spiral model may have 

implications for the teacher of performance as well as for those working 

in the area of composition. A person often decides to play a particular 

instrument because of its particular tone colour. The acquisition of 

technical skill may be the Manipulative Mode. With this achieved there 
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can come a concern for the expressive aspect- the Personal. The 

integration of this into the conventions of musical style may characterise 

the Vernacular. Then may come the introduction of the unexpected the 

Speculative followed by the understanding of different styles and varying 

details of performance to conform with these. Then may come a preference 

for one particular style and a sense of valuing it with an ability to 

talk about a piece and his/her feelings about it. As in composition 

it may be only professional performers who reach the Systematic Mode 

in which Materials, Expressive character and Form are welded together 

into a performer's own distinctive style. 

I can illustrate this possibility with an example from an 

imaginative fourteen year old piano pupil. She was learning a Prokofiev 

waltz in which a four note motif recurred in various ways. In the first 

section its first appearance involved a repeated note which cannot on 

the piano be played legato. Later legato was a possibility. We 

played the fragment in the two phrasings - the Manipulative. We 

discussed the character of the motif- the Personal - and its character- 

istic rhythm-the Vernacular. Then we discussed whether its role in the 

structure of the first section and in the piece as a whole suggested that 

all appearances should be the same or different - the Speculative. We 

talked of Prokofiev and characteristics of his style - the Idiomatic- 

and compared it with a Chopin mazurka she was also learning. As we 

discussed the relationship between the styles, the use of the piano, 

discussed the relationship between the styles, the use of the piano, the 

contrasting characters, the differences and similarities in texture and 

structure we entered the Metacognitive Level. She went away to try out 

the various possibilities and decide for herself, but she was fully aware 

of the issues. 
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Indeed teachers of performance have traditionally divided problems 

into Technical and Musical, which may be examples of the levels of Materials 

and Expressive character. The level of Form has sometimes been separated 

off into classes of General Musicianship although imaginative teachers 

have always integrated them into their work as many master classes show. 

The Metacognitive Level may have been similarly given over to critics, 

adjudicators and examiners. 

Audition 

(This will be returned to later. ) 

Ways in which audition can be used to assist the process of 

composition have been hinted at throughout this chapter; and if the 

implications of the section on performance are followed through the 

complexity that may be involved here can be seen. There is the composer 

operating at various levels of the spiral with its complicated inter- 

actions, there is the performer who will also bring his/her own 

experience to bear on this; and finally there is the listener with 

another set of experiences. The potential complexity of the situation 

which is possibly that of three interlocking spirals is clear. Thus 

can be seen the seeming impossibility of engineering such a process in 

a classroom and how that the older the pupils are, the greater the 

potential complexity. It is possible, and only possible, that the 

spiral will provide just, a few pointers as to how to set up an environ- 

ment in which this complicated interrelationship will be achieved to the 

satisfaction of all involved - and maybe to analysing the problem of 

creative listening set out by Keith Swanwick. 
1 

1. Swanwick, K., The Concept of 'Creativity' in Music Education, in 

Education for Learning, Autumn 1974, PP. 34 - 43. 
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One possible relationship was made in the quotation from Kris in 

Chapter Four of Part One. ' He suggested that the creative listener 

may pass through the same processes as the composer in reverse. 

This quotation describing a sixth former's response to his first 

experience of a sitar recital shows a movement through an involvement 

with the Materials (the tone quality) to Expression and then to the 

Form and finally a Symbolic Mode of involvement: 

For the first twenty-five minutes I was totally 
unaware of any subtlety ...... whilst wondering 
what, if anything was supposed to happen during 
the recital. 

What did happen was magic! 

After some time, insidiously the music began 
to reach me. Little by little, my mind all my 
senses it seemed - were becoming transfixed. Once 
held by these soft but powerful sounds, I was 
irresistably drawn into a new world of musical shapes 
and colours. It almost felt as if the musicians were 
playing me rather than their instruments, and soon, I, 
too, was clapping and gasping with everyone else ..... I was unaware of time, unaware of anything other than 
the music. Then it was over. But it was, I am sure, 
the beginning of a profound admiration that I shall 
always have for an art form that has been until recently, 
totally alien to me. 2 

The production of verbal accounts of compositions in the GCSE exam 

examinations could involve the Metacognitive Level of audition. I sit 

down with my pupils and we listen together to their tapes. We discuss 

each piece and comment on what we hear in it now compared with when it 

1. Kris, E., Psycho-Analysis and the Study of Creative Imagination, 
New York Academy of Medicine Bulletin, 1953, PP. 334 - 51. 

2. Dunmore, I., Sitar Magic form Nadopasana One, London, Editions Poetry, 
1983, pp. 20 - 1. 

I 
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was created. The following questions based on the spiral model have 

proved fruitful as the basis for this discussion (and indeed I have 

used them with compositions from pupils of other ages as well): 

Is there a concern for sound 
Is there a sense of pulse? 
Is there expressive power? 
Is there rhythmic and melodic shaping, a sense of phrase? 
Is there a concern for form? Is there an element 
of surprise that holds our interest? 
Is it in the context of an idiom or style? Is there 
some harmonic/contrapuntal interest, a concern for 
texture? 
Has the composer been aware of what s/he is trying 
to achieve, has s/he a sense of purpose? 
Is there a worked out scheme that gives the piece 
unity and variety in the areas of materials, 
expression and form? 

Here the pupil is also caught up in the world of musical criticism. 

Such people as the critic, the musicologist, the musical philosopher, 

the ethnomusicologist and the controllers of the mass media have all been 

concerned in communicating to the world the value of musical works of art. 

In so doing they have often tried to re-enter the world of the composer, 

a complex area explored briefly in-Appendix Two. 

Music, Creativity and Feeling 

It has already been seen in Chapter Two of Part One how complex 

the relationship between these three areas are, and it has been 

explored by a vast number of writers, many of which are operating from 

different standpoints - psychological, therapeutic, educational, 

musical, to name but a few. In the literature on creativity the work 

of J. P. Guilford on cognitive processes stands apart from the largely 

psychotherapeutic literature on motivation. In music history the Baroque 

Doctrine of Affections and the word-painting of the madrigalists are but 

two examples of attempts to weld them together. The world of music 
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therapy also has insights here it can share with education. Koestler's 

concept of bisociation1 and Brian Loane's use of it and the work of 

Langer2 will also prove helpful. It is significant that it is in the 

songs in the Personal Mode that these links seem to appear first in the 

children's work. 

The relationship is not necessarily that of direct referentialism. 

There is a distinction between referentialism and expression. Keith 

Swanwick in his professorial lecture outlines the concept of 

abstract expressionism: 

Imitation: The more obviously representational 
an arts activity is, the more it refers to events 
in life, the more it is imitative, having what I 

would call expressive character. We can obviously 
take imitation as a focus for classroom or studio 
work. Thus, in drama we might initiate role-playing, 
acting like someone else. In literature we might 
tell a story from another's point of view. In the 
visual arts we might try to represent a particular 
incident or person; or, in a more abstract way, seek 
to render an impression, a feeling, a quality of 
experience. In dance and music we might set the 
problem of communicating a particular dynamic process: 
the coming of darkness or dawn, the act of shrivelling 
up or of opening out, a sense of increasing stillness 
or activity. 3 

Earlier in the same lecture he has shown the relationship of this 

to forms and structures lifting the argument to the level of Form: 

1. Koestler, A., The Act of Creation, London, Hutchinson, 1964. 

2. Loane, B., op. cit. 

3. Swanwick, K., The Arts in Education: Dreaming or wide awake?, A 

Special Professorial Lecture delivered at the University of London 

Institute of Education, London, London University Institute of 
Education, 1982. p. 23. 
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But what of music and so called abstract art? 
Surely the same gathering of rhythms and masses, 
whether of tone or colour of line, conspire to 
focus our attention, to raise our expectations, 
to surprise, to tease, to rouse? Even abstract 
music is essentially metaphorical; can raise 
before us images of hard edges of throbbing 
movement, of fleeting shadows, of massive substance, 
of flowing tranquility; and can relate these to- 
gether in logically evolving structures that rise 
before us with the same ordered, sequential 
presence as in poems and play. 

And yet it is possible in music to go beyond the ordered, sequential 

presence of verbal forms such as poetry and plays because music through 

its texture has the quality of simultaneity. Sounds do not only 

happen in sequence but also simultaneously. A simplistic example is 

Handel's aria 0 ruddier than the cherry from the cantata, Acis and Galatea. 

Here the sopranino recorder runs its way over scale passages while 

the bass voice of Polyphemus leaps its ungainly way below. Polyphemus 

can be both mighty and humorous simultaneously through the interrelation- 

ship of all the levels of the spiral - Materials in the contrast 

between the bass voice and the sopranino recorder, expression in the 

character of these tone colours, the phrasing of the lines and the words 

used, the Form in the whole being related in terms of harmony and 

counterpoint, the Metacognitive in an appreciation of this in terms of 

the Baroque cantata. However, such possible applications of the spiral 

are highly speculative and there is much more work needed. 

IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

1. The Further Observation of Children's Musical Work 

The spiral model evolved from the practical work of one researcher 

in one school. It has, however, already been seen that there are hints 

at it in the work of many theoreticians and practitioners and it is also 

firmly rooted in the nature of music itself as Swanwick's work shows. 
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As such it may be regarded as a rough map of the domain. To be sure 

of its accuracy the research needs to be replicated. There would need 

to be a team of researchers in a variety of classrooms and cultural 

settings. Then we may find the effect of such factors as geographical 

location, different cultural groups, different classrooms, different 

teaching styles, different instruments made available, the personalities 

of various researchers and their relationship with the children. 

(Certainly as I extend the work with 12,. 13 and 14 year olds there is a 

desire to use electronic keyboards in place of or in addition to 

percussion instruments and I have also now reintroduced a chromatic 

xylophone which they show increasing skill in handling. ) It is possible 

that the design of the spiral will be modified or filled out if such 

research is undertaken. 

2. The Area of Pupil Profiling 

This is an area much discussed in contemporary education. In the 

area of composition the work appears to be perhaps somewhat haphazard. It is 

often suggested that there is a lack of language necessary to communicate 

from one teacher to another. Malcolm Ross has worked in this area. 
1 

The modes of the spiral may also help to provide this although the 

patterns may not be so clear with older pupils and further refinement 

may be necessary. Here, as already hinted at in Chapter Three previous 

experience in the areas of audition and performance may make the pattern 

more complex, or may enable pupils to pass more quickly through the 

modes. 

1. Ross, M., The Arts and the Adolescent_L Schools Council Working Paper 

54,1975. 
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Another problem may be that pupils can return freely to earlier modes 

and any profiling system would therefore have to take into account a 

folio of pieces by a single pupil (as was found necessary in the pilot 

study involving the judges outlined in Chapter One of Part Two) to 

ascertain reliably the level of development in terms of the spiral. 

The research was started with very young pupils and can perhaps 

be more reliably and honestly applied to children aged 3 to 11. 

Although the work of older pupils is included, this was collected less 

systematically and more planned collection of their compositions may 

give us further details as to the nature of the Idiomatic Mode. Some 

of the children in the original project are still being recorded and 

their work may give some help here too. So also will interviews with 

the pupils who have now refused to have their compositions recorded in 

this way. 

It is also possible that people who start relatively late in terms 

of age in the area of composition follow similar patterns as those of 

the younger children in this survey but move perhaps more rapidly 

through them. There are hints at this in my own work with both teachers 

and pupils but further research is needed if such a view is to be fully 

supported. 

3. The Establishment of Grade-related descriptions for assessing 

Composition Examinations 

Much of the work in this area so far might seem to be somewhat 

arbitrary or to use unclear criteria. The spiral model being rooted 

both in the nature of music and in developmental psychology might prove 
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more serviceable. It may even prove serviceable for other examinations 

in composition than the current GCSE that may be devised. Again, 

however, it must be said that a pupil may return freely to earlier modes 

for specific pieces and a folio of pieces would be necessary to apply 

such grade related criteria as may emerge. It might give a system of 

grading based on a pupil's development. This might be as well as, or, 

instead of, the establishment of criteria for the excellence of an 

individual piece. Further research and the collation of assessments 

made by researcher and moderators of compositions submitted for GCSE 

would help to clarify these issues. 

4. The Idiomatic and Symbolic Modes 

The research centred on the work of children aged 3-11 with a few 

examples from 14 and 15 year olds. I am at present continuing to tape 

pupils aged 12 and 13 and this should help us to understand the links 

between the Speculative and Idiomatic Modes. More research in this 

area could draw on the experience'of teachers preparing pupils for 

school leaving examinations. It might help to answer many of the 

questions raised in the first section of this chapter. Similar work 

is needed on the swing from the Idiomatic to the Symbolic and will 

probably be easier when modifications are made to existing Advanced Level 

syllabuses or indeed other composition examinations are devised. 

5. The Application of the Spiral Model in the Area of Performance 

Such an application could be in the variety of ways outlined in the 

area of composition in the opening section of this chapter. It could 
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be the basis of a scheme for the teaching of performance such as Pace's' 

referred to in Chapter One of Part Two. But in such a scheme pieces of 

a more conventional nature would be blended and balanced with more 

unusual, idiosyncratic pieces. As such it might bring together the 

music of the instrumental tutor type books with that of established 

composers. The choice of where to start with an individual pupil might 

be determined by the age or the stage of development of the pupil (bearing 

in mind that the ages given on the spiral may only be true of the pupils 

in that particular school). This implies the use of the spiral as a 

guide to individual development. It might also help in planning the 

approach to a particular piece. It could also indicate appropriate 

times for the introduction of ensemble performance. 

However, there are deep-seated divisions of opinion among instrumental 

teachers about methods and much research would be needed if the reconcilia- 

tion of apparently opposing views proposed by the spiral model were to 

be accepted. If, however, the model did prove valid then it might 

help in the establishment of grade-related criteria for school-leaving 

examinations and some that would be applicable to the area of performance 

in general, rather than ones that are only peculiar to particular 

instruments. 

6. The Application of the Spiral Model to the Area of Audition 

Research into this area will be difficult. It will run into the 

problems already identified in the use of the problem-solving model 

1. Pace, R., Piano Course, New York, Lee Robert Music Publications 
INC., 1982. 
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for the creative process in Chapter Three of Part One - that the response 

may have to be in terms of words and dependent on the pupil's capacity 

to articulate their experience. This may be very limited with young 

children. It has already been indicated that movement and the visual 

arts may be one way to approach it but all these other media which are 

essentially being used as pointers to the experience will also contain 

their own development which may or may not follow the spiral model and 

are areas for research into its possible application in their own right. 

With older pupils words may prove possible and grade-related criteria 

for school-leaving examinations could be drawn up from pupil's descriptions 

such as those given earlier in this chapter. It would seem, however, 

that it could be necessary for the pupil to have reached the Meta- 

cognitive Level for such an approach to be possible. 

As has also been already been suggested, the pattern in audition 

may be complex and could be that of interlocking spirals of composer, 

performer and listener; and also that the listener's response will 

also be influenced by his experience in composition and performance. 

Any research into this area would have to bear in mind these possible 

complexities. 

It is interesting that the trend in audition in society is to a 

greater intimacy in this experience. The walkman and the personal 

stereo with headphones are far more the norms of society in general than 

the communal concert which is a less frequent and special experience. 

Does this reflect the greater complexity that might be present and the 

problems of setting up a corporate audition experience in a classroom 

which cannot accommodate this complexity? Further research into this 

would have great significance for the so-called 'listening' tests of, 

the current GCSE examination. 
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7. The Relationship between the right and left hand sides of the 

Spiral Model 

Some of these have already been hinted at in the section entitled 

Left to Right in Chapter One of Part Two. The swing to the right is 

one toward social sharing. This would certainly imply that there 

should be some links made with community music making. It could imply 

the use of popular tunes from the mass media in the curriculum. It 

has already been implied in Chapter One of Part Two that especially in 

the Vernacular Mode this is common and there is room for much research 

into how this occurs. Sometimes, for example, it appears to be conscious 

and at others, unconscious. Sometimes pupils are only content with exact 

reproductions and at others, especially approaching the Speculative 

Mode they are conscious of varying them. Research into this area 

might look in detail at a pupil's total musical experience in school and 

society for a limited period to detect these influences which are only 

hinted at in this thesis. 

The widening of pupils' experience of society's music through the 

use of performing groups of different traditions in school and visits to 

concerts is also to be encouraged here if the spiral model is accurate. 

The influence of these on pupils' compositions has already been hinted 

at in Chapter One of Part Two, but specific projects would need to be 

set up to determine the nature of the influence and the length of time 

required for elements to be assimilated into a pupil's style. 

There are implications here for group work in composition when and 

how to introduce it and the effect it will have on the development of an 

individual. Only one task in my research involved the construction of 
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a piece for a group of instruments. It is possible that more time should 

have been allowed for the task, especially as the pupils got older. More 

refinement might have taken place and more practice might have been given 

in directing and performing. The composer was not so fully in control 

of his/her medium as in the other tasks and all sorts of factors like 

the personalities of the other members of the group as well as their 

technical capacity influenced the final result. It is also possible 

that I should have played a greater part in the piece rather than 

remaining in the role of observer as I did for the other activities; 

for the role of the pupil composing with the group really included that 

of director and teacher of performance. This made the activity much 

more complex, although it must be said that pupils did find their own 

various solutions to the problem. On other tapes I have examples of 

pupils directing groups over longer periods of time and analysis of 

these might prove helpful in teasing out some of the strands; the issues 

and the possible ways of working varied with the age of the children. 

These tapes might also throw light on possible roles for the teacher 

in this. 

As much music in the world of popular music is created by a pooling 

of ideas there is also much scope for research into the relationship of 

this method of composition to the spiral model particularly in the 

Idiomatic Mode. 

$, The Possible Effects of Personality Characteristics on the swing 

from left to right in the spiral model 

It could be argued that the left hand modes of the spiral emphasize 
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the individual. They tend to be more idiosyncratic and chaotic; some 

writers as seen in Part One would say that they were more original or 

even more 'creative' in a somewhat value-laden sense. The right hand 

modes indicate a greater concern for others and an appreciation of the 

value and necessity for modelling and responding to the influence of 

peers. It could be argued that certain personality characteristics 

dispose individuals to embrace more readily the modes on one or other 

side of the spiral. However, as it stands, the spiral implies that 

these may be different at different stages in a person's life. There 

is scope for further research as to whether either or both of these is 

true. 

g. The Role of the Teacher 

This is implicit in all the discussion of the relationship between 

the left and right hand modes of the spiral model. In most of the tapes 

analysed as part of the research I did not attempt to do anything other 

than observe. The only exception was the playing of an instrument in 

the group compositions. This was offered as an option to each child 

and some chose to take it up and some didn't. I was aware that my 

participation did influence the course of these pieces although I always 

endeavoured to follow the instructions if any were given. 

However, it is, of course, true that all the children in the survey 

were taught by me in class. It is possible that this had an influence. 

It must, however, also be added that in other schools where my work was 

more limited similar patterns did seem to emerge. There is a set of 

tapes of this work and analysis of these would throw some light on the 

possible roles and influence of the teacher. 
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There are also a few tapes of non-specialist primary teachers 

initiating composition activities and more collections of these would 

help to illuminate how far the mode of development reached by the teacher 

influences their work with their pupils and indeed how the development 

of pupils and teacher interact. Indeed one criticism of some composi- 

tion work with children is that the teacher composes through the pupils. 

Further research in this area might help to sort out the validity of 

such criticism. 

Also, because the research was primarily concerned with individuals 

little can be said about methods of classroom organisation for composition 

lessons. This necessarily differs from one situation to another and 

a general class teacher in a primary school will have available to him/ 

her the possibility of including music as a number of different group 

work activities. In Part One several writers talked of what was termed 

'creative fall-out', which teachers of composition might well term an 

intolerable level of noise. Certain structures that I have found 

useful are discussed in Appendix One; but the redesigning of accommoda- 

tion for music and the use of electronic instruments with headphones are 

other possibilities. Further research into this area may reveal 

alternative strategies. 

10. The Use of Notation 

It was stated earlier that an important role for the teacher was 

that of rememberer and that this was often done by means of notation of 

various kinds by'teacher and pupils. It is often by the teacher at 

first. None of the examples analysed as part of the research were 

notated although I have indicated earlier in this Chapter and in 
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some of the 'publications listed in Appendix One how I do use notation 

in my work. There is much scope for researching into this area. For 

although there can be little doubt that its role in remembering and 

examining ideas is significant, I have seen imaginative composition 

projects lose all their life by prolonged and even unsuccessful attempts 

to notate them. Even if the somewhat newer concept of graphic notation 

is used, the process of notating can still become an exercise that makes 

the written score an end in itself and separated from the magic of 

the sounds it is meant to serve. 

11. The Possible Application of the Spiral Model in the Area of Musical 

Criticism and Historical Description. 

There can be only hints at this, as the practical work has been done 

with children (although in the Part One I have drawn on the writings of 

established composers and I have also gained a great deal of insight 

from a long friendship with the composer Jennifer Fowler. ) It is 

examined further in Appendix Two. Of the nature of the Metacognitive 

Level there are only glimpses. The implications of the spiral design 

are that it will be more complex than the other levels. The work of 

established music critics needs to be scrutinised, as well as current 

trends in musicology if greater insight (or perhaps the word is 'insound') 

is to be achieved. Will it give us any idea of why certain musics are 

valued and by whom? Will it give any insight into routes already taken 

by the controllers of the mass media? Will it enable us to predict 

likely future routes? Will it give any ideas about imaginative financing 

of music? Is money the only way in which society places a value on music 

that can be seen? What of other cultures? What of therapeutic uses of 
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--music? What of the links being reestablished between contemplation, the 

transcendental and music? A great deal of research would be necessary 

to see if the spiral model had anything to offer in answers to these far 

reaching questions. 

12. The Area of Reference and Expression 

Much philosophical research and clarification is needed here and 

there are unanswered questions in the research as it stands. The 

psychological position taken by Freud and Jung and the depth psychologists 

is not identical with that of the educational psychologists such as 

Piaget. The spiral model has attempted to provide some answers in the 

complex relationship between the worlds of feeling and music. But to do 

justice to this there would need to be consultation between the worlds of 

music education and music therapy, distinct though they are. Would we 

for example find symbolic representations of feeling in music common to 

many cultures as Jung did largely in the area of the visual arts? Would 

these vary with the age of the person? How far are children capable of 

abstract expression? Can we learn here from work done with children 

in the area of the visual arts? 

13. The Area of Masculine and Feminine Creativity 

Is there any difference between the musical symbols of girls and 

boys, women and men? The sample of children used for the research was 

equally balanced in the sexes and there has been no attempt to distinguish 

between them. Indeed, it would be true to say that both were equally 

forthcoming in their willingness to compose. And yet traditionally 
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there are fewer women who have reached any form of status in the world 

of composition. Only in the last century has the trend been slightly 

reversed and then only slightly. Why has this been so when this research 

would seem to indicate that both have equal capacity? Has feminine 

creativity been largely in the area of folk music under the labels of 

'anon. ' and 'trad. '? Do the girls tend more toward the right hand 

side of the spiral1towards social conventions? Certainly in much of my 

experience of groups composing where the sexes are mixed, the boys will 

often appear to lead, or at least be more verbal about their ideas. 

Does this say something about music, about society, about personality or 

about all three? It would be possible to re-analyse the tapes with these 

factors in mind or indeed to set up future projects designed to find 

answers to some of these questions. 

Summary 

The first part of this chapter is an attempt to see the use of the 

spiral model in practical terms. As it was drawn largely through work 

with children of primary age, it is in work with children of this age 

that the conclusions can most safely be drawn. The number of unanswered 

questions increases with children in the older age groups and adult 

composers (although there are more suggestions given in these areas in 

Appendices One and Two). The implications for individual development 

in composing reflect the nature of the research situation, in which I was 

concerned with the children individually. To implement them most 

satisfactorily would necessitate the setting up of smaller groups for 

composition activities than are generally found and an intimate musical 

knowledge of each child that might be difficult to achieve for a music 
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specialist working for limited periods with a whole class. It might be 

of more use to the general class teacher in the primary school. Another 

possibility is the employment of composition teachers working in smaller 

groups. Indeed, the role of the teacher is one that needs much greater 

exploration and is included in many of the suggestions for future 

research; and indeed in these have been set up a further series of 

hypotheses. 

The practical work of the research had a simple structure-that of a 

single researcher observing the musical work of mostly individual children 

some of whom were quite young. They were tape recorded over a number of 

years. Its very simplicity perhaps enabled it to suggest answers to 

questions that other more complex projects have found difficult. But 

as such, it too has its limitations many of which have been outlined in 

this chapter. There are hints in this chapter of how, as the research 

proceeded, other avenues for exploration were considered and some data in 

the form of tapes was collected in them. The role of the teacher, be 

s/he specialist or not, and the role of the child leading such 

activities were two such areas. Such explorations would have produced 

complete theses in themselves. In this chapter I have attempted to hint 

at how the spiral model might be of assistance to people who choose to 

take those other routes, both pointing out its possibilities and its 

limitations. The further observation of children's work might need 

a similar project set up with older children. The best way of organising 

work in the areas of pupil profiling, the establishment of grade-related 

descriptions for composition examinations and further description of 

the Idiomatic and Symbolic Modes may emerge over the next few years 

by collaboration between all those involved in new school leaving 
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examinations. The application of the spiral model to the areas of 

performance and audition would require redesigned projects bearing in 

mind the problems outlined in this chapter. Work on the role of the 

teacher would require the development of techniques for observing class- 

room interactions. The use of notation is linked with this and would 

benefit from comparison with current work in the areas of creative writing 

as well as such music educators who stressed its importance, like Kodaly. 

The relationship of the swing from the left to the right of the spiral 

and the influence of personality characteristics on this are large 

areas and would need to involve people in fields other than education, 

as indeed would its possible application to the areas of musical 

criticism and historical description, the area of reference and expression 

and of masculine and feminine creativity. Here the questions to be 

addressed are so large that the design of any project to explore them 

would have to be carefully thought out in consultation with people 

whose experience was in different areas of society. 

Thesis Summary 

If Part One of the thesis sets out the strands of thought that run 

through the literature on creativity, Part Two attempts to weave them 

together in the context of a very simple practical research project. 

This is outlined in Chapter One of Part Two and Appendix Three. This 

sets out the emergence of an eight-mode spiral from Swanwick's work 

on the nature of music based on Moog, Piaget and English writers and 

the observation bf the work of children aged 3-11 with some examples 

of those of 14 and 15 year olds. Chapter Two attempts to show how the 

strands apparent in Part One are woven into this model. Chapter Three 
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spells out possible implications of those. work. It starts with areas that 

might be considered to be within the realms of music education and includes 

work already carried out as well as raising issues that need to be 

addressed. It broadens into other areas of music - that of criticism 

and historical description explored in more detail in Appendix Two 

(although current school leaving examinations are requiring teachers to 

have considerable expertise in these) and that of musical philosophy on 

music and feeling (although work here may be of considerable value in 

the area of children with special needs and children's capacity for 

abstract expression). I have then taken this further, spelling out 

the limitations of the research and suggesting lessons to be learned 

from it and designs that might be used for future research. Again 

the later suggestions extend beyond the confines of music education and 

demand collaboration between people working in other fields. If such 

collaboration can be achieved there may be considerable implications 

for world musics. 

The two parts of this thesis represent a coming together of theory 

and practice in the area of musical creativity and children. This is 

encapsulated in the proposed eight-mode spiral of development. But 

in all the discussions of Parts One and Two we must not lose sight of 

the title which is Towards a Model ........ As such it may be regarded 

as a first draft of a map. Like all maps it can show us ancient roads 

and pathways and suggest to us routes that we ourselves might take. 

What it cannot show us is the colour, life and excitement of the places 

we shall visit. In music we shall find that through the actual experience 

of the music itself. As it is through composition that this map has 

been drawn, I can only suggest that people, be they children or adults, 
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teachers or pupils, try it out by composing themselves. In so doing they 

will set out on a journey. But each in the end will have to find his/ 

her own way. If the map is accurate and well drawn, at some points 

we will feel at one with others, at other times very alone. But 

what we will all share is music, perhaps the most mysterious of all the 

arts. Through it we may travel across the world, through history and 

into ourselves; but I hope that the wonder in the experience will never 

be lost. That can be shared by the youngest child and the oldest adult. 

I hope that the map will encourage people to set out on their own musical 

voyages of discovery, helping them along the way to find old landmarks 

and guiding them into possible future routes. For we all need to feel 

both that we know where we are and yet that there is still somewhere to 

go and a treasure that may be found. 
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APPENDIX ONE 

Classroom Texts and Teaching Strategies 

General Curriculum Strategies 

In the Sensory Mode it is suggested in Chapter Three of Part Two that 

the teacher needs to provide structures within which pupils can explore 

sound colour. 

This song, adapted from one in Mrs Macaroni1 contains space at the 

end for the sound exploration that characterises the Sensory Mode: 

Music Example 55 

L)l o do ýoý U Ak I Mord Eýo* Pýaý ?l ýeoýd a uood-beak OAJ 

aº'ak dtd tr sdo 

This song is*one such structure and the game is another. In Diana 

Thompson's book of games is one entitled Pompaleerie Jig: 

1. Tillman, J. B. (ed. ), Mrs Macaroni, Basingstoke, Macmillan Education 
Ltd., 1985, p. 3 
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1. Thompson, D., and Baxter, K., Pompaleerie Jig, Leeds, E. J. Arnold, 1978, 
P-15 
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In the Manipulative Mode adding a steady pulse accompaniment to a 

song and work in pairs in which one child holds a steady pulse while the 

other improvises are appropriate activities. 

As pupils become aware of the expressive power of music, projects 

such as one based on Smetana's Vltava become suitable. In Forty Music 

Games to Make and Play this is linked with a game structure in which pupils 

can create pieces around the same subjects as Smetana. 
1 

Such work also 

encourages more responsive listening to the Smetana piece and can be linked 

to expressive movement. Many examples of projects linking words and music 

can be found in Exploring Sound. 2 

In the Vernacular Mode compositions using ostinati are useful. These 

can be seen in a game like Musical Geography3 in which word rhythms drawn 

from a world map form the basis of a group composition. It is also appro- 

priate to explore the concept of phrase, through movement, through song 

and by melodic construction as in the videotape of work with a class of 

eight to nine year olds in Furzedown Primary School available at the London 

University Institute of Education. In this lesson can be seen the game 

Musical Conversations4 which is very useful in developing this concept. 

In it a pair of children hold a conversation musically on two instruments. 

From less usual lengths they edge towards the more conventional. It would 

be appropriate here to introduce the pentatonic scale through songs from 

1. Tillman, J. B., Forty Music Games to Make and Play, London and Basing- 
stoke, Macmillan, 1983, p. 80 

2. Tillman, J. B., Exploring Sound, Calliard, Stainer and Bell, 1976, pp. 62-6 

3. Tillman, J. B.,. Forty Music Games to Make and Play, op. cit. p. 72 

4. Tillman, J. B. Forty Music Games to Make and Play, op. cit. p. 68 
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diverse cultures such as China, the North American Indians, the Inuit and 

English and North American folksong. Orff Schulwerk1 is a very valuable 

source of material here (although it must be added that Orff's scheme which 

is set out in Chapter Four of Part One goes far beyond this somewhat stereo- 

typed image of it) and also Brocklehurst's A Pentatonic Song Book. 
2 

Games like Rhythm Snakes and Ladders3 can be useful in introducing 

conventional Western Classical notation in this mode. 

The encouragement of musical surprises can be seen in the 'space' 

project described in Exploring Sound. Here can be seen how the concern 

for timbre characteristic of the Sensory Mode, can be used to create con- 

trasts in the area of expressive character and so create the surprises 

typical of the Speculative Mode: 

An extension of ternary form is rondo form, in which the 
first section recurs several times throughout the piece, with 
contrasting material in between. This gives the pattern ABACA. 
This is particularly useful if one child's or one group's contri- 
bution is particularly good, when it can be used as the A material 
joining the other children's contributions. For example, one 
class of mine built up a 'space rondo' using words and instruments. 
The word 'space', with its suggestion of vastness and mystery, 
was accompanied on glockenspiel and cymbal and used as the main 
theme. The first contrasted section (sometimes called an episode) 
was Mercury and Neptune - light and airy-sounding words accom- 
panied by triangles, Indian cymbals, bells and maracas. The 
second was Mars and Pluto, heavy and solid, with drums and 
scrapers. So the overall plan looked like this: 

A Space glockenspiel and cymbal 

B ýMercury triangles, Indian cymbals 
Neptune bells, maracas 

A Space glockenspiel and cymbal 
C Mars { drum 

Pluto scrapers 4 A Space glockenspiel and cymbal 

1. Orff-Schulwerk American Edition, Music for Children based on Carl Orff - 
Gunild Keelman Music für Kinder, Schott, 1980 

2. Brocklehurst, B. (ed. ), A Pentatonic Song Book, London, Schott & Co. 1968 

3. Tillman, J. B., Forty Music Games to Make and Play, op. cit. p. 22 

4. Tillman, J. B., Exploring Sound, op. cit. pp. 16-17 
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I have carried out this project with many classes and often the recurring 

'space' theme is a melody of some kind, thus using one idea present in 

the Vernacular Mode. 

The transition to the Idiomatic Mode may be through the exploration 

of a single chord as in this project: 

Using a single chord can be a particularly exciting starting 
point for the improvisation of a simple song. In an all age 
Sunday school I set up an E minor chord on chime bars and guitars, 
and we created a simple chorus - 'Let us thank God for his good- 
ness'. The verses were improvisd by each member of the class 
in turn who came out and improvised vocally or on a pitched 
instrument set up with only the notes of the chord available, 
a statement about something for which he was grateful. The piece 
proceeded without a break, the chorus giving time for each person 
to come forward. The result written down would look something 
like: 

Music Example 56 

Main 
Group 

Let us thank God for his good - ness 
Prrsoo 

crating 
the verse 

Thank you God for 

chilm 

Guitut Em throughout 

Let us thank God 

etc. 

Ä Al! our five sen - ses 

Em throughout 
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But on paper such simplicity looks banal and shows nothing 
of the spirit of enthusiasm and involvement built up as the 
lengthy song progressed and got the level of the rhythm, gradually 
adding clapping and unpitched patterns as well. (These were 
created without losing the rhythmic impetus which was kept going 
by the guitars and chime bars. ) It was a spontaneous experience 
of improvisation growing out of a lesson's discussion and 
activities not to be repeated or written down or retained by 

writing down or polishing. 

This use of a single chord is a very useful one, for not 
only will songs and accompaniments using the notes fit together 
but also the song will work as a round. The African round 'Come 

and join us' is an example of this and the beautiful Hebrew round 
is based on the notes of the D minor chord. 

Music Example 571 

-Tarr-- 

Sha lore my friends, God's peace 

now. And stay with- you in all 

my friends go with you 

you_ do, Sha " lom, sha - tom. 

Then may come the use of chord sequences as the basis for songs. 

One such project is described in Exploring Sound2 and a moving song resulted 

1. Tillman, J. B., Music and Religious Education 3, Music Teacher, March 
1978, pp. 18-21 

2. Tillman, J. B., op. cit. p. 75 
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from these ideas with a class of fourteen year old girls: 

Another starting point is the creating of a melody over 
a given pattern of chords. I play the chords over and over again 
on the piano or guitar until the class gets the feel of them. 
Then we start vocal improvisations over them until a tune starts 
to emerge. Then we split into groups, each with pitched instru- 
ments that can play the chords like chime bars, to polish the 
tunes. I often precede this work with some work on creating 
possible texts. One project is to look at the ballad through 
the ages, at how the broadsides were the forerunners of news- 
papers. The class then create their own ballads from contemporary 
newspaper stories. This is the final result of work like this 
from-one group. It was based on a newspaper story from Northern 
Ireland (and on a chord sequence -D major, C major - that I 
have found particularly useful): 

Music Example 581 

Voices 

1. Lo"ver's lane, ü1 " star style 

(3 players) 

Guar- ded by barbed wire, _ A sol " dier that is bold 

Keeps his girl - friend from the cold, Barbed wire lo -vers. 

Verse 2: 
But this romantic place 
Is not full of grau; 
Here the internees stay, 
Waiting for their freedom day. 
Barbed Urire lovers. 

1. Tillman, J. B., Music and Religious Education 2. Hymns and Songs, Music 
Teacher, February, 1978, pp-15-18 
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The Organisation of an Individual Project 

In an article in The British Journal of Music Education1 is described 

the possible progress of a compositional project along the lines suggested 

by the spiral model. 

We may have decided to base this activity on the materials 
of short and long sounds. Let us make sure that the first stage 
of the Sensory is properly entered, no matter what the age or 
previous experience of the children. There are different kinds 

of shortness; a very long sound has a very different effect 
from one that is only moderatley long. These perceptions are 
an important pre-condition for sensitive Manipulative control. 
Now we must learn how to sustain long sounds, what techniques 
may be involved on different instruments, the use of beaters, 
for example, to continually activate sound as tremolo. We may 
now move to explore the expressiveness involved in combining 
short and long sounds into patterns that communicate (i. e. 
imitate). Is each student able to generate a short Personal 
musical gesture from short and long sounds? Is expressiveness 
communicated? We might then move to consider how these sounds 
can be caught up into existing musical practices, the Vernacular. 
Shall we choose to organise them within a framework or pulse 
and metre or within other musical conventions? If the children 
are above the age of about 9, we shall certainly want to push 
them towards the Speculative. Can we create a surprise using 
short and long sounds? Can they make a piece that holds the 
interest? Can we devise episodes that relate to one another 
either as contrasts or as repetitions? Are we concerned to 
broaden the range of what is considered to be Idiomatic? This 
will certainly lead us to encounter the music of others, as 
performers or in audience. 

In an article for teachers of religious education describing some 

of my early work in composition in the classroom similar strands can be 

1. Swanwick, K., and Tillman, J. B., The Sequence of Musical Development, 
British Journal of Music Education, Vol. 3, No. 3, November 1986, 
p"305-339 
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detected although at the time no such model was declared. The work led 

up to a performance in an assembly: 

Twenty-five ten-year-olds cluster on the edge of the stage. 
From time to time some reach for some of the considerable selection 
of musical instruments that lie in front of them. They turn 
to the group next to them and with rapt attention embark on their 
performance. 

The Light Theme 

We had started with light on which we were doing a project. 
We sit in a big circle in the hall (acoustically the most suitable 
place for this work) and I give out the instruments, one for 
each, with contrasting sounds next to one another as far as 
possible. Each child has to say 'It is light' to his neighbour 
musically. A few seconds of trial period are allowed with ear 
splitting results. (I warn the children at the outset of this 
type of work that hitting the instrument as hard as possible 
does not necessarily produce the best results. ) A raise of the 
hand produces silence. Each child has its turn and the intense 
concentration and care testify to the reality of the expression. 
We discuss different kinds of light - candles, fire, sun, moon - 
and try again. Now I give each child a number, the smallest 
sounds first, and signal each one to come in. Slowly with sand- 
paper scraped over the surface of a drum the match is struck 
and the smallest triangle tells of the candle glowing. The stars 
glimmer from the glockenspiel and fairy lights of Christmas time 
twinkle on the metallophone. The moon glows on the sleigh bells 
with a brief interlude depicting man's journey to it on tambour, 
tambourine, maraccas and cymbal. The sun rises on Indian cymbals 
and glockenspiels. In the distance comes the crack of lightning 
on the cymbal, the rolling thunder on tambour with padded sticks 
and rain on flowerpots struck with triangle beaters and chime 
bars. The storm gives way to the crack of fire sparks on claves 
and castanets and the leaping flames on tambourines, triangles, 
glockenspiel and bells. Gradually all the other patterns join 
and rise to a crescendo; an African drum pattern suggests dancing 
and we are caught up in a dazzling expression of humanity's 
experience of light. 

From this we progress to work in groups. It is often 
difficult at first to combine all the children's sounds but with 
experience the children themselves become quite skilful at it, 
using contrasts between different types of sound and rhythmic 
patterns. They will often work at this in their own time and 
bring new sounds with them as well. With some classes I should 
have started with group work straight away and also have let 
them choose their own instruments. Our own compositions led 
us to listen to others' experience of light - Britten's Moonlight; 
Sea Interludes from Peter Grimes and Grieg's Morning from Peer 
GYnt. Modern folksongs like Malcolm Stewart's When He Comes 
Back from The Gospel Songbook were linked as well. 1 

1. Boyce, J. B., Music, Learning for Living, Vol. 9, No. 2, November 1969, 
pp-18-21 
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Although the project was initiated at the Expressive Level it involved 

an immediate return to the Sensory and Manipulative present in the trial 

period. The group work suggests the appearance of the Speculative as is 

likely with children of this age. 

Albert Chatterley's The Music Club Book is based on a highly success- 

ful series on BBC Radio for secondary schools. In many of the projects 

can be seen the author trying to keep the surprise of the Speculative Mode 

alive in the Idiomatic Mode. It also illustrates well how a single project 

can keep alive the earlier modes: 

Chopsticks 

Music Example 59 

r 

One very important aim in improvisation is for the students 
to reach the point where they are prepared to 'take a chance', 
that is to try and be original or different on the spot, without 
time for advance thought. I have left it until now to mention 
this because, knowing the reticence you may find towards impro- 

visation anyway, it is much better to let all your pupils spend 
a long time discussing the various techniques, then put them 
into practice with forethought. In this way, they gain in con- 
fidence and imagination, and acquire the ability to create short 
events of real musical interest. 

However the time will eventually arrive when you feel that 
you can put your students on the spot, and ask them to improvise 
without any chance to think about it in advance. So try it first 
with Chopsticks, a pianistic exercise from which many people 
go no further. See if you can get them further. Here are a 
few suggestions for the use of this banal (but popular) little 
tune in class: 
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1. Play the top two parts on hi; 
or two players per instrument if 
the lower part played by a lower 
piano, cello, bass metallophone. 
into finding themselves parts to 
percussion. 

gher pitched instruments (one 
you use tuned percussion) with 
pitched instrument: guitar, 

Press any other instrumentalists 
play. Include non-pitched 

2. Let one or two people at a time improvise a variation round 
their part including the non-pitched percussion, to see what 
they can make of it. Do it as a sort of 'spot' exercise, calling 
out names and giving no time for advanced thought. If you like, 
play an accompaniment yourself on the piano, to keep the whole 
thing going. 

3. Let everybody improvise at the same time. It may be a mess; 
it may be very interesting. 

4. Try it out at different speeds, and note how the speed affects 
what you can attempt. 

6329 
5. Change the time fibm 8 to 4,4 or 8 and see what the class can 
make of it. Discuss how a change of time changes the whole mood 
and feel of a piece. 

Music Example 60 

-etc. 

Music Example 61 

6. Do suggestion 2 again at a slower speed but change the per- 
sonnel more quickly, say every two bars. This will keep every- 
body concentrating on the whole piece even when they are not 
playing, in each case they should be asked to join in. Sometimes 
call out 'everybody'. 

7. Start with one person, then two, then three, then four and 
so on until everybody is playing: then let them drop out similarly 
one by one in the same order as they came in. 

8. Find some more simple tunes that you can use. 
1 

1. Chatterley, A., The Music Club Book of Improvisation _Projects, 
London, Galliard, Stainer and Bell, 1978, pp. 86-87 
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Here in suggestion 1 is the keeping alive of the feeling for timbre 

characteristic of the Sensory Mode, in suggestions 4 and 6 the variations 

of speed of the Personal and in suggestion 5 the application of the various 

metres explored in the Vernacular. 

Summary 

These activities show practical application of the spiral model. 

They show how rooted it is in the work of practitioners already working 

in the area of composition and also point to the development of future 

resources both in terms of the overall curriculum and also in the planning 

of individual projects. 
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APPENDIX TWO 

A Note on the Systematic Mode 

The Possible Application of the Spiral Model in the Work of Established 
Composers 

This is an undeveloped area. My research has not examined in practical 

terms the process of established composers. It is there in the literature 

referred to Chapters Two and Three of Part one, but by limiting my research 

to children up to eleven years with possible extensions beyond to sixteen 

years from my own experience, such a practical analysis is excluded. 

It may, however, be possible to see in this work the use of figures 

and patterns from lower levels in the spiral (which would reflect their 

own previous experience) now incorporated into systems and structures. 

Here is a description of a piece by Jennifer Fowler (written by the composer 

herself for the first performance in January 1987): 

BLOW FLUTE: ANSWER ECHOES IN ANTIQUE LANDS DYING 

by Jennifer Fowler 

Programme Notes 

It is permissible to shorten the title of this piece to: 
"Blow Flute" for practical purposes! but the rest of the title 
does have a function too. It can call up the poetic echoes of 
Tennyson: 

"Blow, bugle, blow, set the wild echoes flying, 
Blow bugle; answer, echoes, dying, dying, dying. " 

It can call up musical echoes, too, at the cadence points: echoes 
of formal cadences from antique times. 

Otherwise, the line is fluid: gathering around a nodal 
point, and dividing off to other nodal points. The rhythm 
progresses in groups of even notes: groups of 2's, 3's, 4's, 5's, 
accumulating and retreating. There are gathering knots of 
accumulations and tensions, sometimes dispersed, sometimes brought 
together to form a cadence. 

The piece is about the sound of a flute: a sound calling 
up eddies and currents, and echoes. 

This is the opening of the piece: 
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Music Example 62 

JLOW FLUTE : ANSWER-ECHOES IN ANTIQUE LANDS DYING 

for Solo 'Flute 7ENNIfER 1o. LER 

.b ý& -. - - -9 L r-a --- -- k& --- 

P ýP 
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In it can be seen quite clearly the patterns commonly found in the 

Manipulative Mode; but as can be seen from the description, codified and 

systematised within one piece. There is evidence in it too of all the 

modes. The Sensory is in the concern with the sound of the flute in the 

final sentence. The Manipulative is in the patterns used. The Personal 

can be seen in the alliance with the Tennyson poem. The Vernacular is 

present in the concern for cadence. The Speculative is in the variations 

of treatment of the accumulations and tensions which are sometimes dispersed 

and sometimes brought together to form a cadence. The Idiomatic is hinted 

at by the implied harmonies at cadence points and even more so in arpeggios 

and tremolos which although placed sequentially, I experienced at the first 

performance as simultaneous. The sense of value was clear in the rapt 

attention and rapturous applause of the audience at the first performance 

in 1987 and implicit in the writing of the composer. The Systematic would 

then appear in the overall plan of the grouping of notes in 2's, 3's, 4's 

and 5's. Thus can be seen in the total experience evidence of all the 

modes, all interacting in a single piece. I had the privilege of being 

allowed to share some years earlier the painstaking work that led to the 

piece. This is a Christmas card from the composer: 

Music Example 63 

----)"ý^P 
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Inside of it was written: 

This is a redundant bit of a flute piece (I decided to cut 
the end down) and it is to be trilled in a joyful manner of Xmas 
morn. 

Was the composer then working at the level of Materials and Expression? 

The Adult Composer and the Child 

This is only one example and there is clearly a lot of work that needs 

to be done; but in such work it may be possible to establish a link between 

the processes of the child and the mature composer. Jennifer Fowler in 

composing this piece was not consciously aware of drawing upon patterns 

from childhood. Her 'antique lands' were those of the music of history. 

And yet here are raised two significant issues. The first is that 

a person's individual development passes through the same stages as those 

of music history. This idea has been around for some time. 

From my own experience I give an example. Two eight year old girls 

came to me and said 'Please listen to our piece. It is Old Macdonald had a 

Farm. ' They proceeded to play it with a descant recorder starting on G 

and piano on C- parallel fifths. Anxious to find out how they had arrived 

at it, I asked them how they had got there. They said that they had found 

the recorder part in a book in the library. 'What about the piano? ' I 

asked, thinking it had similarly happened by chance. '0h we just messed 

about until we found something we liked. It's beautiful, isn't it? ' 'Yes' 

I agreed, 'Wonderful. ' Then they played another piece built in the same 

way. Later I told them how the monks in the Middle Ages had also enjoyed 

singing the same distance apart and introduced the word 'interval'. It 

is possible that here is an example of Jung's collective unconscious 

expressed in musical symbols linked in the Vernacular Mode. But this is 

a highly speculative statement. 

Musical Criticism 

The speculation of the last two sections may have some implications 

"i1 
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for the area of musical analysis and criticism. Some writers would appear 

to have attempted whole books dealing with music at the Metacognitive level. 

Viktor Zuckerkandl in The Sense of Music would appear to become such. He 

makes many penetrating descriptions of works from the Western European 

Classical tradition mostly from the Renaissance to the early twentieth 

century. His introduction grapples at the level of Metacognition with 

the same problems as this thesis. This quotation illustrates his work well: 

Retetition without Svmmetr 

For examples of structures definitely not of the circular 
type we turn to Bach's Well-Tempered Clavichord. We listen to 
the Prelude and Fugue in C minor of Volume 1. 

After the Schubert and Beethoven pieces the absence of 
divisions is striking. No sections or subsections are formed, 

consequently no symmetries, no balance can emerge. Continuous 
forward motion dominates the picture. This does not imply, how- 

ever, that nothing is repeated. On the contrary, repetition 
seems to be everywhere. But as mentioned before, repetition has 

a different meaning in a different context; here it means advance, 
not return. 

What is the thing repeated if there are no sections? In 

the case of the Prelude it is a sharply drawn tone line, one 

Music Example 64 

' 9,4 

half measure long, a formula rather than an explicit statement, 
not meant to be taken by itself, meaningful only as an element 
of the continuous flow. Thefdrmula is duplicated within every 
measure (in this sense the principle of symmetry can be said to 

operate here on the lowest level only) and restated with constant 

modification from measure to measure, until towards the end it 

gradually disintegrates. The whole is like on long melody - 
not of tone after tone but of block after block, with each block 

representing the content of one formula, thus: ' 

Music Example 65 

iZý 

Here can be seen the little melodic fragment typical of the Manipulative 

1. Zuckerkandl, V., The Sense of Music, Princeton, New Jersey, Princeton 
University Press, first published 1959, corrected edition 1971, p. 92 
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Mode and the sense of 'forward motion' typical of the Personal Mode. The 

repetition is characteristic of the Vernacular and yet the disintegration 

at the end is of the Speculative Mode. The analysis of the chordal structure 

might indicate the Idiomatic and also the comparison with the idiom of 

Beethoven and Schubert. He concludes: 

If we sum this up we have a movement from "theme" to "no 
theme" to "theme" to "no theme" to "theme", and so on: A-B-A-B-A.., 
or perhaps A-B-A-C-A ... This may look like a circular pattern; 
but the meaning and the corresponding experience are totally 
different. There is no real "otherness" in the "no theme" sections, 
we are never actually taken away from the theme; and most im- 
portant of all, -nowhere will the repetition of A be experienced as 
closing a circle, answering a need for symmetrical complementations. 
These repetitions lead us on and on and on, never back. It is 
clearly a chain form. 

If we consider the Prelude and Fugue as a whole and compare 
it with the structure of a sonata we notice the corresponding 
difference. The two pieces do not form a symmetrical super- 
structure; they are not mutually complementary halves of one 
larger whole. The Prelude, as the word says, is a piece of music 
preparing for and leading up to the Fugue. Here, too, the sense 
of the succession is advance, not return. 

(One function of every prelude is certainly to establish 
a definite dynamic center, so that the lonely voice that opens 
the fugue will be met by an ear prepared to understand the dynamic 
quality of its first tone. )l 

This is a beautifully balanced account pulling together the previous analysis 

to show the reader the Symbolic Mode and its notion of value and the System- 

atic Mode in the Prelude and Fugue as a whole. At the very end he returns 

us to our source - the Sensory with the phrase 'the dynamic quality of its 

first tone. ' 

Summary 

Further work in this area may help to fill out the claim made by some 

writers in Part One that creativity involves a return to primary processes 

and show more clearly how, through composition, the composer draws on earlier 

experiences. This could illuminate the work of schemes that enable practising 

composers to work with pupils in schools. The use of the spiral in the area 

of musical criticism could help teachers in the encouragement, development, 

assessment and evaluation that now have to find a place in the composition 

curriculum. 

1. Zuckerkandl, V., op. cit., p. 94 
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APPENDIX THREE 

The Analysis of the Children's Compositions 

Methodology 

The child's first interest and indeed the basic interest under- 

lying all music is timbre. The child is first interested in what 

the instrument sounds like and some compositions were simply a 

shake on a tambourine or one beat on a drum - just an attempt to see 

what sound the instrument will make. Others by older children 

showed a more sophisticated exploration of timbre, like a systematic 

exploration on a drum-scratching the surface, using finger patterns 

and so on. Included, in the number of pieces having this element, 

are those pieces where it is the only element present and those where 

it is of significance or the main element present. 

In the area of dynamics there was a technical problem insofar 

as the tape recorder in use had a built-in volume control on the 

microphone so judgements made when listening were dependent on the 

notes I made while taping the examples and listening for the changes 

in the microphone level. Some pieces were loud, soft or moderately 

loud throughout, others had sudden changes in their course, while 

others showed a gradual change (this demanding more technical control 

than the others). The presence of accent was also noted. 

In the area of pulse two aspects were studied. The first was 

the presence or absence of a steady pulse. The compositions were 

classified as having or not having a steady pulse or having one 

intermittently. The second was speed and although no external source 
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was used to set the examples the norm was about MM80. Again not 

only were the compositions analysed as being fast, slow or at a 

moderate speed but gradual changes of speed were noted as well. 

In some group pieces slow and fast rhythms were present simultaneously. 

The area of metre is clearly bound up with pulse. Again the 

pieces were classified as having no metre, having metre, or having 

metre intermittently or hints at a metre. The pieces were olassi- 

fled as being in 2,3,4 or other metres. 

Duration links with pulse and metre. Compositions were 

classified as having no variation in duration or as having some 

intermittently. This last category clearly links with the group of 

pieces that had a steady pulse present intermittently. Pieces 

containing variation in duration were divided into those which had two 

note values only present and those with a greater variety. There 

was a further category in which the shorter note values appeared to 

arise randomly from the uneven alternation of sticks on a pitched 

percussion instrument. Taking MM80 as the crotchet beat the 

shorter note values were described as quavers. It was often 

difficult to decide whether the longer notes were minims or a crotchet 

followed by a crotchet rest, because of the lack of sustaining power 

of'some of the percussion instruments. The presence of dotted 

rhythms (although some of these are difficult to distinguish from 

some of the preceding categories) and the presence of syncopation 

(only present in the compositions of the older groups where the pulse 

is definitely established) were noted. 

The emergence of phrase was noted, again classified as being not 

present, intermittently present and present. (This often linked up 
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with the presence and emergence of metre. ) In older examples the 

examples of phrases were further divided into 2 bar, 4 bar, and other. 

In the area of form the classification was long and rather 

formless, long and shaped, of moderate length (meaning about 8 beats 

long) and short. The presence of a clearly defined opening was 

noted. This was often a glissando. A clearly defined ending was 

also noted, and the form it took, which varied, -a glissando, getting 

slower, maracas tapped together, a sense of finality in the pitch 

pattern chosen. 

In the area of pitch the features noted varied from one age 

group to another. In the youngest age groups the choice of notes 

often appeared random (this often being linked with the alternation 

of two sticks on the pitched percussion instruments). Older children 

started to shape phrases, first in the composition on the three chime 

bars and then on the other pitched instruments. The presence of 

glissandi, trills and tremolos, repeated notes, the use of the 

extremes of the instrument were all noted. Those pieces that consisted 

primarily of going up or down the instrument in scales and those that 

went up or down by leaps were distinguished. In older age groups 

there was also the use of melodic variations. Other compositions 

were classified as being tonally shaped which might mean in the 

pentatonic, major or minor scales (these being the scales available on 

the pitched percussion instruments). In the song category the range 

used was also noted, and also whether the tuning was vague. 

In the area of combining sounds, compositions of the younger age 

groups were usually simply a combinations of timbres with no further 

instructions. The presence or absence of instructions was noted. 
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is 

In older age groups the presence of the 'layer' method (one person 

starting, then another being added and then another and so on) was 

distinguished and the use of ostinato patterns. Whether there 

was a clear start and finish was noted. There was noting of the 

use of two sticks together on the pitched instruments to create 

harmony. 

Whether the child could repeat his/her piece was recorded. 

Sometimes this was done exactly, sometimes almost. Sometimes it 

was refined. Sometimes just the basic ideas were repeated - so 

that a piece that included scales, glissandi and tremolos might be 

repeated with those elements present but in a different order or 

using different notes. Sometimes the child said that s/he couldn't 

repeat it and sometimes I didn't ask him/her. This was usually when 

I decided it would be too difficult, as in group compositions. 

Finally the composition was classified according to the highest 

level on the spiral that it reached. (The results of this classifi- 

cationhhave already been given in Figure 4. ) In the following 

description each piece is given this classification to enable the 

reader to 'share in the judgements that I made. 

Results of the Analysis 

These can be seen on the following tables and examples of each 

age groups are given in the ensuing descriptions. Figures in the 

tables are percentages to enable comparisons to be made even though 

the number of compositions in some categories was quite small. 
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Three year old Composition 

An interest in timbre seems to motivate all the compositions 

and is the main feature of a majority of them. It includes pieces 

like a maraca shake that sounds as if he is experimenting with how 

to play the instrument (Sensory) and a triangle exploration that 

also shows that she has not managed to grasp the technique necessary 

to play it (Sensory). The pieces on the pitched instruments are 

more explorations of their timbre than of their pitch (Sensory). 

In the area of dynamics most of the compositions are at a 

moderate level but about a quarter are loud. Both soft and loud 

pieces are performed with an obvious delight in the sound (Sensory). 

In the area of pulse the majority of examples have a sense of 

pulse present intermittently. There seem in many examples to be an 

attempt at it that failed and occasionally succeeded. Most of the 

examples are fast, this short xylophone piece being typical (Mani- 

pulative): 

Music Example 66,, 

unsºetýý 

0 

Few examples contained any variation in speed. 
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Hardly any examples contained any sense of metre. A very 

few pieces show the beginning of it, like this one note chime bar 

piece (Manipulative) : 

Music Example 67 

Few examples contain any variation in duration. This unsteady 

tambourine piece is typical (Sensory); 

Music Example 

, IIIJII II iJ11 
ý`~-` 

ýesfteýy 

What variation there is, often seems to be accidental as, for example, 

that created by the irregular alternating of sticks on the pitched 

instruments. Only a very few examples seem to have it planned. 

k In no examples is there any sense of phrase. 

The examples are almost evenly divided between short and 

moderate length, like this tambourine piece (Sensory): 



ill 

0 

Music Example 611 

j1 01 11 

and this maraca piece 

Music Example '7O. 

(Manipulative): 

J: JJdjJ11J1 II 

Few pieces have any sense of ending. This maraca piece ends 

with the maracas being tapped together (Manipulative): 

Music Eýcamp1e 71. " 

j : JJ JJ11J 1J 1TI; Jý!! 

then into an uneven pattern ending with the tap together. 
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In terms of pitch most of the examples appear to be at random. 

In many of the examples mechanical patterns seem to have dictated 

the pitch, like the alternation sticks on the pitched instruments, 

the use of scales, the interest in the extremes of the instrument 

and repeated notes like this xylophone piece (Manipulative): 

Music Example 7L 

Some pieces use a limited number of notes like this song (Manipula- 

tive): 

Music Example 73 

I Ar '-M IL 

.. ý--r- va4je 

Some use only one. The range of the vocal melodies varies. Some 

are just whispered. In all the songs the tuning is vague. 

No one took up the offer to combine sounds. 

Few could repeat. These were in general the shorter. Most 

repeated the basic idea or refined it. For example, this xylophone 

piece-(Music example 66) (Manipulative): 
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Music Example 7L 

nýsic., 1, 

became: 

Music Example '75 

Sometimes the beat is steadier on the repeat like this tambour 

piece (Manipulative): 

Music F ample 6 

jIj jj jjjj 11 

which becomes: 
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Music Example 77 

jj01jJiJ iijol 

) 

Many of the examples show the interest in the sound 

characteristic of the Sensory Mode. Some of the examples show an 

attempt to master a steady pulse typical of the Manipulative Mode. 

Most of the examples quoted show this mode as it is almost impossible 

to notate the Sensory Mode examples. 

Four year old Compositions 

In these compositions the songs differ markedly from the instru- 

mental pieces. Chief among the the differences is the increased 

incidence of phrase structure which in turn leads to more examples 

being in the Personal Mode. This may well be due to the necessity 

in song to take a breath and to have clearly defined places to do so. 

The expressive character may also be due to the directness of 

expression in song leading to a more clear emotional character. A 

further factor in this is that 16 of the examples were collected in 

one session-from a girl aged 4.9. It was a particularly prolific 

day for her and she seemed to draw inspiration from both likely and 

unlikely sources from pirates and clowns to the curtains, light, 

heater and bass drum which led to this long meditation which was 

acted as well (Personal)s 
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Music Example 78 

ýr. ý"ý. _ C. __ 
1_ .. ice 

13; 9 bast of/d, +s nrt 

Coo 
r4ý 

`at i>E 

%t- 

WbtA 8eJ afL wJk-iý9 0- 6o, t pto-p4 

Ijbco% wc, 3 �ve- oq" A'Irs kcj'fc so x, 11, c., ',, r, I; ke o. 

GnwiA -N in IL. Mei_ \tc Q! t 
1iW 4o QO 

J 

Timbre still remains a very basic interest particularly in the 

instrumental compositions. There is, however, a decline in the 

number of pieces in which it is the only interest. In one long 

piece with an uneven beat the girl hit the wood of the drum 

(Sensory). In an Autumn piece a pair of plastic cymbals are some- 

times clicked together, sometimes rubbed together (Sensory). The 

scraper is some tapped, sometimes scraped., (Sensory) in a fast long 

unsteady pulse pattern. The task with the maraca calls forth some 

careful exploration of timbre. One (Manipulative) shows a steady 

beat leading to a continuous shake. Other pieces use the maracas 

sometimes together, sometimes separately (Sensory) and sometimes 

Yta-PIC, Sai tw&c: (nor-4919ý6s w. li Zn c^- ----r" _. - u .. 
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knocked together. This long piece illustrates this (Personal)s 

Music bcample 79 

1 J1 ý1J! ý J1JJ ! Jý ý 

11 J ýJJ )JjJJ! 1 

Then a long passage of steady beat sometimes knocked together, louder 

and softer in middle, slower at the end. 

The tambour too provides a fruitful field for timbre exploration 

some experimenting with rubbing the hand over the surface (Sensory) 

some combining this with experimentation with using the hand flat 

and in a fist (Sensory). Others are more sophisticated like this 

one for wooden agogo which shows rhythm and timbre being explored 

together (Manipulative); 

Music Example 80 

f%f l)1 f v©5'r e, rk L. 

The pattern-is- repeated and varied each repeat. She is fascinated 

by the: tone colour of the scrape. On the pitched instruments too pure 

timbre explorations are quite common. A xylophone piece (Sensory) 
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shows passages of random pitch alternating with glissandi. Some of 

these, as in the three year old pieces are attempts to come to terms 

with the technique needed to play the instrument. 

In the songs there is the use of both singing and chanting and 

inflected speech. Some examples are long stories semi-spoken like 

one about a dog in the snow (Manipulative), while others contain 

spoken words and sung ones (Personal); 

Music Examplea! 

WhCA Wt Imme, fo go and ea& -e0k 8'J" 9U. " 14M S OM 

In the area of dynamics half the pieces were of a moderate 

volume with a quarter being loud. Some of the soft pieces are songs 

where shyness played a part but on an instrument these pieces, as 

at three years, were often accompanied by a sense of delight 

in the quality of the sound. An increasing number showed variations 

in dynamic level. Some are linked with the timbre explorations and 

other with speed variations like a bass drum piece which contained 

hitting the wood deliberately and a crescendo and accelerando in the 

middle before ending with slower ones (Personal). Maraca shakes 

are often varied in speed and volume (Personal). This maraca piece 

shows clearly the emergence of expressive character in its dynamic 

variation and accents (Personal): 

" 4V, -dal bats ore. -(Yet ý 911 3. Cy,, - jai bass art -r--'j y«ýý. 
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Music Example $3. 

j1j j j i j J 1 1 .j J J J J J 
> 

> 7 

Pulse pattern continues with irregular accents there are 4 crescendi 

and accelerandi with the biggest climax at the end. 

The examples are almost evenly divided between those with a 

pulse, those with it present intermittently and those with none. 

The majority of the songs had it present like this one (Personal)s 

Music Example 83 

S�ow comes dowh in a vt-/ý ý'ý9L do, )d) 

0- 0v- 
Pýý 

0 vý-(ý kt doid. Snow comes up In a. 

A vc-(j )3 cloJd, A 

ý; SL cloud) 

uo. d 
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In others the child pauses for thought giving an irregular pulse 
(Manipulative); 

Music Example 44- 

A 

J f- -f- ý. -' - 
ý-U 

_ bird , 
lE' ýIfý li v[S ýn ýC. O' K"ý - (ý -rh e. ' i 

4 
-do- -d- -4- . 4% -dý- 0 -; f- -1- 4-4- 41- 0. 

tt11. _-, ei u-- 
MIiM" %Aý Cr ICS LV ylýý. ý. ý"c /ý+ Q111%-^Cv Incr% ý-'ýý 

- -" 

In the instrumental pieces many are a succession of steady beats 

like a 20 beat tambour pattern (Manipulative). Sometimes the speed 

changes shook the grasp; at other times it is experimentation with 

longer and shorter notes like an unsteady bass drum pattern that 

becomes on repeat (Manipulative)s 

Music Example 85* 

i Thrill 
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There is a decrease in the number of fast patterns compared with 

the three year old pieces. Now the majority are at a moderate speed. 

Some of the slow pieces are reflective patterns on the three chime 

bars. There is much greater interest in speed change, often linked 

with dynamic variation. This maraca piece starts (Manipulative): 

Music Example 86 

., T. fJ! J. r: '. I1Ji 

and then goes into a very rapid shake. There is this striking 

example of accelerando in a song (Personal); 

Music Example 97 

voyVo f. kh 

Sýýnc S", iC Sý+ýnC Sý`iýt SLe StI AC SLiie Sic. £L t SýiNc Sý+iMt Si+ýnt ýine Sýinc SAC. 

jilAr- 5AunC, SkIAC. 

Jhi- ni Sk --ic S1Ind- sI: -AJ SIIne. sh, nf_ Y"4C 3,., n( 
iEL I. 
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Few examples contain clear examples of metre and these are 

largely songs possibly because of the word rhythms as in this 

example (Personal): 

Music Example 99 

ºrfL1 
daýS 0 _'rj- bo- dj S'jý, ec vs PrCs-tests 

-Eo rfty- Stl{ ü d4.1 a da. 3 (, . day, day, d4y, ý 
qj 

ý da j. 

Many of the examples like this vocalised example are in four (Personal): 

Music Example 89, 

v 

In some the metre varies (Personal): 

Music Example 90 

Sk0 ks ore. ve-rj SE(i e, anJ bey. 

-p-ME 
Limpl 

, 'heir rroA', "s Evo ý; 

'At W AF ý-o tak SoMe'- N,; �ý for ti, c'. r JiA"Acr, 

p 

and ýMej Wa+E two sýaiýs Eo býEc 
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In the instrumental pieces there are examples of its emergence like 

the accents in this tambour pieces (Personal): 

Music Example 9º 

nJ J1. ýIffil 7 

The maraca piece already quoted (Music Example 79) shows it too in 

its use of rests. In others a metric pattern emerges from a less 

steady patterns as in a tambourine piece which starts as pure timbre 

exploration and: 

Music Example 9Z 

.Iin", II 

emerges at the end (Manipulative). Sometimes repeated notes have 

a metric feel. One short example (Sensory): 

Music Example 93 

Fý 
.I 

shows the short pattern which in later ages is going to be put in 

first pairs and then in longer notes to make metric patterns. This 

is as it were one building brick in a metric pattern. 
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In terms of duration more examples contained variation. Many 

of the examples in which it is present are songs like the Snow Song 

already quoted (Music Example 83) which also shows the use of dotted 

rhythms. 

There is much greater skill and sophistication in the handling 

of note values in the songs than in the instrumental pieces. This 

may be due to the influence of word rhythms, although sometimes the 

words appear to make little sense or are nonsense syllables, like 

this one which starts off as a sentence and ends in nonsense (Personal)t 

Music Example q4- 

II F: 9 F: 9 -tr- 
pik-1'Gý U '-`'G fs-c. L5 -tsoi-IG, lc&-L1t. if. 

Examples of intermittent variation in dynamics are found in the 

instrumental pieces. Some have already been quoted (e. g. Music 

Example '9). Some are linked with repeated notes, others emerge 

from the alternation of sticks like a gato drum piece that starts as 

a steady pulse with the two sticks together and then with each stick 

separately and at the end becomes (Manipulative): 

Music Example 95- 

1: , rJ ýý Jý JQ 

ýýh .s s+,. -ºýýn9 nnrl ýý, i taýýd mitt blow, EEF-ýIý, hak-BIZ, 
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A pattern for the chime bars starts as an uneven pulse with several 

mishits but ends with this pattern (Manipulative): 

Music Example 46 

There is an increase in the number of pieces with phrases 

present or intermittently present. This is at its clearest in the 

songs and can be seen in several of the examples quoted (e. g. Music 

Example $1. ) Some are in two or four bar phrases like the Snow 

Song (Music Example St. ) Others have less usual and mixed lengths 

like Big Bass Drums (Music Example 78) and the Shark Song (Music 

Example 1 0. ) In the instrumental pieces the idea of phrase seems to 

be emerging. Sometimes it is in the use of rests as in the maraca 

piece already quoted (Music Example 79. ) Sometimes it seems to be 

shaped by speed and dynamics as in others of the examples already 

quoted (e. g. Music Example 8Z-) Sometimes it is in choosing a 

definite number of beats like these seven for tambour (Manipulative): 

Music Example 9.7 

2 hrr 1 . 'IJ 

Sometimes it appears in emerging metre. Sometimes it is in the 

creation of a fragment which in later stages of development will be 

I 
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repeated to form the basis of a phrase like (Manipulative): 

Music Example 99 

In terms of form the majority are long and rambling or of 

moderate length. Typical of the instrumental pieces are long explora- 

tions of the pulse. Short pieces include a single glissando (Sensory). 

The songs provide the examples of the longer shaped pieces as can be 

seen in examples already quoted (e. g. Music Example 83. ) More 

pieces had some sort of ending gesture. In some it is a glissando 

as in this metallophone piece which uses this rhythm: 

Music Example q4ý 

JJýJof Jol 
01 auec. 

in a leaping tune (Personal. ) Others have an ending scrape or tap. 

Some get slower (Personal), faster (Personal) or softer (Personal. ) 

The songs have more clearly defined endings often coming to rest on 

the tonic as in the Shark Song (Music Example 10. ) Some examples 

end with a vocal-slide. 

In the area of pitch there seems to be more planning although 

still large number of pieces appear to choose it at random. Scales 

are popular, a number of pieces simply going in steps from one end of 
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the instrument to the other (Manipulative). Going up and down in 

leaps with alternating sticks is common (Manipulative). Many 

patterns are produced by the mechanical alternation of the sticks 

which sometimes creates tremolos and trills (Manipulative). Glissandi 

are popular, sometimes as part of a general exploration of timbre (Sensory) 

and sometimes as an ending device (Personal). Repeated notes are 

very common sometimes as part of scale exploration (Manipulative). 

There is some interest in the extremes of the instrument. In this 

piece it influences the choice of starting and finishing notes in a 

piece that explores scale and sequences (Manipulative): 

Music Example ioo 

-0- 

Many of the pieces contain a reflective quality about them especially 

those, using the three chime bars (Personal). 

The songs show a great variety of range, six notes being most 

common. In most examples the tuning was vague. 

In terms of combining sounds all the examples were just the 

combining of two timbres with no instructions as to length, when to 

begin and end or how to fit together. There is an exuberant piece 
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for gato drum and metallophone in which both players pursue their 

own pulse patterns regardless of the other (Manipulative). One 

player was told to stop by the organiser of the piece. One piece 

for metallophone and woodblock starts as a pulse pattern but rapidly 

develops into each player exploring the tone colour of his instrument 

on his own (Sensory). In some examples individual players used 

sticks together to produce harmony as in a pattern that grows out 

of a tremolo (Manipulative). Another struggles with the technical 

problem of getting the sticks together (Manipulative). One example 

uses a sort or upper drone the upper stick repeating a note 

while the lower stick explores a tune in the range of a fifth 

(Manipulative). 

Few children could repeat their piece. These were mostly short 

pieces. Many repeated the basic idea such as a metallophone piece 

(Manipulative) with its fast beat, its random sounding notes with 

two sticks, its use of repeated notes all of which are present in the 

repeat. Many refined their pieces such as this chime bar piece 

(Personal)s 

Music Example Io. i 
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which was refined to: 
Music Example 102. 

10 
iüýlü 

Some add endings; others have a much clearer phrase structure. In 

one piece a single stroke becomes (Vernacular): 

Music Example 103 

Vý Fol j 
In several examples they said it was too long to repeat. 

The majority of pieces, demonstrate the Manipulative Mode with 

its concern for pulse patterns. However, about a quarter show the 

Personal Mode with its concern for the expressive. Most of the 

songs show this mode and many of the instrumental pieces that are 

concerned with changes of speed and dynamics. 

Five year old Compositions 

Five year olds retain their interest in timbre, with a greater 

awareness of its expressive quality. This tambour example is typical 

(Personal)s 
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Music Example I04. 

flflc d ,jn . r; 

nfl f; * 1, l ,lJ 

-1 - r-Ij j 
Oro Tel iý 00 77 

rnný ý 11 
in which all the quavers are played by rubbing the hand over the 

surface of the drum. 

In their instrumental pieces there is greater interest in 

gradual dynamic change like this tambour pattern (Personal): 

Music Example 105 

jJ ýj ý J", J"1 0 JJJJI 

There is a greater attempt at pulse and most pieces have it 

present intermittently, this chime bar piece being typical (Personal); 

Music Example 106 

uhstcady 8Ms. _-ý.. 
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In group pieces the individual players have a pulse but there is no 

attempt to establish a common pulse so the effect is of an inter- 

mittent pulse, the players sometimes coming together by accident. 

Sometimes the sense of pulse is shaken by experimenting with speed 

change. 

In the area of speed there is a decline in the number of fast 

pieces and a much greater interest in gradual changes in speed 

which is often linked with changes in volume as in this cymbal piece 

(Personal),: 

Music Example 107 

jjj j-i -ii 

)ii j- -Ji 0, ef 
dp*Pýd 

Few'examples have any sense of metre present and most of these 

are in fours as in this chime bar piece which started like this but 

then went into a longer more random pattern (Personal): 

Music Example 109 
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There is, however, much more variation in duration although 

this is often sporadic and disorganised as in the chime bar piece 

quoted above (ißusic Example 10) or this drum piece (Manipulative): 

Music Example 1 ©4 

j! JJý1J: JliJ . '. -ý : ofol :. ))j)JjJ ri. r ) 
1 J1JnJJJTJJJII J JJJ17, ýJ1tot 1T; J 
1J ,ýn ,1 il 

This sporadic variation leads to an increase in dotted rhythms 

although sometimes these are deliberate as in this chime bar piece 

(Personal)s 

Music Example 110 
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Few examples had any concept of phrase although it can be seen 

emerging in this metallophone piece (Personal)s 

Music Example III 

This song, however, shows it clearly present, at least at the opening 

and in units of two bars, which is also typical (Personal) t 

Music Example 112. 

Vajvc 

SOORC ltal/es opt, c- Co-loýýs . 
SOME we el-low and 9fß n PJy 

The form of the pieces is overwhelmingly long and rambling, 

partly because of the lack of a sense of phrase. A few pieces have 

a sense of ending as in the longer note values at the end of the 

chime bar piece quoted above (Music Examplei1Q). Some are glissandi 

and some attempts at melodic endings as in this xylophone piece (Personal): 

IýW- Ieav&S COML VCJLt-IIA3 
C(ON+ 

PAG Etta NAÖ I (O Lau Crud. 
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Music Example 113 

In the instrumental pieces in terms of pitch there is an 

increasing sense of planning in the pitches used. This is parti- 

cularly true of the longer reflective pieces on the three chime bars which, 

although still long and without a sense of phrase, often have a medita- 

tive quality about them, as in some of the examples already quoted 

(e. g. Music F ample)06). Scale passages are common, as is going up 

and down the instrument in leaps often as result of the alternation 

of sticks as in this xylophone piece (Personal)t 

Music Example 1l 4- 

n*OZ, N 

SoýFcý --- 
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There are a number of trill and tremolo patterns as also seen in 

this xylophone piece. Glissandi are also popular and repeated notes 

as well. There is still interest in the extremes of the instrument. 

All the attempts at combining sounds are really concerned only 

with the sound qualities of the instrument with little more organisa- 

tion than just deciding which instruments will be played. When 

instructions are given they are not carried out. Sometimes the 

alternation of the two sticks produces a pedal type effect as in the 

xylophone piece already quoted (Music Exampleh/A-) and there were a 

few examples of two sticks being used together. 

In the vocal-melodies a range of six notes was favoured, 

although sometimes within these two notes became favoured as in this 

example (Personal): 

Music Example 115 

ý`IýMC'ICCi 
JAAQ 

r: ý" ` er 1. I1/Isý'" MOS gAYP. CýII'Cýý(N SOM . Atj 
AAJ k 

CAM(, dow., k 

äa 

V" v. F 1, ."1" AV "a... 

fi to ch 
ýc 

WCAý dowol e Chi -wie - kcc, Inc u(i some cL I-dreg pºa j_;,, 9 L1ici so 

tAtA tic, qýºýýýly w(A E %A-fO ýLt; ( 6j- fQ0 dAJ kktA hf- yage J, ejft sow fit SfAh O kJ 441� 

jju 
40 

ýG W 4&( ;. -F'u Sý-2i's ýoewý And Ltn kt 3 vt ýtý SO*lt frc-SfAh 

In half the songs there were passages of vague tuning as also seen in 

Music Example I1. 
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Few could repeat their pieces exactly but many refined it or 

repeated the idea. 

In terms of the modes there is sharp increase in the number of 

Personal pieces and a decline in the Sensory and Manipulative ones. 

These Personal pieces are particularly characterised by an interest 

in dynamic and speed change. 

Six year old Compositions 

Six year olds retain their interest in timbre as in a piece for 

multi-guiro (a scraper filled with seeds) in which it was shaken and 

scratched as well as there being various pauses following accelerandi 

(Personal). 

Dynamic variation is often combined with timbre exploration as 

in this tambour piece in which the dynamic variation is created by 

the tambour being sometimes rubbed and sometimes struck (Personal): 

music Example I1,6 

dddýý 
ýýýcd rowel 

In general there is less dynamic variation than at five years which 

may be due to an increased interest in rhythmic patterns with the 

advent of the Vernacular Mode. 

In the area of speed, however, there is still some interest in 

variation as in the long accelerando is this tambour piece (Manipula- 

tive) _ 
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Music Example 117 

rý: JJJJJIýJJ. ý3; 1T 
ýJJI J1. º. ý11:. ý1ý)ýýd n. i1: ý11rý act 

a tempo 

mrn'U 

Pulse is now present in more pieces steadily, as in this piece 

for chime bars (Personal): 

Music Example 118 

It is still sporadic in some pieces as for example in this xylophone 

piece when the problem is the alternation of the sticks (Personal)s 

Music Example 119, 

4 
-- uhtlýadý 

In the group pieces still individual players have a pulse but there 

is no common pulse. 
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The chime bar piece quoted above (Music Example Ito) also shows 

the increasing appearance of metre which is predominantly in fours as 

is this tambour piece (Vernacular)= 

Music Example iZO 

1j10,1"ý! d 
: 1J0'ý1; d 

1 
ol dJ 

;ýj10, ( j 

oý 

1jjj1jJj1 

Variation in duration is now more reliably present and more 

organised as many of the examples already quoted show clearly (e. g. 

Music i mpletI8). There is a predominance of pieces that use two 

note values only, like this piece for metal agogo (Manipulative)s 

Music Example 12.1 

:::: 1l; TrJJ1 J117J: JJ1 J;: l? 
%, nJ ý. r1JaJI7I7J: JJýJ7I7T; Jýý 

With the establishment of more order in this area the more uncontrolled 

dotted rhythms tend to disappear. 

The more frequent appearance of metre goes with an increasing 

organisation into phrases. Several of the examples already quoted 

(e. g, Music Example 12-0) show a clear phrase structure and this is an 
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example of a well shaped single phrase for maracas (Vernacular)s 

Music Example 12.. 

7"ýJ I, "ý! 
IflflJil)ll 

Again two bar phrases are most common. All the songs fell into 

phrases although some were irregular or unusual lengths like this 

one with its metre fluctuating as well (Personal): 

Music Example 123 

V vc 'Ili. I'. -- 

WS Yr"nj- f; Mc and Aa luvt -I j käme, and 1 like iE. It's Se i j-bme %F'1 
I. LhA 1. 

SfCiný" ýiwG S Ut Lý so mvtý Rý Sýýný-1 ie aE Srriný-hia+C it's ýný öý tt . aal 

The advent of of metre and phrase leads to an increase in the 

number of longer shaped pieces. Still the large majority of pieces 

are long but they are increasingly organised as this song shows 

(Personal); 
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Music Example 124. 

J ýh Qv- ýv, ý+. ý (cash 4/1, Fat L, lea�tt 'a(- Iýtaý« a/z 

There is an increase in the number of ending gestures. Glissandi 

are still popular but rhythmic ones appear as in this maraca pattern 

(which is close to the Speculative Mode); 

Music Example 125 

ö31: 10, aJdI . 1) j1 og d1 . 1.1 d1 1 o( j 10 

In terms of pitch in the instrumental pieces there is an increase 

in planned pieces. The longer reflective patterns have given way to 

shorter more organised pieces like this well shaped metallophone 

piece (Vernacular)s 

k &- L'^1 %Ic0�ij QO P(C)LOK, Ixawa J9 7v -1 ýw.. a J_ - 

Q V` - i1Mºý Lea�! 
1 o 

blow.., ltpyCJ ýg led, I tovlj 30 ýer ýw ri 
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Music trample 126 

There are, however, still pieces produced largely by the alternation 

of sticks like this xylophone piece (Manipulative); 

Music Example 12.7 

And glissandi and trills and tremolos are still popular. Glissandi 

sometimes have a structural role as in this metallophone piece (Personal): 

Music Example 128 

J" 

n .. 
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There is less interest in the extremes of the instrument. 

The range of the vocal tunes lies between 3 and 8 notes with 

some examples of just a vocal elide being offered. About the half 

the. examples also contained examples of vague tuning. One example 

was midway between speech and song. 

Pieces combining sounds are still primarily combinations of 

tone colours only and instructions given are largely ignored. There 

are examples of the 'layer' method of starting (the instruments 

starting one after the other) and of the long line method in which 

the instruments play one after the other. So there is the beginning 

of structure in these pieces. 

Again few examples were repeated exactly, most being refined or 

the basic idea repeated. 

There is an increase in the number of examples of the Vernacular 

Mode although Personal examples are in the majority. The Vernacular 

is seen in the increasing rhythmic organisation and phrase structure. 

Seven year old Compositions 

The interest in timbre declines sharply here as other considera- 

tions such as rhythm and phrase come to the fore. There is much 

less interest in dynamics as well. 

Pieces with a pulse are in the majority and few have none at all. 

These are largely pieces which are concerned with timbre especially 

those in response to the programmatic task. The group pieces too 

still often have the characteristic that each individual member has a 

pulse in his pattern but there is no pulse in the group as a whole. 

There are still examples of pieces where the pulse is intermittent 
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because of the technique required for the instrument like this attempt 

rhythmic pattern on an Indian cymbal (Vernacular)= 

Music Example 12.11 

01 

07ý ýi or I i---ol Tý 01 11 

Again there is less interest in changes of speed. Increased 

technical facility allows there to be more fast patterns but the 

majority are at a moderate speed. 

There is a much higher incidence of metre, this example for 

tambour being typical (Vernacular): 

Music Example 1.30 

0 ol j of j 

Like this example the vast majority were in four time. 

In terms of duration the majority have some planned variation 

present. This largely involves two note values only like this piece 

for metal agogo (Vernacular): 

Music Exam 1e 131 

01 oý er rr; S'ý w3 

j 

SSdY 
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The increase in the number of pieces in which there was no variation 

present is caused by an increase in pieces which are all one note 

value like this short metallophone piece (Vernacular): 

Music Example 13 2 

J) 

The more haphazard variation in metre produced by the alternation 

of sticks on the pitched instruments have completely disappeared with 

the advent of greater technical skill. 

The majority of pieces now contain some concept of phrase. 

These are mostly in two bars as in this xylophone piece (Vernacular): 

Music Example 13_ 

or this song (Personal): 

Music Example 13J+. 

O, rü 4k 

-11%G So ft is Sýi- hinl 
O%t ýirjs arg had-(ýy ýe beds Qfe. Sind-ink iý the ü'ccs. 

Others are more irregular as in this chime bar piece (Personal)s 
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Music Example 13S 

or this short song where it is combined with an unusual metre (Personal); 

Music Example 13 

Many are a single phrase like this maraca piece (Vernacular)-' 

Music Example 13.7 

') ') ýý II 
'o 'o 'o ., .I 

With the advent of greater order the compositions get shorter, 

many being about eight beats long like some already quoted (e. g. 

Music Example 132). There are still longer pieces. Some long 

rambling pieces persist but there is almost the same number of 

organised pieces some of which have already been quoted. Endings 

are still appearing but glissandi have disappeared in favour of 

rhythmic endings like this chime bar pattern (Personal); 

Music Example 138 Mt. 

'"i "e SroW IS Mll"1431 the )Flow 1S TCºl"'I113, \G) ... _ _. 7 ý- --,. w.. ý 
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or tonal endings like this xylophone piece (Vernacular)s 

Music Example 139 

In terms of pitch few are at random and the interest in glissandi, 

trills and tremolos and the extremes of the instrument have declined, 

together with the patterns produced by alternating sticks. There 

is a noticeable increase in the ability to organise patterns on the 

three chime bars, this short pattern being typical (Vernacular): 

Music Example 1`1 Q 

4)) 
There are few examples of attempts to shape a piece tonally like 

this metallophone piece (Speculative)-l 

Music Example 1W 

In the vocal melodies the majority employ a range of six notes 

and some examples are more shaped tonally like this well developed 

vocalised melody (Speculative) : 
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Music Example 17}1 

tune just quoted which appears to be Pop Roes the Weasel and this 

one based on A Sailor went to Sea (Vernacular): 

Music Example 11,3 

n. to lk 

A 0' 6 

d 

In the attempts at combining sounds there are always some 

instructions given (although these may not be always carried out). 

W. 

The pieces are evenly divided between those that are still primarily 

a blending of tone colours and those based on ostinati. The layer 

method of starting is also appearing and there examples of ending 

gestures. 

More children could repeat this piece because they were shorter 

and more organised. There was less refining of the idea, children 

being more able to realise their intention first time. 

Some examples are based on existing tunes like the ending of the 

There are passages of vague tuning in many of the examples. 
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The majority of pieces in this age group display the character- 

istics of the Vernacular Mode with its interest in rhythm and phrase. 

Eight year old Compositions 

The decline is the interest in timbre is also apparent here. 

There are, however, some very sensitive examples of it like a 

gradual accelerando and crescendo on the claves produced in response 

to the task of repeating a piece around the idea of spring (Sensory). 

From this age upwards this task often elicits some sensitive explora- 

tions of timbre. 

There are a few more examples exploring changes in dynamics and 

accents, these later often being in explorations of tone colour like 

rubbing the surface of a drum contrasted with hitting it as in the 

7 year examples. One example is of an accented ending shako (Vernacular). 

Pulse is now present in the vast majority of examples this tambour 

pattern being typical (Vernacular): 

Music Example 11+14. 

:::. ý ýi' ,rj "n 
Those with intermittent pulse include again group pieces with no group 

pulse present and pieces where the right note was hunted for. 

The speed favoured again is moderate and there is an increase in 

the slower examples while the faster examples decline. 

p 
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With the increase in the security of the pulse comes an increase 

in the incidence of metre. There are now more examples in two 

although four still predominates. This maraca pattern is typical 

(Vernacular): 

Music Example 14-5 

;: 1 ßf7! in 1 11 
and this wood block pattern (vernacular): 

Music Example 11 

j7 
This is a more complex example in four time (Speculative); 

Music Example 14.7 

! T11')11JJýIJ1'JJ'. ýId ý 

The three time examples include this well shaped tune for xylophone 

(Speculative)t 

Music ft ample 14ß 

hesiraho V% 
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There are some less usual examples like this one played very 

deliberately in five time on the chime bare (Vernacular)= 

Music Example TL 

The overwhelming majority of examples contain examples of 

variation in duration. As has already been seen this usually is 

planned and uses. two note values only. 

Phrase also is present in the majority of examples. Again two 

bar phrases predominate with many examples being a single phrase like 

this gong piece (Vernacular): 

Music Example 150 

.... r--ý º : 
ci 

In the area of form, long shaped pieces now predominate over the 

long rambling pieces. The length is often achieved by the repetition 

of a short fragment like this tambour piece (Vernacular); 

Music Example 15 

J--ý 
*I 

IJýI 
, F-j jI Vý tI J-, ( ýIiýI ral jI)ýI ýýl ol 

I 
tf II 

4" n! 
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The number of endings increases many of them being rhythmic gestures 

like this ending crotchet (Vernacular): 

Music Example 1$; L 

II I Id# I) J I. 
Sometimes it is a melodic gesture as in this song (Speculative); 

Music Example 1S3 

SUS is Sýi^- 'l ) 
SL i, -; A 

hcc; E.. hoN 

Ar-Itii 
-ý EEEýý -i 

ýýEE 
-- 

ý 
Sýin - in, j sý in- ; ng. , Nc- +(Q4 are 9tccjk dAd i +e ýto-wus Love olrown. 

In terms of pitch the number where it appears to be random is 

very reduced. Most of the chime bar pieces are well shaped, often 

repeating a fragment (Vernacular)! 

Music Example l j}+- 

in the ending. One example of this has already been given (Music 

Example 153) and here is a minor xylophone piece (Speculative): 

There is evidence too of attempts at shaping a tune tonally particularly 
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Music Example I 
. 
St 

This song is very well ordered tonally. She ran out of words at the 

end which prevented her concluding it musically (Speculative): 

Music Example 1. S6 

Srr, *A3 'IS Gt, r. 0Nº-%A3 j Cow - inp Co+º+" IAJ. 

blow- � o, 60- frus So (pink and 

Le va cp e brut so brý91, i- and 9rýýný 

In the range of vocal melodies again the sixth predominates, 

although there is a wide variety. One of the two note examples is 

really inflected speech (Manipulative); 

Music Example 1S7 

This also reflects the shyness in making vocal offerings that sets in 

with some children at this age. Tuning is slightly more secure. 

H bi(d Cd-1 Sing like WL de 
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In pieces combining sounds much fewer pieces are concerned with 

tone quality only. Instructions are usually given and these take 

the form of ostinati, although the piece seldom comes together as 

there is no beat given and the players cannot remember or are given 

insufficient practice at the ostinati. The layer method of starting 

is favoured and many examples have some sort of ending. A piece 

(Vernacular) for chimes, triangle and bells illustrates this. It 

is really a tune and accompaniment piece the composer leading it on 

the chime bars and the others accompanying. She gives a repeated note 

as a signal to end. 

More children could repeat their compositions. This is a 

characteristic of the Vernacular Mode. There is less repeating of 

the idea for they are now able to realise it fully first time round. 

This is the high point of the Vernacular Mode with an over- 

whelming majority of examples displaying it. 

Nine year old Compositions 

Still the interest in timbre is subservient to other interests. 

However, there are some examples that verge on the Speculative in 

their use of it like a maraca piece in which they are rolled on the 

table and shaken in phrases of uneven lengths and there is an ending 

gesture. 

There is little interest too in changes of dynamics although 

there is one example of very expressive crescendi produced on the 

tambour with fingers then the flat of the hand (Personal). 
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Pulse is now mostly present and some of the intermittent examples 

are examples of the beginning of the Speculative inadequately realised 

as in this metallophone piece (Speculative): 

Music Example 158 

A.. '1. L. 

gtýltih`,, 
- 

Again in group pieces there is no common pulse. 

The majority of pieces are at a moderate speed with a few gradual 

changes. These are often at the end to provide a close. This is 

sometimes faster and sometimes slower. 

Metre in two's or fours is present in most examples like this 

xylophone piece (Vernacular): 

Music Example 15,9 

and this tambour piece (Speculative): 

Music Example 1 CO 

j 

I'o'*' -4�, # 0' li i F. ff. 9. r-) 1,1 li 
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Variation in duration is usually present and planned. The 

examples where it is not present are usually timbre explorations or 

all crotchet pieces. There is a sharp increase in the occurence of 

dotted rhythms. This may represent the beginning of the Speculative 

in the rhythmic area as in this piece for xylophones 

Music Example 161 

L rr r :; -" I HI i 
_ý" "ý' 'ý' -r 

,ý Mýýýý 

A sense of phrase is usually present and there is an increase in 

the number of longer phrases as in this song (Vernacular): 

Music Example 162. 

J 
-10- 

-r-' 
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There is an increase in the number of unusual or irregular phrase 

lengths as in this chime bar piece; 

Music Example 163 

which was refined on the repeat to one three bar phrase: 

Music Example 1. b_ß 

In it can be seen the beginning of melodic development; and these less 

usual phrases are linked with the advent of the Speculative. 

' In form the majority of pieces are long and shaped. There are 

slightly more shorter pieces which may represent a refinement of the 

Vernacular Mode, playing the repeated fragments that characterised 

some of the eight year old pieces only once. There are examples of 

endings again, some rhythmic like this Indian cymbal piece (Vernacular)= 
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Music Example 16S 

*Q J ri Iý J-Ot ý ForTel Ij T) I ol J-j Ii ri I ol 
and some melodic like the end of this long xylophone exploration 

with its irregular phrases(Personal)= 

Music Example 140 

oý- 

4 __ 1 -, - 

- -------- 

In the songs in particular there is the emergence of the repetition 

of phrases (Speculative)! 

Music Example 167 

CAM- 1/ßq 
1 

com - IAj 

ZpAA3 - timt 4 Coa- iAI, COA- IAj . Set EL 6'itcJt or. 4k frtus Sfrin'- timee It 
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In the area of pitch in no pieces does it appear to be random. 

An interest in scales reappears, sometimes a simple exploration like 

this song (Vernacular); 

ß Music Example 16 

A 

I 

_dDr 

sometimes as part of a longer exploration as in a metallophone piece 

quoted earlier (Music Example 1 58). 

Jumps are now a feature of some pieces like the xylophone piece 

quoted earlier (Music Example 1.61) but unlike the younger explorations 

this is planned and calculated. Repeated notes are also featured 

in many pieces as in the same xylophone piece. All the examples 

using the three chime bars are well shaped (Vernacular). 

Music Example 159 

Examples of longer shaped pieces have already been given and of 

melodies shaped tonally like this song (Vernacular)s 

Music Example 110 
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There is the appearance of melodic variation as a way of constructing 

, pieces. Often it is by way of developing a rhythmic fragment as in 

this metallophone piece (vernacular): 

Music Example 171 

or this metallophone piece (Speculative): 

Music Example 172-. 

0 or . 

In the songs again a six note range predominates as in this well - 

rounded example (Vernacular): 
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Music Example 17 3 

A few examples have a wide range like this Christmas song (Speculative): 

Music Example i74. 

Still half the examples contain passages of vague tuning. T 

also examples of the use of existing tunes. Now the variati 

deliberate as in this song based on an Easter round. (Specul 

Music Example 17 5 

v 0. 

GJi� - hr rotte parr . 
Le ics and Now-u, C- pen Gsf. 

All the examples combining sounds are of ostinati starts 

of the layer method, and sometimes ending that way as well. 

composer always gives instructions and sometimes manages to C 

the group through the pattern s/he is playing. More examplf 

a common pulse and the patterns fit together well as in this 

the castanets play: 

Ja ova as as va , &-CO WIL+ M"l- , "--- -. - 
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Music Example 176 

j fol, j 

against the triangle: 

J1 

flJ 

while the Indian cymbal plays on the beat. The composer plays 

the metallophone and explores its possibilities against this ostineto 

background. There are some examples of sticks used together on 

instruments (Speculative): 

Music Example 17 7 

and an interesting example of a drone like effect (Speculative): 

Music Example 178 

t 
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Less children could repeat their pieces but still a quarter could. 

The decline in number is due to the increase in the Speculative. This 

also leads to more refining of the original idea and repeating of the 

idea. 

There is still a majority of vernacular pieces but there is 

striking increase in the number of the Speculative ones. 

Ten year old Compositions 

These compositions show an increase in the concern with timbre 

again. Many of the pieces are Speculative in the area of timbre 

like this maraca piece: 

Music Example 171 

n!. ý 11 r�' . (J c j771011 Ve 4t 

A tambour piece explores all its possibilities starting with a-rub 

getting faster and slower and louder and softer, and then a passage 

in four time striking it, and ending with fingers tapping on the 

surface (Speculative). This xylophone piece not only uses the tone 

colour of the glissandi as an opening gesture but, at its climax 
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in the middle includes taps on various parts of the instrument and 

the table interspersed with short and long glissandi (Speculative)s 

Music Example 1$Q 

_ E-. oj( oL 'e tags ý, i t%L t%AAJ 

3Is%%. 

As can be seen from these examples there is renewed interest 

in dynamic change often linked with timbre exploration. Pieces get 

softer towards the end for example. This piece starts with opening 

glissandi getting louder and faster (Speculative): 

Music Example 1 91 

Pulse is present in most examples like this tambour piece (verna- 

cular) : 

Io+Jer o&d faihr 
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Music Example 1'-? - 

1 ! ýr: 1 lJ Jed ýJJý. r'Jý, fJ1 ýd II 

Again in the pieces where it is intermittent this is often due to 

attempts to introduce Speculative elements and the experiments with 

tone colour already quoted. 

There is greater variety in the speed of the pieces with more 

slower as well as faster examples. The interest in changes of 

dynamics is often linked with speed changes especially at the end when 

pieces get slower and softer. This is often included in the instruc- 

tions to players in the group pieces. In some of the group pieces, 

too, there are both slow and fast rhythms simultaneously. 

Although there is metre present in the majority of examples, the 

number of pieces has decreased. Again this is often due to the increased 

-6 
Speculative element as seen in the pieces already quoted (e. g. Music 

Example i$9). Again two's and fours are most common as in this gato 

drum piece (Vernacular): 

Music Example 1.8 3 

Cýý1t icýftaf V. dýGgitc ýý`ý 
Ult, 

4 tý e cn e r1ý` CýýsJ 

and in this chime bar piece (Speculative): 

w 



Music Example 14. 

Variation in duration is present in most pieces. it being absent 

mostly from those pieces exploring timbre. Again most pieces use 

two note values only like several of the examples already quoted 

(e. g. Music Example 1-r). There is a striking increase in the 

number of syncopated patterns. Some are very difficult to notate 

like this striking example (Speculative): 

Music Example 19S' 

00-% 

v , º. -0- 

22l. 



Dotted rhythms are still a feature of some pieces like this metallo- 

phone piece which also shows the use of glissandi structurally 

(Speculative) : 

Music Example 180 

314%. kAj, 

9tºu. ýýo -ý-ý .. - 9ýibSA"r0 - 

Phrase is present in the majority of examples. It is less 

clear in the examples exploring timbre and in group pieces where 

there is not a common pulse. Two bar and four bar phrases are 

almost equally present. This song shows shaped two bar examples 

(Speculative): 

Music Example 187 

2-2. x' 
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This one shows longer examples (Speculative): 

Music Example 188- 

vapo 
WA., 

0 

There are more examples of unusual lengths and irregular phrases. 

This is due to the increasing Speculative element, as in the use of 

longer note values in this chime bar piece (Speculative): 

Music Example 1'89 

In terms of form the majority were long and shaped as many of 

the examples already quoted show (e. g. Music Example 187). There is 

a great increase in beginning and ending gestures. Glissandi are 

common at the beginning, and the ending gestures again vary from 

rhythmic ones to melodic ones. An exploration of the timbre 

of the wooden agogo (Personal) in which it is struck and scraped 
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with a variety of beaters ends with a syncopated pattern. In this 

xylophone piece rhythm and melody form a close to the second phrase 

(vernacular): 

Music Example 140 

In this xylophone piece a closing phrase is added after three repeats 

of the same phrase (Speculative): 

Music Example 1'91 

In the area of pitch there is still interest in scale passages 

as several of the examples already quoted show (e. g. Music Example 188). 

Glissandi again feature prominently but now in a more structural role. 

It can be seen in several examples already quoted and is clear in 

this metallophone piece (Speculative): 



lixt 

Music Example 1q2. 

Repeated notes are still a feature of some pieces like the metallo- 

phone piece already quoted (Music Example 196). In their attempts 

to exploit all the possibilities of the instruments there is renewed 

interest in the extremes of the instrument again used to structural 

purposes, as seen in the metallophone piece quoted above (Music 

Example l4 2. ). All the three note chime bar patterns are well shaped, 

repeated phrases still featuring prominently (Vernacular): 

Music Example 19 

There are many longer patterns many of which are tonally shaped like 

this hummed song (Speculative): 

Music Example 194. 

--2-- -- -.. - 



One song contained a modulation (Speculative): 

Music Example 11 S 

Melodic variation is now a feature of many pieces as already seen. 

Sometimes it is simple, like inverting a pattern (Speculative): 

Music Example 196 

Fw" 

Sometimes it is more complicated as in the metallophone pattern 

quoted above. Sequence begins to appear as in the hummed song 

7 . 49, 

already quoted (Music Example 187). 
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Six notes is again the most common range for the vocal melodies, 

There is increased security in tuning. 

In the pieces combining sounds, always instructions are given 

and sometimes they are carried out. Pieces based on ostinati with 

a layer start and sometimes finish predominate and there are more 

beginnings and endings. One piece (Vernacular) used small cymbals playing: 

Music Example 197 

J r1TJ 
and woodblock on the beat, chime bars in the same rhythm as the small 

cymbal, and two sticks playing together on the chime bars is the 

stop signal. One piece has this xylophone tune accompanied by 

glissandi on a metallophone (Vernacular): 

Music F)öample 19s 

More examples had a common pulse. 

More pieces use two sticks together like this one exploiting 

contrary and similar motion (Speculative): 

Music Example 19 9 

1' 
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There is this example of a pedal effect with a scale created (Speculative): 

Music Example ZDQ 

-4ý 

-ý- -r -r Y -r -r -r t -r -r 

More children could repeat their composition but more said that 

they couldn't. This is often because the Speculative element is 

still not fully integrated into the style and the whole is much more 

complex to recall. It could be that this is the moment to introduce 

some form of notation to obviate this. 

Now the majority of pieces are Speculative and indeed some of 

the pieces placed in the Personal classification could well be 

Speculative pieces that haven't quite worked. 

Eleven year old Compositions 

Again there was considerable interest in timbre and a Speculative 

approach to it. These explorations are often very sophisticated 

especially on the tambour like one that involves fingers flipping (Specu- 

lative) and rubbing and getting faster in the middle ending with a 
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beat, and this one where the semiquavers are fingers tapping, which 

makes their rhythm rather vague (Speculative): 

Music Example ;. 91 

1".,., 

The maracas are often used in contrasting ways too -both together, 

separately and knocked together, in one case giving a syncopated 

pattern (Speculative). The question offering a programmatic element 

often provokes an exploration of timbre like a piece for multi guiro 

(Speculative) which is an exploration of variations of speed and 

dynamics. 

Dynamics are still predominantly moderate but there is increasing 

interest in changes of dynamics, especially sudden ones, and more 

interest in accents, In one group piece there is the instruction to 

fade out at the end, while in a piece for tubo (a long shaker) long 

shakes alternate with rapid ones giving contrasts of loud and soft 

(Vernacular). This bass drum piece is an exploration of accents, the 

rhythm being very approximate (Personal): 

Music Example 2-0-2, 

7777, 

z 
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Pulse is present in most examples, this short song being 

typical (Vernacular): 

ý Music Example 20 

The intermittent examples include those pieces where there is a 

slight hesitation while hunting for the right note as at the opening 

of this piece for xylophone, which also shows a structural use of 

timbre exploration in its use of the short glissandi in the middle 

(Speculative) : 

Music Example Zote 

-ý1- 
S1. it. 

The pieces in which there is no pulse present are largely pieces that 

are primarily concerned with exploring timbre. 
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In terms of speed, moderate examples still predominate but there 

are slow and fast examples. This gato drum piece is fast (Vernacular)I 

Music Example Zo. S 

S. n flTJ1flnflfllnnn(j II 
The pitch of the first three bars is the same. Several of the slow 

pieces were produced by one girl in one session, one being a slow 

shake for tubo six times with some faster ones at the end, a very 

sensitive piece (Personal). 

moderate pieces (Speculative): 

Music Example 206 

This xylophone piece is typical of the 

Changes of speed were often linked with changes in volume like the 

piece for tubo in which long shakes alternate with rapid ones already 

mentioned. In some of the group pieces both fast and slow rhythms 

are present simultaneously. 
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Metre is present in most examples. Those examples where it is 

not present are largely those concerned with timbre. The pieces are 

almost equally divided between 2 and 4 beat metres. This song is 

typical of the two beat pieces (Speculative): 

Music Example 207 

as is this maraca piece (Speculative) : 

Music Example 20 .8 

'01 ý 07,11 ; -ý 1 01 Fj IjII J-ý ,II ; -*' 1 111 ; -j 1 
. 01 11 

This song is typical of the four beat examples (Vernacular): 

Music Example 204 

t;. kl 

0 

A few pieces are in three like this chime bar piece (Speculative): 

ti 
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Music Example 210 

This meandering chromatic song is typical of the mixed metres (Speculative): 

Music Example 2_I1 

Most examples contain planned variation of duration and those 

without variation are often all crotchets like this gato drum piece 
(Vernacular) : 

Music Example 212- 

Iýjjj li-i j -1 11 

Now a greater variety of note values than just two is present in a 

large number of examples, like the use of semiquavers in this iylophone 

piece (Vernacular): 



Music Example Z13 

0 

Some still use two note values only (Vernacular): 

Music Example Z 14- 

0 ; ro, pf '01 ljjýrlo Ili i jol 11 

Dotted rhythms are popular like this xylophone piece which develops 

a rhythmic fragment (Speculative): 

Music Example 21, E 

Syncopation is also popular as in this chime bar piece which also 

develops a short fragment (Speculative): 

Music Example 21-6 

Zý17 

. 
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A sense of phrase is evident in most examples. Most are two bar 

phrases like this chime bar piece (Vernacular)s 

Music Example 217 

Of the four bar examples this chime bar piece is typical (Speculative): 

Music Example 2: 18 

Among the examples of other lengths are those in which the grasp of 

metre slipped as in the xylophone piece (Vernacular); 

Music Example 2I 

VNSTC&O 

4 
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Other examples are in mixed metres like this tambour piece (Speculative)* 

Music Example 220 

ýc Ic'd Id ý lc a 'd dp 

There is also this sensitive example of three bar phrases on the 

cabassa (Speculative): 

Music Example 2: 2: I 

ý'01 TJ J ýT J , ýJ J ýý Jd 
5. 
ý 

ITjýjiIýjý)Jo 
.1 1' 

&. 40% . .1 

This gato drum piece in its mixed length phrases shows an attempt at 

ternary structure as well (Speculative): 

Music Example 222. 

I J--Tn I, '. ýj, 1; 
-. 

I- j 

m, k 11 ýi 1s. d l SaMC pifcJ 

fj 
ýkd oh f i4E (Uci. - 

In terms of form most were long and shaped, this metallophone piece 

being typical (Speculative): 



Music Example 22,3 

Most pieces have some sort of ending gesture. This often contains 

the Speculative element, as in the shortening of the pattern in this 

gato drum piece (Speculative): 

Music Example 224.. 

Z'. o 

40 40 

r-i t En fl) I)'J Lr1'i' r� IflJ1IrII I'.. I 

or the syncopation at the end of this maraca pattern (Speculative): 

Music Example 22S 

dd `ýI. )JA Is or J, ri dId dýj I'ij 11 

A glissando with an ending note concludes this metallophone piece 

(Speculative): 
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Music Ebcample 2'L 

alas . 
31.1% 

This xylophone piece has a melodic ending tag (Speculative): 

Music Example 227 

One example of repeating a phrase at the end (Music Example 1O¢) has 

already been given, and here is a further example of a ternary 

structure (Speculative): 

Mus io Example 222 8 

A few pieces had opening gestures like an initial accelerando and 

crescendo. to a steadier maraca piece (Speculative): 
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In terms of pitch, scales were still of interest, now integrated 

into melodies, like this piece for pentatonic xylophone (Speculative): 

Music Example 229 

Glissandi are popular used in a structural role as seen in Music 

Example LQ4-. Repeated notes are a feature of some pieces as seen 

in syncopated chime bar piece already quoted (Music Example 2.16). 

Some melodies still exploit the extremes of the instrument like this 

piece for two sticks on metallophone (Speculative): 

Music Example 230 

0 

There are many examples of shaping a melody tonally, like this minor 

metallophone tune which shows inversion as well (Speculative): 

I1V 



Music Example 23) 

This song has a clear sense of tonal structure in its varied phrase 

endings and a sense of coming home at the end (Speculative) 

Music Example 232 

zýý 

"I %mr 
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This song too has similar shaping (Speculative): 

Music Example 233 

-06- 

0 

Many examples contain development of melodic fragments as has already 

been seen (e. g. Music Example 216). This metallophone piece contains 

both sequence and inversion (Speculative): 

Music Example 23_L. 

II; $. 

The range of the vocal melodies varies with a quarter exceeding the 

octave. Tuning is much more secure although examples of vague 

tuning are still present. 

In pieces combining sounds all give instructions and many are 

carried out. Some managed to get all the parts in time with one 

another whereas others fail. There is usually a starting and 

finishing signal. All the pieces are based on ostinati. Some start 

and finish together while others favour the layer start and sometimes 
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finish. Some examples modify the layer structure by bringing in or 

fading out two instruments together. Several pieces for solo player 

on the pitched percussion contain examples of the sticks being used 

together to create harmony like a metallophone piece which after a 

glissando, explores seconds and thirds (Speculative) and a xylophone 

piece where one stick has a glissando while the other develops a 

tune underneath it (Speculative). 

In terms of whether they could repeat the piece there is an 

increase in those who couldn't. These were in general the Specula- 

tive patterns. Some refined their pieces like this pattern (Vernacular): 

Music Example 

(. rTiiJJ. crTiia flr r, ýýmýld II 
which lost its uneven phrase lengths on repeat: 

Music Example 236 

II l 
Sometimes quite complex patterns are nearly repeated exactly like this 

maraca patterns 

Music Example 2.37 

, r7 I 
0, 
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The majority of pieces are in the Speculative Mode with its emphasis 

on structure. The slight decrease in the Personal Mode is due to 

the greater integration of these elements into the style. 

Summary 

The appendix sets out in more detail the way in which in the 

spiral model was developed. It was in no way concev,,, ed academically 

and applied to the data but evolved from analysis of the compositions, 

frequently undergoing changes in the early stages. In the foregoing 

analyses can be seen the musical characteristics that make up each 

mode in the pieces I have collected. In giving musical examples 

with the description of the mode in which each was placed, I hope that 

the reader-has been able to share in the judgements that I made during 

my analysis. 

ip 


